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'Ibis case study of the political econ~ of labor is an

examination of the interplay between the state and labor in South

Korea during the 1970s and 1980s. It anploys a model which integrates

two bodies of theoretical literature: 1) the "dependency" and nworld

systann literature; and 2) Anthony Giddens' concept of the "dfal.ectf,c

of control n and Erik Olin Wright' s concept of "cl.ase capacities. n

This integrative IOOdel is used to study the re1atio:lship between the

state and labor, and to explore hew the class capacity of the working

class is strength.:aned as an unintended consequence of state policies

and strategies of labor control.

The study explains the basis for the thesis of political

deteonination of labor control and the causes of intensification of

labor control with the deepening of export-oriented industrialization.

The direct causal linkage between econanic deve1cpnent sequences and

regime dynamics is argued to he the basis for the political

deteoninatiO:l of labor control by the state in alliance with capital.

Intensification of labor control by the state is vie.wed as a response

to the broader coalition-based societal resd.scance which itself was a

response to the power and danination of the state-capital alliance in

the pursui.t; of export-oriented industrialization initiated in the

sixties.

The findings suggest that the mode of interplay between the state
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and labor has follO\l1ed mutually reinforcing and dialectic paccerns,

As labor repression has become stronger and more penetrating, labor

has becane IOOrc militant in response. '!be sheer existence of a strong

and daninant state-capital alliance has aggregated diverse J;X>litical

opposition elanents into an enta-qoverrment; coalition. '!bis

coalition-based societal resistance in turn has ~.eLated intensified

labor repression. The form and content of labor oontrol in the 1980s

is a response to the wcq and extent that working class capacity was

strengthened in the 1970s, resulting in the 1980s in an

anti-gOlJernnent coalition that includes activists outside of.

production as well as the rank and file of production workers. As

labor militancy and protests have becane IOOre synchronized,

concentrated and associated, labor issues have been turned into

political resources for IOOre generalized political protests.

By focusing on tho;:: dialectic interplay between state acti.on and

labor action, this study has paid less attention to the structure of

class relations at the macroeconanic level; the lived experience of

class in the workplace and in the residence cammmity; and groups of

people disposed to act in class wcqs. 'Ibis study focused instead on

class at the collective action level. For a thorough and canplete

examination of working-class formation in South Korea, additional

analyses should be carried out that sinultaneously integrate all four

levels.
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Clapt:er 1

Introduction

During the p;lst quarter century, South Korea has achieved remarkable

econanic grCMtb. Per capita GNP has increased fran $87 in 1962 to

$2,270 in 1986. Over the period 1962-1986, the average annual growth

rate in GNP reached eight percent. As a develcpnent strategy for this

"econanic miracle," South Korea has undertaken a 'big push' and

'discretionary' cq::proach to developnent. In purauinq export-oriented

industrialization (EOI), the South Korean econany has undergone a

drastic shift fran one based on light imustry to one based on heavy

industry. Neglecting the rural sector, the country has adopted highly

selected sectoral industrial policies. Cheap credit fer capital

investment has been allocated to strategically selected industries,

finns, and regions. This 'big push' and 'discretionary' approach to

developnent consolidated the formation of an alliance between the

military and leading tusinesses at the expense of the interests of

factory workers and fanners.

Cheap labor has been continuously dananded for internatior.al market
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canpetitiveness. Most workers coming fran non-farming households were

given no alternative rot total dependence on subsistence wages. Since

entry or re-entry into the faIIUi.ng sector was extranely difficult due to

lack of access to land, IGl-paid workers became increasingly

dissatisfied and volatile. Labor unrest; was frmenced and inflamed t¥

outside influences which intensified and made public the p:>litical

exclusion of labor fran the state-capital alliance. In response, the

state cracked down on successive segments of the middle class, first,

church groups and then, student qroups, Labor activisn in South Korea

cannot be understood without examination of this state-labor dialectic

interplay.

Econanic gro.vth and labor militancy have gone hand in hand. Among

the "gang of four" (South Korea, Singap:>re, Taiwan and Hong Kong), this

phenanenon is unique to South Korea. The stronger and more penetrating

labor repression has becane, the more militant labor has been. This

unique I=henanenon has taken place as the state, on the ale hand, has

shaped and reshaped its policies and str.ategies of labor control, while

labor, on the other, has responded with new forms of resistance. Here

we have sane interesting questions. What are the conditions and

mechanisns under which the dialectic be~cen the state and labor has

been generated and operated? What is the nature of the Etate-labor

interrelationship? What are the p;ltterns of the state-labor

interactions and hCM have they changed Oller time? What impacts have the

changing strategies had on state-labor relationships as well as on class

formation in South Korea?
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By answering these questions we can underscand wl:¥ new social class

structures have become i.nq;x>rtant political forces in South Korea, how

class dynamics are reflected in state-Jaoor interrelationships, and how

polari:l.ation of the social classes because of EO! strategies have been

manifested in the etace-Leoor conflicts. Hence, this study is

lDldertaken under the justification that examination of the stare-Labor

interplay is essential for the study and lDlderstanding of class dynamics

in South Korea.

Despite the significance of these questions for theory and policy,

no systematic analyses have been oonducted in this area. In Ir¥ view,

lDlderstanding the dialectic between the state and labor is crucial to

lDlderstanding Korean developnent. '!be canplex processes of labor

resistance to political and econanic domination in the context of rapid

econanic develq:ment in South Korea have resulted in social conflicts

which involve the totality of SOUth Korean social and political

alignments.

In recent years, as an approach to the study of developnent, the

dependency perspective has influenced IDaI¥ scholarly studies. One

critical thesis persuasively pressed 1:!{ dependency theorists is this:

the global interests of netropolitan
capitalist classes have always determined
developnent processes and power relationships
in periphery countries bJ the detriment of
these councrfes (Becker 1983) •

'!his perspective argues that the dynamic forces of netropolitan

capitalism enanating fran the core have oontinued to condition the
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direction and nature of Third World develcpnent. The penetration of

Third World countries t:¥ transnational corporations ('1NCs) has

subjugateJ local econanies to metropolitan requirenents wit., significant

effects on the social structures of the countries affected.

In understanding the nature and significance for national

developnent of the interaction between external econanic forces (world

markets and the ~Cs) and an industrializing Third World polity, there

is no question that this perspective is insightful. Neglect of the

dialectics of workinl:) class resistance to danination, hCMever, appears

to be ale of the greatest weaknesses in the application of dependency

awroaches to South Korean developnent.

Econanic dependency theorists (Amin 1973, 1980, ana Frank 1978,

1980) emphasize the necessity for capital accumulation on a global scale

as detenninants of develcpnent processes and ~er relationships in the

periphery. Political dependency theorists (Cardoso and Faletto 1979,

and O'Donnell 1979) place mich more anphasis on local struggles. The

former (e.g., Ami.n and Frank), in general, argue that:

the dependent state tends tCMard authoritarian
formae the daninance of the world systan has
historically kept lc:cal bourgeosies weak; the
weak local bourgeoisie cannot establish its
hegemony, hence cannot maintain power through
danocratic forms of the state. The form of
the dependent state is therefore a function
primarily of external capital and its need to
extract surplus fran the periphery (Carney
1984: 204).

The latter (e.g., cardoso and Faletto) tend to see the l:ureaucratic
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authoritarian state as subject to popular pressures and internal

contradictions. In general, they attribute the subjugation to three

types of tensions ~aringwhen econanic domination and political

coercion are ccmbined to incorporate interests of the peopl.e, The first

type of tension, as cardoso (1979) emIilasizes, is between ti..e militat:y

state and its bourqeors social base. This tension is a result of

conflicts between the military state's interests in concentrating

production on military supplies as much as possible, and those of local

entrepreneurs and transnational corporations whose econcmic interests

lie in importing of or depending on, strategic production t¥ the 'lNCs.

~1a second tension appears between the state and the nsilent vofd"

of civil society as the state attempts to expand its social base t¥ an

expansionary econanic policy. O'Donnell (1979) claims that the state is

incapable of such e:pansion because of flUldamen.tal conflicts between the

state's expansionary p.Jlicy and the interests of the ~r bourgeoisie

and the 'rnCs. Warren (1980), hCMever, points to the existence of a

relationship of nmutual indispensibilityD between the state and r.he 'INCs

si,lCe both sides have a stake in danestic capital accumulation and the

grCMth of internal markets as consumption goods outlets. '!be current

debt crisis in Latin America, hCMever, seans to support 0' Donnell's

claims that the state is fragile because of its limited options for

expanding its social base.

'!be third tension is the relationship of class conflict and the

existence of democracy in the netropole and the expansion of democratic

irleas in the periphery. Democracy in the metropoles is crucial to the
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degeneration of bureaucratic authoritarianism in the periphery because

of the close linkages between available cptions for periphery states in

relation to foreign capital and military power coming frem the metropole

states. In other words, public opinion in core states, and the impact

of this on internal social conflicts in the periphery state, for or

against the support of authoritariar governments is a factor affecting

the stability of dependent states, although this aspect of

core-periphery relationships has been largely ignored t1j dependency

theorists. The dependency literature anphasizes either external

linkages to the metropole's capital and state, or internal

contradictions due to limited options for expansion of the periphery

state's social base as primaIY causal factors in the rise of tensions in

the peripheIY.

'!be paencmenon of class danination and class-based resistance is

lr.trgely neglected in preference for the pursuit of unilinear causal

series involved in the "triple alliance" among '!NCS, the local state and

the local bourgeoisie. Consequently, dependency theory has failed to

account for four developnents: 1) how and wl¥ 'lNCS have pressured

host-states to comply with the desires and preferences of foreign

capital; 2) how local class daninance and class-state relations in

peripheIY countries have developed under the 9ila.y of transnational

capitalisn; 3) hON popular classes in periphery states have confronted

the daninant class; 4) hON the dynamic of class conflict has affected

the social, econanic and political developnent. Empirical investigation

of these class-based actions is necessary to comprehending the social
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strategy in Third World countries where class structure and

relationships are in a state of flux.

The second problan with the awlication of dependency theory to

South Korean develOf!nent has to do with basic differences in the origin,

nature and flD'lctions of the dependent state of South Korea as compared

to those of COlD'ltries of Latin America which have been the focus of most

dependency theorists. In South Korea, the original anergence of the

bureacratic euthord.tarfen state was a response to the political disorder

provoked i:¥ political IOO'lenents in the late 1950s. '!he shift fran ISI

(irnport-substitution industrialization) tcward EOI in the early 1960s

was led i:¥ market forces to which local E!'ltrepreneurs responded. The

unanticipated success at the initial stage precipitated the state to

formulate policies designed to sustain an EDI econory, In 1972, as a

response to the political. challenge fran Inaide and the security crisis

frcn ootside, a political. coup i:¥ the military (the Yushin systan) was

declared. To justify this political. IOO\Te, expansion of the

heavy-chanical industries (HeI) sect.or began to be actively pursued,

'!hus, EDI expansion in South Korea was politically m:>tivated, and

justified for econanic reasons. The state effectiVely utilized security

concerns (e.g., threats fran North Korea and the planned retrenchment of

u.S. forces in South Korea) to mobilize ];X>litical. support and t(\ achieve

institutional stability and political control and order.

A brief look at the dependent state in South Korea is needed to

understand its non-democratic nature and the state's increasing

intervention in the national econarrr.l The dependent state in South
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Korea approximates the state capitalist model as depicted l¥ Fitzgerald

(1979), EIlans (1977), and Offe (1973), as well as the blreaucratic

authoritarian model (O'Donnell 1979), but for different reasons than do

Latin American colDltries. The JOOst important argument made k¥ the state

capitalist school centers on "the role that state intervention :?1ays in

creating a state bourgeoisie -a new class whose interests are connected

with pcwer ore: resources rather than their direct Qrlnership" (carnoy

1983: 200). In this sense, the South Korean dependent state is akin to

this model.

Historically, Korea has had an 'Ollerdevelq>ed' state machinery,

built l¥ colonial regimes under Japanese colonial rule to extract,

coerce and penet.rate the society. '!he existing power of the landlord

class was neutralized during land reform in the period of

de-colonization fran 1945 to 1949. Destruction of national resources

and militaty focused production during the Korean War weakened

1 My assertion that the South Korean state and develcprlent are
dependent, Ls based on Becker' s (1983: 12) argument that "the real
test of dependency can only be the existence of a "daninant" class
which exercises proximate control Oller the society and profits fran
the political and econanic decisions adopted k¥ the local state, but
which has minimal real influence (Ner the externally i.np:>sed choice of
devel.opn::nt strategies and cannot control nore than details of their
implanentation. " Adoption of EOI end its expansion in South Korea was
externally imposed rather than voluntarily chosen l¥ the state. It is
a stat~big business alliance that has made political and econanic
decisions on the implanentation of EOI and benefits fran those
decisions. The existence of a dominant el.ass is one indication of the
presence of dependency in South Korea. A second indication is the
lack of real control Oiler the e."d;ernally :i.Inp:>sed choice of EDI
strategies. For instance, in Japan, JOOre than 60% of its econany is
dependent upon exports" Nevertheless; a s..~ift fran e....~p!::)!~t-orie..'1ted to
dcmestic-oriented eco~lany \-lCUld face no serious external barriers

(Footnote contanued)
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structural corxti.tions necessary for the consolidation of the new

anerging capitalist class in the phase of import-substitution

industrialization for consimer goods. The first phase of

export-oriented industrialization was based on unskilled labor; the ED1

expansion J;:!l':a5e: which started in 1973, has been based on more use of

foreign capital under state direction. In effect, existence of a weak

bourgeoisie has created propitious conditions for state expansion into

production.

The state has been actively involved in the distribution and

production of goOOs as econanic planner (since 1962, it has carried out

five, five-year econanic plans), distributor (setting wage levels of the

working class, tariff levels, and monetary polic.y), investor (borrewing

abroad and investing at hane), and consuner (6% of GNP goes for military

defense). Hew the South Korean state differs fran those of Latin

America, though, is in the absence of what Peter Evans calls the 'triple

alliance' for industrial expansion. The South Korean state has secured

loans and foreign technology rather than foreign capital. canpared to

other Third World countries, penetration of '!NCs has been relatively

weak. To that extent, SOUth Korea has been independent fran direct

influences by '!NCS.

1 (continued)
because Japan controls its econanic strategies. Lack of internal
control ore: developnent strategies in South Korea is caused by South
Korea's huge foreign debt and its foreign technology-based IDI. More
importantly, it is caused by the contradiction inherent in the basis
of political legitimaC'.l on econanic gra:;t.~, which means that for the
survival of the tureaucratic authoritarian state, there is no
alternative tut reliance on expansionary qrowth based on EO!
expansion.
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The state, as planner (carrying out scace-Led EO! and inflationary

rapid econanic grQ1th), debtor (pursuing huge debt-led growth) ~ and

extractor (the exploitation of labor), has had to rely on econanic

growth based on EO! expensi.on for capital accumulation. To cope with

increasing export competitiveness, maintaining cheap labor has been

indispensible. On the other hand, it has had to interact with its

supporting metropole state (the U.S) who is now facing serious econanic

problans which are resulting in Increased danands for protectionisn and

pressure for South Korea to open its danestic market to imports.

Bureaucratic Authoritarianisn (B-A) in Latin America is, nguarantor

and organizer of the danination exercized throu.3h a class structure

subordinated to the upper factions of a highly aligopolized and

transnationalized bourgeoisie" (O'Donnell 1979: 292). B-A in Sout.l-t

Korea is guarantor and organizer of danination exercized through a

hierarchical organizational structure subordinated '':0 the ttat~big

business alliance comprising a highly IOOIlopollzed and b.1reaucratized

bourgeoisie.2

2 Both Cardoso (1979) and Stepan (1378) argue that bJreaucratic
authoritarianism is not a type of state rot a type of corporatism,
specifically an antipopuliL.t corporatism. Corporatisn may be a useful
analytic framework for research Ql labor control in South Korea, but it
is not used in this study for these reasonss 1) A fundamental problan in
applying the model relates to the extent to which labor unions
represented the interests of the workers during the past quarter
century. Total union manbership rarely exceeded 20 percent of the labor
force. 2) A popular object of analysis for those who apply corporatisn
is labo!: °la'.:ls. SCUtb Kcrea."'l gO'Y'ernme..ts revi.sed labor laws frEquently.
Researchers might therefore analyze changes in the laws as a means of

(Footnote continued)
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It p>litically excludes the popular sectors while econanically

mobilizing than as cheap labor and expanding the ~lic and state sector

including the military. Foreign investment was not pranoted initially,

but in the EDI expansfon };!lase, it has been actively pursued. capital

accumulation is skewed to benefit big rosiness, foreign units of private

capital, and state oorporations. Labor unions are tightly controlled.

'!he formation of interest groups is discouraged. Thus, B-A in South

Korea was installed preemptively and has intensified as a response to

the threat of p>pular InOITanents.3

'!he absence of a 'triple alliance' of 'INCs, the state and the local

bourgeosie in South Korea results in a quite different type of class

danination fran that of Latin America. In Latin America, the strength

of foreign capital and its need to extract surplus fran the ~riphery,

the alliance between the local bour:geoisie and for~gn capital, and

conflictual relations among the state, 'INCs and the local bourgeoisie

2 (continued)
examining the varying degree to which state authorities have mixed
"inducements" and "constraints" in the c.p!ration of corporatist control
wer the relationship between the state and labor entons, Finding
dtscrepenci.es between wha~ state authoriies have said in the laws and
what they have actually done, though, they would then focus on thP.
actual q:»eration of labor oontrols J::¥ state and management. But here
the South Korean state's roles have been oomplex and contradictory. It
was the state that created labor unions, but at the same time, it was
t.'1e state that blocked workers' p;lrticipation in unions. 'lbis blockage
brought in ootside group influences in the conflicts at the shop-floor
level. '!he linkages between workers and segments of the middle class
pranpted the establishment of the Factory Saanaul Movanent (FSM) and the
Labor Management Coucil (I..M:j aa institutions parallel to the labor
unions. Strictly speaking, the FSM and the LMC are not a systen of
L"lterest repreeencatacn rot an ideological apparatus fer inculcating
ideas about hannonious relationships and high work performance in th':

(Footnote continued)
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are important variables in determining the character of class danination

and practices. Class danination in South Korea has been mainly

exercised I::!f the state-big business alliance with foreign capital

marginal in t.~is danination. The exiscence of the state-capital

alliance has aggravated societal challenges coming fran a coalition into

which elanents such as students, factory workers, church groups and

opposi tion p:1rties have aggregated. With the spurt of EDl, labor has

been the core elanent vitalizing the synchronized radicalization of

these challenges. Thus, class practices in South Korea have formed

around these two polarized groups. '!be dialectic of working class

resistance to domination, an area the dependency literature has largely

neglected, can be drawll fran an anpirical investigation of the vortexes

created t¥ the polarized classes in South Korea.

The second body of literatur _ :elevant for theoretical debates on

Third World develq;luent comes out of studies on the econanic success of

the "gang of four" (South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Singa!X>re) •

2 (continued)
minds of workers. These two institutions are evidence cE the state's
direct intervention in labor affairs. Corporatism as a model of
interest group intervention in politics should be seen as a series of
traits that may be present or absent to varying degrees. The existence
of corporatist labor control to a lCM or diminishing degree in South
Korea may be a narrcw-IIlirded argument in view of cardoso's and Stepan's
persective en corporatism. The South Korean phenanenon of close
association between labor control and labor militancy (the key thesis of
this study) suggests that adoption of corporatism as an analytic
framEWork is highly problanatic.
3 In O'Donnell's words, the implantation of B-A in Latin America is
"the result of a frightened reaction to what is perceived as a grave
threat, to t..~e survival of th-a basic capitalist parameters of scci.ety"
(1979: 295).
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Sane (Launius, 1984) emphasize strong and effective state intervention

in the successful. econanies of these rewly-industrializing countries

(hereafter NICs). Others stress either OJltural factors (Djao, 1981:

salaff, 1981) or attribute econanic success to export-oriented

industrialization (EOI) and market-oriented policies (KrE¥e, 1980:

Fields, 1982).

In accounting for factors of success, NIe studies have treated labor

either as i:Jertia or t weak footing. t Various factors for Asian labor

docility have been examined. Choi (1983), although his study was

li..'I\,ited to South Korea, attributed labor docility to authoritarian state

corporatism. Deyo (1984:285) emphasizes

the wC¥s in which 'Ihird World econanic
linkages to core oountries may shape
oCiiit:Stic econanies in wC¥s that impinge
on labor both iOOirectly, through their
political and camnuni.ty consequences, and
directly, through their impact 00
employment and occupational structures.

'!beir oonclusions or aggregate depictions of a docile labor force,

hCMever, are pranature. 'Ibis is IBrticularily true in the case o~ South

Korea, where labor has been active with an increasing degree of

militancy.

As Koo, Haggard and Deyo (1986, forthcaning) correctly conclude,

"students of East Asian devel~ent have given too much attention, we

believe, to state IX>licies and rosiness activities and have unduly

neglected the vital role of ordinary workers and their experiences in

rapid industrialization. it The present study seeks to contribute to a
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better tmderstanding of labor in the 1,X>1itical econany of East Asian

NICs.

Among the "gang of four", South Korea has been the most turbulent

country during the p;lSt two decades. As labor control became

increasingly more repressive and penetrating, labor aetivisn increased.

During this period there have been more than six labor law rE!\1isions and

labor unions have been restructured frequently. These are

manifestations of significant labor tmrest and aetivisn.

Hitherto, daninant research has focused on E;pecific developnent

strategies and policies through which the state increased industrial

production and control simultaneously. Questionable conclusions that

South Korea has maintained a ranarkably high level of iOOustrial peace

(Choi, 1983; De".fO, 1984) led researchers to unduly neglect the role of

labor ~ Here we have to question the d::>jectivity and validity of the

conclusion that there exists a high level industrial peace in South

Korea.

Choi (1983 :4) states that "tnere were no major industrial

disturbances which disn..'pted either the regime's 1,X>1itical stability or

the industrialization process," and then asks, "Why?" Broadly speaking,

this conclusion seans to be saying that there were no revolutionary

labor disputes. We cannot, hCMever, simply equate the absence of

revolutionary disputes with the existence of industrial peace. As Choi

(1983) stresses, the Cheongye Garment Workers Union «(X;WU) IIlOITanent

always reached the limit that the Yushin system could permit, and the

Y.H. Protest "had great p:;-litical impact in the last phase of the Park
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regime (p.460)." HCMever, he argues, "there were no cases in the last

twenty-year period where protesters attanpted either to translate

econanic demands into broader J;X>litical demands or to stage p:>litical

protests against arr:I of the repressive labor policies (p.473)."

Political protests by labor, however, occurred in 1985 and 1986,

although not exactly in the wert he meant.

Deyo (1984) argues that labor peace existed in South Korea by

referring to statistics on "union members as percentage of the labor

force;" "workdays lost to stopp:iges per thousand workers," and "workdays

lost by work stopfage6O" He reasons that valid indica.to.&:'s of the

vitality of a labor IOOITanent is "not how frequently protest occurs but

rather how effective or ccnsequential it is when it does occur." To

him, 'workdays lost' is an example of such a valid indicator.. Based on

this jUdgment, he concludes that the exisl:ence of ED! expansion with "a

clear trend toward ever analler work stoppages" evidences "labor's very

weak response to industrialization (p.269-7l)." T'cis reasoning,

however, has critical drawbacks.

First, it neglects the South Korean context within which protest

occurs. '!his context is substantially different fran that which

confronts Western labor protest. '!he state's strong interventions in

labor, labor laws regulating unioniaataon and collective bargaining or

strikes, market despotisn characterized by patriarchal and paternal.Lstac

methods of control, and the personal cohesiveness of comp:my owners with

the ruling power, are major factors o:nprising the South Korean context.

dssociation of the size of work stoppages with its political and
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econanic impacts cannot be measured adequately without ronsiderations of

these factors.

second, the wc¥ in which the state responds to labor and vice versa.

have changed over time, and the size of work stoppages is the product of

such interaction. For Instance, Deyo (1984) presents trend data on the

size of work stoppages, measured I¥ number of workdays lost per

stoppage. According to his data, work stoppages accounted for 1,105,

5,018, 350, and 207 days in 1961-65, 1966-70, 1971-5, and 1976-81,

respectively. 'lberefore, as the le1Jel of EO! expanded, the size of work

stoppages decreased and the efficacy of disputes declined. HOrleIJer,

labor disputes before 1972 and those after 1972 differ significantly

because they were under different labor regimes, Q1ing to the i.Ir@osition

of the Yushin systan. Early labor disputes under the Yushin systan were

also different fran those after 1980 when anasculation of the labor

m0\7anent in South Korea was more strongly intensified. Accordingly, it

must also be noted that 350 workdays lost in 1971-75 might have had more

)?Cl1itical impact than 5,018 in 1966-70, since the former occurred under

the strong Yushin systan.

'!bird, the labor Il1OI7anent in South Korea cannot be accurately

understood without oonsideration of its network configurations with

social forces outside of production. Patterns of these network

configurations not: ally changed ore: time, but also were reshaped 1:¥ the

wi3¥ in which the state responded to labor q>position. The 350 figure

for the peraod 1971-75 has different network configurations than the

5,018 for the period 1976-81. 'Ibis difference itself significantly
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indicates different political weights, since state labor control was

particularily strong in isolating workers fran outside influences fran

1976 to 1981.

Analysis of quantitative data alone certainly does not capture the

exact phenanenon of conflicts between the state and labor in South

Korea. Historical events such as strikes and sit··down demonstre.tions,

are I;tlenanena that can not be reduced to quantitative measures. By

examining the political and econanic contexts in which they occur, we

can also estimate the effects of a 'historically specific' labor regime

on 'human agency' and vice versa. Thus, the forms and contents of labor

control and those of labor resistance, and the J:8ttern of interactions

by these two social forces become crucial determinants of the degree of

labor militancy.

Here we reed to specify three factors impinging on South Korean

state labor control and the labor movement; as unique among Asian NICs.

First, the national division creating South and North Korea and the

consequential cutbreak of the Korean War in 1950 prov.ided the current

South Korean state not only with a political foundation for the

construction of a strong state, but also a rnechanisn through which the

'red canplex' (preoccupation with anti-camnunisn) has been utilized as

an effective resource for strong labor control. During the u.S.

military occupation fran Septanber 1945 through July 1948, the American

interest in securing the southern part of the Korean peninsula resulted

in the establishment of an:'lnti-corrantmist bulwark in this cerrd.tory,

The 1950 Korean War provided strong evidence of the need to build a

strong defeI".se.
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'!he War mrtured ideological hanogeneity anong the Sooth Korean

people. Socialized rejection of canmuni.sm and routinized perception of

constant threats fran North Korea provided the South Korean militaIY

state with unlimited resources for mobilization strategies designed to

incozporate the populace into the interests of the state. 'Ihe state's

ideological indoctrination stressing 'national security' is one example

of these strategies. It has narnured the compliant mentality of the

South Korean people. 'Ihe state has utilized this resource effectively

in enforcing strong labor control.s, '!his ideal.cgical uachine, however,

began to break down in the 1980s.

Second, statistics on unionization and union I1lE!!tIbarship are losing

their explanatory lX'Wer as criteria for estimation of the actual extent

of labor rlitancy in South Korea. 'lhree emergent };henanena might

explain this. One is the increasing trend of alliance formation among

irXiustrial workers, students!, intellectuals and church groups. Without

an examination of this trend, we cannot explain the significance of the

labor lDC\7anent in the 19705 and the 1980s. Anothe:: is the fre;Iuent rise

of labor protests I:¥ unorganized labor. Due to their sporadic and

spontaneous nature, these uprisings have not created sustained Impaccs

on the state, but their disruptiveness did generate strong repression.

For example, in 1974 a strike t:¥ 3,000 workers at the Hyundai ShiPiard

in the port; city' of Ulsan pranpted a crackdown 1:¥ 1,000 riot !:X>lice and

left 80 workers injuree. In 1980 I it took the govenment several days to

restore order in the town of sabuk in Kangwon Province's coal mining
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region, after a rampage l:¥ hundreds of angry miners. In 1984, in Pusan

and Daegu, 1,000 taxi drivers staged street danonstrations and 75

drivers were subjected to court trials. Another is the accelerating

trend of weakness in the power of labor unions. The top-down manner in

which South Korea's labor unions are organized granted the upper-level

unions (the national iOOustrial unions) relative power and autonaqy in

union activities. By cutting off the existing lines of influence the

industrial unions had maintained with enterprise unions, the 1980 labor

law revision turned both types of labor unions into ];X)Werless entities.

'!bird, the pattern of labor IDCNanents in South Korea has dlanged.

In the 1970s, workers' actual linkages were forged among female, less

skilled and low-educated worker~. OUtside influences, such as church

groups and students, increased solidarity anong than. Church groups

penetrated into South Korean labor, a phencmenon which we cannot observe

in other NICs, inflaming labor militancy in the 1960s and the 1970s.

After these church-activated mcvenencs were repressed, the student

mwanent took OITer leadership roles in the 1980s. 'll1i.s pattern of

alliance not only forced the state labor regime to continuously roodify

and intensify policies for effective control, but also provoked

increased militancy in the labor II1OI7anent. In the 1970s there existed

re1ati,,·e1y poor associational linkages among labor protests. In the

1980s, hCM€Ver, the linkages have increased, and labor solidarity has

been forged in forms that are inter-factory, Incer-sexual , and

region-based. This intricate conflictual relationship between the state

and labor explains w1:¥ the nature and degree of labor militancy in South
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Korea cannot be captured t¥ statistical analysis based on quantitative

measures such as work stoppages.

1.2 '!l!EX)RE'rIc..Z\L FIWiEW::>RT<

Ole largely Wependent body of literature and two independent

concepts need to be integrated to construct a general conceptual

framework for the principal issue of this study: hQal South Korea's labor

regime has shaped and has been shaped t¥ labor militancy during the past;

two decades. '!bey are the "dependency" and "world systans" literature,

and Anthony Giddens' (1979, 1981) concept of the "dialectic of control"

and Erik Olin Wright's (1978) concept, "class capacities." The first

body of literature consists of writers in the "dependenc.y" and "world

systan" tradition and those who place working people at the center of

analysis, but within the "world systems" perspective. '!he former

aIII:ttasize world-systan linkages as important factors conditioning class

structure and consolidating state IX'Wer in the '!bird World. The latter

stress external linkages as factors shaping the class formation of

'popular sectors' in the 'lbi.rd World and their propensity toward working

class radica1isn. 4 Giddens' concept of the "dialectic of control" is

useful because it guides this study to examine mutually reinforcing

4 Class formation is "the process 1:¥ which individuals 1) become aware
that they share specific interests and a specific orientation tONard the
existing mechanisns of power and cont.rol i 2) ferm social bonds on the
basis of that mutuality of interest and camnonality of ordentataonr 3)
organize to secure more effectively advantages for thenselvesr and 4)
collectively Q'l}?lC'j thei r political assets to that end" (Becker, 1983:
15) •
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interactions between the state and labor. Wright's concept of "class

cepaci.taes" is extremely important for two reasons: 1) class capaci.taes

are the consequence of. class formation; 2) since it is class capacities

that link claes formation to class struggle, thE¥' become the entity

against which a state's labor regime is shaped. In other words, labor

regimes respond to the class capacities of labor, not to workers

thanselves.

Dependency and World Systans theory deals with the impact that

external econanic and political linkages fran "core" countries have en

econanic changes in "semi-peripheral" or "peripheral" ccuncrdes

(Chase-Dunn, 1975, Snyder and Kick, 1979). 'nUs body literature

examines the conditions or factors impinging on class str.ucture (Petras

et al., 1981) or dependent developnent (Evans, 1979). In general, it

suggests that external, political and econanic linkages rondition class

structure, and that the consolidation of state power in Third World

countries, is a prer6.luisite of dependent developnent.

Two insightful considerations fran traditional "dependency" and

"wor.ld systemsn outlooks help to blild the analytic framEWork (see

Figure 1) guiding this study: 1) the implications of external political

and econanic linkages for South Korea's labor movement; 2) ibi

implications for the consolidation of state lX'Wer. '!he Japanese

colonial rule, the llmerican military occupation after Korea's

liberation, adoption of developnent strategies Emphasizing econanic

gro.rth based on 001 and its expansion, all served to bring about,

directly or indirectly, the birth of a strongly repressive labor regime.
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'!be repressive labor regime itself has become a critical determinant of

labor militancy in South Korea. Labor militancy, at the same time, has

been structurally limited i::¥ the econanic and industrial structure which

is externally articulated rather than internally integrated, largely as

a result of dependent developnent. 'Ibis is exemplified i::¥ the formation

of an informal urban sector and labor market segmentation, which are

largely products of external econanic forces.

'!be crucial limitations of dependency theory, however, is its

failure to provide sufficient explanations for the issue this study

raises: the seate-Jebor interplay, i.e., the dialectics of working

resistance to dJmination. First, the;{ largely neglect the important

role of social classes in historical developnent (SO, 1986). Second, in

their conceptualization of politics, the working class tends to be

viewed as an inert categcry canprised of the aggregate IUJInber of

anp!<¥ees in factory production. '!bus, the manifest disjuncture between

the industrialization of the means of production and the increasing

despotism of labor regimes has not been adequately examined (Aijaz,

1964). 'Ibird, the state, i::¥ being conceived as simply reflective of the

danands or interests of the world systan or as ensuring favocable

conditions for expansion of world production forces, loses its

significance as "actczs trying to realize p>licy goals, R possessing

"scate autonCII¥n (Skocpol, et al., 1985: 8) ..

Considerations of these limitations led the present study to d.Clopt

the World Systan lit-:rature (Berg;ruist, 1984) as an inq;x>rtant component;

of the analytic framework. It deals with the nature of the
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export-oriented industz:y; the composition of the working class; working

condition in the factories; workfnq-cl.ase atlture, consciousness and

canmunity; and the conditions under which proletarianization facilitated

or diluted workinq-cl.ess radicalism. By placing \'lorking peopl,e at the

center of analysis, it portrays the developnental implications of the

victories of popular forces, as well as organized labor, as the primary

impediment to capitalist developnent in semi.peripheral countries. '!bus

labor's struggles have been a primary focus of attention in its

analysis.

'!heir studies, it is inferred, direct atteI:'.tion to how world-system

linkages, such as EDI, have shaped the class formation of South Korea's

popular forces and their propensity toward working~lass radicalism.

'!be class formation of SOUth Korea's popular forces and their propensity

toward working~lass radicalism has been strengthened to the extent that

"structural capacities" were transformed into "or~ani.zational

capacities" (Wright, 1978: 98-102).

'!he structural capacity of the working class in Scuth Korea (i.e.,

the ci>jective links anong workers both within and outside of production)

has been stre!lgthened as a resul.t; of capitalist developnent in the

country during the past two decades. '!be actual linkages among members

of the working class (organizational capacity) have been forged through

the processes in which the structural capaci.t'.l and the state's labor

regime continuously set limits upon labor I s organizational capacity.

'!hese organizatiooal. capacities, accumulated as the state's labor regime

and labor protest continuously interact, become an impediment to the
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state's labor regime, on the one hand, and facilitator to labor

protests, on the other. Hence, c:anplete understanding of these oogoing

Interactaons and linkages requires integration of both concepts' the

dialectic of control and class capacities' into the frameYlork provdded

by dependency literature.

'Ibe second body of literature deals with the concept of the

"dialectic of control" (Giddens, 1979, 1981), and that of "class

capecrtaes" (Wright, 1978). Anthony Giddens (1979, 1981) posits a

number of relevant arguments. Portraying this concept as "an inherent

phenanenon of the ll--qical irnTolvanent of biman agency with power

relations" (1981: 221),5 he argues (1981: 63): "however wide-ranging

the control which actors may have CRer others, the weak nevertheless

always have sane capabilities of turning resources back against the

strong. " He further stc:l.tes that the dialectic of control operates "even

in highly repressive foons of collectivity or organization" (1979: 149).

'Ibis concept suggests that both the state and organized labor, as

human agencies, are engaged in a never-ending process of conflict in

South Korea, and that the way they interact is a typical case of the

dialectic of control. 'Ibe labor IIlOlanent in Western capitalist

5 '!he term "human agency" refers to a continuous flow of conduct
encanpassing reflexive roonitoring of action, rationalization of action,
and motivation of action: The rp-Fl~i.ve !OO!utoring of conduct refers to
the intentional or purpoatve character of human behavior. It operates
against the background of the rationalization of action, by which
Giddens means the capabilities of human agents to explain wi:!Y they act
as they do by givL'lg reasons for their conduct. 'lliis is part; of
Giddens' theory of scruccurataon, For more details, see, Gidde..·'1s (1979:
53-59) •
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societies was born out of such circu.11St~ces:

Acceptance of the right to the collective
withdrawal. of labor on the IBrt of anplC!{ers and
the state was something which had to be fought for
in virtually all of the now 'liberal.-danestic'
societies, often through bloody encounters, The
sanction of collective withdrawal of labor, or its
threat, on the IBrt of the organized labor force
may be regarded as begiIUling in the attempts of
workers to achieve I defensive control' of the
conditions mder which labor concraccs are
negotiated. (Giddens, 1981: 222)

In contrast to the strength of labor in Western iooustrialized

countries, the labor JOOITanent in the 1970s and the 1980s in South Korea

occurs in a social structure within which workers can just barely

implanent the threat of collective withdrawal of labor, manifested in

strikes, in threats to strike, or in other modes of sanctioning

management, due to the state's repressive labor regime.

Despite this difference, it awears that the dialectic of control,

examined I:¥ Giddens in the Western context, also operates in the south

Korean context. SOUth Korean workers on the shqrfloor ler.rel have had

more than negligible impact upon their working conditions. This is true

despite the little formal control they were supposed to have under terms

of the labor contract and I:¥ the state's labor regime. ~us the state,

as a human agency with knowledge of nhow things should be run" shapes

and reshapes its labor regime. In response, organized labor turns its

available resources back against the labor regirr.e.

Class capacftaes constitute the link between the state-labor

interpla'.l and the dialec+--ics of workinq class resi.stance to dominatiion,
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In pursuit; of EOI ani its expansion in South Korea, state intervention

in the national econClI¥ has created a national bourgeoisie-a rew class

whose interests are cormected with fX)Wer Oller resources. Effective

pursuit of econanic growth based on the state-led and huge debt-led

expansionary EOI necesaitated the formation of a strong state-big

business alliance. For arr:t EOI-based econ~ to be successfuf , cheap

labor and irXiustrial peace is necessary, This requt reaent; precipitated

the state-capital alliance into a strong repressive labor regime. At

the same time, the bJreaucratic authoritarian state, with its legitimacy

based on econanic growth, has tried to institutionalize its ruling power

by resorting to the PJWer of e~=urity apparatus rather than to politics.

'lhis political and econanic danination by the state-capital alliance

has generated societal challenges. '!be existence of this state-capital

alliance, hcwever, did not autanatically aggregate opposition e1anents

into the 'popular sector I • '!he working class .resistance to the

danination has been strengthened, to the extent that marginalized qroups

have been able to forge enduring organizational capacities, on the cne

hand, and, on the other, neutralized to the extent that the translation

of scructural, into organizational capacities have been blocked by

state-capital danination.

'!he analytic framework illustrated in Figure 1 is the product of the

integration of these two bodies of literatw:e. The state's labor regime

in the 1970s (scI) set limits upon labor protests in the same period

(LPl). '!hrough the processes of struggle, organizational capacities

were accumulated (OC1). Tne state's labor regime in the 1980s (SC2) was
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reshaped and intensified, to the extent it is capable of responding to

the class capacities c~.cumul?ted through the btruggles between SO and

Lpl. 9:2 has set limits upon labor protests in the 1980s (LP2), through

which oc2 has accumulated. Thus r class capacitaes in the 1980s (CC2)

are the product of eel and OC2, against which the future labor regime

will be shaped.

In general, two hypothetical statanents qovern this analytic

framework:

1. Labor militancy fran the early 1970s to the mid 1980s in South

Korea. has alternated with close association between the le\Tel of labor

militancy and decreases and increases in the repressiveness of the

qoverrment; I s labor policies. However, even in periods of low labor

militancy, the labor ltlOITatlent increased the organizational capacf.ty of

the workers so that at each successive period of increased labor

militancy there have been significant developnental changes in the

nature of labor militanc.y.

2. Reshaping of the goverment I s labor controls in the 1980s is a

response to the wClj and the extent that organizational capacity of the

working class had been strengthened in the 1970s.

To test these l¥potheses, Chapters rv and V will specify dimensions

of 9:1 and SC2 into the scope of control, the locus of control, the

agents of control, and strategic realms of control and then see the

changes Oler time. LP.1. and LP2 will be also speci f ied in terms of the

characteristics of organizational bridges providfnq resources for

protests, linkages and solidarity not only among strikers but among
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individual strikes, and then the changes Oller time will also be

examined, Two factors causing these changes will be highlighted: the

emergence of organizational bridges as influential groups for labor

protests and the politically detennined nature cE labor control.
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1.3 scopE l\NQ Mm'HQ)

In the present study, analysis will focus on five representative

labor protest events. 'Ibey are the Cheongye, Dong-il, Y.H., Daewoo, and

Guro Protests. Labor protests in South Korea, during the p;lst two

decades, have been comprised of bnndreds of large and small industrial

disturbances. 'IhE¥ took place under diverse conflictual circumstances

in which the state's labor regime, managerial despotism, and labor

capacities interacted, as inhibitors or fa~ilitators of the overall

labor IIlOITanent. Ideally, a canplete understanding of the state-labor

relationship in South Korea during the past; two decades would require

analysis of all significant labor protescs, 'Ibis is, however,

practically impossible. Instead, five cases were selected as

representative for analysis, with the fallowing justification.

First of all, they are the most important and representative

disturbances for examination of the dynamic interpla.v between the

state's labor regime and the labor JOO\7anent in both the 1970s and the

1980s. Secondly, they are also representative since the Dong-il and

Y.H. protests took place during the 1970s, and the Dacwoo and Gurc

protests took place during the 1980s, while protests at Cheongye took

place during both the 1970s and the 1980s. The state's labor regime

reshaped its forms and contents in the 1970s and have done so again in

the 19805. By analysizing the two cases for each period and the one

coverfnq the entire period, we can examine how different labor reqimes

reacted to the different protests, and vice versa. '~mrdly, these

protests are significant in that they have had more social, political,
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and econanic impacts than any other cases. However, wherever necessary,

other cases will be referred to for discussion in this study.

Data for this a..la1ysis were obtained primarily through docmnentary

search. Several books on those selected cases were pililished in the

form of case reports, Additional information was obtained fran

newspapers, journals, newsletters, petitions, lawsuit documents, public

statanents, and the like. Fran time to time during Iqy field research in

Seoul, fran December 10, 1985 through Jtme 20, 1986, I had tmstructured

interviews with labor union leaders, goverrunent officials in the

Ministry of Labor, local officials, company managers, owners of

subcontracting factories.. IIlOIlanent activists, expelled workers,

Christian activists, and professors, the results of which were used as

data for this study.6

In examining how South Korea I s labor regime has shaped and has been

shaped 1::¥ labor militancy during the past two decades, this study

EJIlpl<¥s a historical and dialectic analysis. The five anpirical cases

are historical events occurring in the intricate ronflictual processes

of articulating and realizing class-based interests. 'lhe.y took place

not ally in a class structure, but had the potentiality of transforming

that class structure. Also the.y took place through the intricate

connection between human agency and structural constraints. Hence a

satisfactory explanation, based on systematic, in-depth anpirical

investigations, requires "historical investigation, n for which

6 These (l.=.~:'l are used in this study, not as expressive data but as
background data.
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investigations of the dynamics of social change are essential (Wright,

1978) •

Both the state's labor regime and labor protests are historical

products. '!be labor regime can be seen as a mechanisr.t for reproducing a

dependent capitalist society and repressing the working class. '!be

labor protests can be seen as counter-mechanisns reacting against the

labor regime. '!be historical and dialectic analysis approaches this

process, examining how structural contrudictions are involved in social

reproduction and change.

COnflicts between the state's labor regime and the labor pretests

are dialectically related, primarily in the wC1!.is in which the forms and

contents of the labor regime and labor protests have shaped each other.

'!bese interactions and linkages do not ~rate iooependently of

purposeful actions l::¥ the state and I:!f organized labor, and the

structural constraints these human agencies face. A complete

understanding of 00w these processes of shaping and being shaped

therefore requi.res us to employ historical diachronic and dialectical

synchronic analysis.

'!be present study will be organized in the following wC1!.i: it will

focus on causal linkages between develOfJIlent sequences and regime

dynamics, state-Laber interplC1!.i and its p:ittern in the 1970s and the

1980s, respectively. Each of these areas will be covered within

respective chapters. '!he second chapter describes the history of labor

movenents in Korea.. '!he third chapter explairls 't.l}e basis for the thesis

of political determination cf labor control and the causes for
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labor-control intensification with the deepening of export-oriented

industrialization.

'!he fourth and the fifth chapters test the two llT?otheses spelled

out earlier. The fourth chapter analyzes the three cases dlring the

1970s. The fif~'& d1apter examines the three major cases during the

19aOs~ 'Ibrough examination of the historical e.rents, thess chapters

shQ1 hCM the state's labor regime reacted upon the labor protests, and

vice versa, what the resultant p;lttern was, and hOil the p;lttern changed

Oller time. Finally, the conclusion attempts to integrate the

~lications of tr.e abOITe analysis.
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Chapter II. A Historical OVerview of the Labor MoI7ement in Korea.

'!be purpose of this chapter is to highlight iIrq;x>rtant

characteristics of the Korean labor movenent since the 1920s.1

2.1. ..um LABOR MCNE.%IDlI' .m .mE 1920s.

'!be early history 0= the labor movement; in Korea is largely that of

the nationalist struggle against the Japanese colonial rule. While the

anti-Japanese struggle was the core of all social and political

IIIOI7anents dlring the period of the Japanese rule, 1910-1945, the labor

movement; in this early stage, hCMever, diversified its mode of

resistance. I).bis diversification was caused in part; ax the dynamic

history of Korea during the period, 1876-1910.2

'!be Treaty of Kanghwa in 1876 called for the q;>ening of three portis

to international trade: the old Japanese trading settlement at Pusan;

ChanUlpo (Incheon), the seaport for Seoul; and the pore of Wonsan on the

east coast. ~uentia1 treaties with Western nations including the

United states (1882), England and Germany (1883), Italy and Russia

1 Major information came fran Kim, Geurn-soo, et al., eds. Hankuk Nodong
Ungongron 1.; Park, Young-ki, Labor and Indus-crial Relations in Korea:
System and Practice; Park, Hyun-ehae, et al., eds. Hankuk Jabobiueuiwa
Nodongnunje; The Federation of Korea ~c:lde Union (:t"'K'lU), Hankuk
~~;'ngchOhap Undc,ngsg.

For more details, see, Henthorn, Wi lliam E. 1971. A History of Korea.
N51 York: The Free Press. pp. 224-226.
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(1884), and France (1886) were the outcone t)f attanpts 1::¥ the Korean

authorities to offset Japanese influence in Korea. In 1894 the Tonghak

Rebellion t¥ Korean popular forces swept throughout the count.ry and

brought both Japanese and Chinese armies into the Korean peninsula.

With the international tide of imperialism r.unni.ng high, foreign powers

attempted to influence the monarch of the Yi dynasty to place Korea

under their am concrol , In 1905, Korea was placed under the dcminant

control of Japan who won both the Sino-Japanese War of 1894-1895 and the

Russo-Japanese War of 1904-1905. The annexation of Korea 1::¥ Japan in

1910 ended the formal existence of the old kingdan of the Yi dynasty.

It was in 1898 that the first workers' organization was formed among

workers engaged in stevedo~ing in Sunj in Port, ~~orth Hankyecng province,

It is known that 1::¥ 1910 about 10 workers' organizations came into

existence.3 '!hese organizations were formed either for mutual relief

amoo.g workers thanselves or for the benefits of head artisans or

foranen. It was not factory owners rot head artisans that exploited

workers. After 1905 'Classroans' for workers and farmers began to come

into existence with the national tide of camp:rigns for enlightennent of

workers and farmers. '!hey became major channels for raising the

consciousness workers.

'!he Pre-1910 labor IIlWanent took place anong workers engaged in

mining and stevedoring. Excessive taxation vas levied on workers,

Korean authorities sold mining concessions to foreign mininq operators,

3 Hankuk Nodongchohp Unnongsa; pp. 15.
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and workers were exloited I:!i head artisans; these actions were the main

causes for the IOOITanent. '!he labor IllOITanent during this period was put

under the direction of the local landed proprietors who attanpted to

obstruct monarchical undertakings that ran counter to their econanic

interests. Workers in stevedoring began to launch independent labor

protests rot the Jap:mese annexation in 1910 eliminated elenents of

anerging political struggles in the labor II\OITanent at that time.

In 1919, Emperor Kojong died, and his funeral became the occasion

for the great March First passive resistance I'OO'Vanent.4 Imbued with

nationalistic political mtives and stiI'llJ1.ated by ~le national

revolutionary upsurge, Chosun In Nodongja Kong-jae-Biae [the Laborers'

Mutual Relief Association], the first national-level workers'

organizatim, set up in 1919, formed a workers' wing of the

anti-Jap:mese resistance I'OO'VaIlent. '!his organization maintained a

reformistic and enlightening stance. HQlever, this was followed t¥ the

establishment of IOOre militant socialist organizations. Chosun In

Nodongja Nongmin Yormaeng [The Korean Federation of Laborers and

Fanners] was set up in 1924 and chosen Kongsan Dang [The Korean

camnunist party] was established in 1925.

'!he labor II\OITaIlent in the 1920s can be characterized as follQls.

First, as industries expanded, indust1:Y- and region-based workers'

organizations were formed and organized labor movenencs anerged.

&r;:nnples of organized strikes were IDa.'1'j: J1.bout 500 workers" struck at a

4 Hent.horn; ibid. W .. 225 ..
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spinning canpany in Pusan in 1923, CNer 150 female workers' struck at

rubber shoes manufacturing companies in Seoul in 1923, about 1,000 socki

manufacturing workers' struck in Pyongyang .in 1923, ores: 5,000

stt;!Vedoring workers' struck in Pusan in 1921, and wild-cat strikes in

Wonsan in 1929 involved several thousand workers.

Second, the labor movement; in the 1920s was longer-lived and more

violent than that of the 1910s. For example, in 1926, strikes in Mokpo,

a seaport on the South-western coast, lasted for 70 days, mining

workers' strikes in Youngheung, South Hankyeong provdnce in 1928 lasted

over three' months and the wonsan wild-cat strikes went on over four

months. '!bird, the InOI7Ement was allied with farmers' InOI7Ement and

students' 1OOIlEmeat. '!he June 10 resistance InOI7Ement in 1926 and the

Kwangju student mo.rEment in 1929 are examples. Fourth, 'Workers'

Classroan', founded in Masan in 1907, expanded into the country. Fran

1920 through 1925, 113 Workers' Classroans were established.5

In sum, the labor IOOV'anent in Korea burgp.oned in the pr~Japanese

colonial period and became organized, lenger-lived, and militant in the

1920s. Inspired by nationalistic motives, it was organized to fight

against ex>lonial rule. Despite this o.rerarching nature of Korea's labor

IDCNEment, characterized by political. struggles against the Japanese

colonial rule, we can observe that the labor movement; diversified its

characteristics in different periods of time. One example is the mode

of worker resistance. '!hus, the labor IOCJIlEment ;'1 the pr~1910s either

5 Rankuk Nodongchoh..ap Urv'iongs;:j; W. 144-163.
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was mder the direction of the local landed proprietors whose interests

ran counter to those of the monarchy, or occurred due to head artisans'

exploitation of workers. 'lbe labor IIlOlement in the 1910s focused on

econanic struggles t¥ roore irxlependent workers either fran the landed

proprietors or the head artisans. But the Japanese annexation in 1910

eliminated all elements of emerging political struggles. ihe March

First National Independence M0\7anent in 1919 inflaned political

struggles of the labor mor.rement in the 1920s.

2.1 • .m LABOR ~.IN.3 1930s.

Following the Japmese invasion of Manchuria in 1931, all the

workers' organizations had to go underground. strong suppression t:¥ the

colonial goverment took place after 1931. The Japanese colonial rule,

je.,""PCirdized t:¥ the March First MO/ement in 1919, did not crack down on

labor until t.l)~ labor mor.rement became milittmt in 1925-1926. strong

suppression since 1931 shaped distinctive characteristics of the labor

roO/ement in the first half of the 1930s: it radicalized and became

leftist. Industrial expansion and the growth of the labor force, strong

suppression on labor, national zeal for independence fran the Japanese

colonial rule and connections between the Korean Canmunist };arty and

Moscow, all influenced this shift.

In the early 1930s, all workers leading strikes were ~t in jail.

'!he Korean CClmnunist Party was instructed fran Moscow about concrete

strategies for the national rarolutionary upsurge. E",ren Japanese and

Chinese socialists joined the strikes during this period.6 sabotage,
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raids and fire were the popular methods through which workers expressed

their discontent. Imprisonnent and mass disnissal were the main methods

of response,

Fascist i.mpel'ialisn in 1937 in Japan intensified its colonial rule

in Korea and transformed the Korean industries into a supply base for

military facilities during World War II. For effective sllWly of

military installations, mmition factories in Korea were enlarged and

the Korean labor force was forcibly mobilized. Under these

circumstances, escape fran the workplaces, absenteeisn and collective

evasion fran coerced work draft were the popular methods workers had

utilized to express their discontent.

1.3.:nm LABOR MJVE:1ENr flU1 KQRFA' S LIBERATION .m l2.4.5. UN1'tL .TIm

KQRFA1i ltAB .m illQ..

After World War II ended in 1945, numerous socio-political

organizations sprang up and social-political unrest became widespread.

All the factories and fiIIllS, Oller 80 percent of which belonged to Japan,

suddenly suffered fran a shortage of Korean entrepreneuers who were

technically canpetent enough to restore the full operation of industry.

In Septanber 1945, the U.s. Military GcNerrment took ore: the Japanese

rule in the southern pare of Korea. In NOI1anber 1945, Chosun Nodong

Chohap Jeonkuk Pyeong-ui-lMae [The Federation of Korean Trade UniOJ£B,

hereafter JeonJ?{eong], the first trade uni.on national center, was formed

6 Hankuk Nodongchohap Undooog, w. 182-219.
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by representatives of 1,194 labor unions.

At the very beginning, Jeonp./eong and the U.S. Military GOITernment

maintained collaborative relationships with each other: the former

welcaned the latter for national unification in Korea while the latter

recognized the fonner as representative of the labor unions in Korea,

'!his oollaborati'Te relationship, hOlo1ever, did not last Lonq, '!he Korean

workers in 1945-1946 undertook violent struggles not only to take OITer

the Japanese-Olo1I1ed properties rot to raise their wages. This

social-political unrest; predisposed the U.S. Military GOITernment to

encourage establishment of the Daehan Dokrip Nodong Choksung-lwae lthe

Federation of Korean Trade Untons, hereafter Daehan Nochong] • '!his

anti-cammmist workers' organization was fonnea on March 10, 1946 by

right-wing politicians, and was suworted t¥ anployers.

Jeonweong responded immediately and fanented violent strikes. '!he

strike in Septanber 1946, initiated by railway workers, was joined t¥

other workers, students and even ordinary people across the country, but

was repressed by the GOITernnent. Jeonl?leong continued to undertake

political struggles against the GOI7ernment, with s\lPt?Ort fran the Korean

Cammmist Party, lDltil they had to go underqround in March 1947 • By

1949, they were totally dismantled. '!he fierce COJ1lpetition between

JeoIlI¥eong and Daehan Nochong ended with the latter's victory. But this

victory '::las the ootcome of the U.S. l/.ilital:y GolJ'enment IS denobilization

policy and its efforts to establish an anti-canmunist t:ulwark in the

southern part; of the Korean peninsula. '!he demobilization I;X>licy

resulted in continuation of the Japanese colonial econanic structure 1:¥
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transferring Japanese-owned properties to those who were in ex>llusion

with the GOIlernnent. '!hose who supported the GOIlerment had

collaborated with the Japanese ex>lonial rule. 'nle anployers and

right-wing politicians who supported establishment of Daehan Nochong

were the part of I;X>litically dependent bourgeoisie which energed as a

result of this aemobilization I;X>lic..y. '!bus, organized labor in South

Korea became subordinated to the interests of the post-cojoruaj state as

seen through the destruction of JeooI¥eong and the ex>nstruction of

Daehan Nochong.

With the establishment of the Republic of Korea in the southern part;

of the Korean peninsula in August 1948, Daehan Nochong became the sole

trade union national center. But it functioned mainly as an auxiliary

subordinate organization to the Syngman Rhee regime, rather than

representing the interests of workers and the underprivileged in the

country. Internally, its staff had been riddled with factional strife

Oller heganony of the organization. For instance, in March 1949, Jun

J~han, the then President of Daehan Nochong who was also Minister of

SOCial. Affairs in the Rhee regime, was ousted at a Conventional meeting.

He convened another meeting in April 1949, claiming the March Convention

to be illegal, and was re-elected as president. SUpporters and critics

of Jun ex>ntinued to fanent factional strife until the Korean War broke

out in 1950.

1.4.~ LABOR l=INEMOO~ :rIm KOREAN~ .IN .JJJm; J.25Q. UNTT..L T!W

S'IUDENT UPRIS:rn:; IN APRIL 1960.
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In the midst of war and econanic chaos,7 factional wrangling within

Daehan Nochong became more fr8;luent and fierce. Despite these factional

fights among labor union leaders at the national level, labor protests

occurred even during the war. For instance, a strike at the Chosun

Textile canpany in Pusan with over 6,000 workers continued for four

months {December 1951 to April 1952).8 Unfair labor practices t¥ a new

Glner who had taken Oller the aroership of the Japanese-owned enterprise

thanks to his personal connection with the Rhee regime, were the major

causa for the strike, rot involvement of the Daehan Nochong's two

factions exacerbated the dispute. '!he dispute ended in a defeat of the

minority group, "the advocates of membership interests over the lUlfair

labor practices of anployers" and the cutcane was "the dismissal of all

anployees belonging to the minority group, an estimated 600 employees,

including the fUll-time officials of the local union." (Park, 1979: 40)

A wild-cat strike t¥ Oller 1,600 stevedoring workers occurred in July

1952 for wage raises. By jeopardizing on-time unloading of wartime

goods, this strike alanned the Rhee regime and ended in a successful

wage increase. A substantial number of disputes took place during the

War rot these two strikes directly forced the Rhee regime to enact labor

laws. 9

7 Official statistics record that 37 percent of the total industrial
capacity in South Korea was destroyed. '!he total loss in the War is
estimated three billion US dollars. 'ihe War caused constant increase of
currency in circulation as well as creation of enormous tmempl~t.
8 For more details, see, Hankuk Nodonachohao Undonasa. pp. 360-366.
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'!he Rhee regime, econanically supported i:¥ U.S. econanic aid,

J;XJlitically subordinated Daehan Nochong to its ruling party. The

leaders of Daehan Nochong "held ex-officio manbcrship in the central

canmittee of the p:lrty, which was closely linked with the roost

conservative econanic and political forces" (Park, 1979: 40-41). '!bus

Daehan Nochong came under the influence of the Rhee regime. These

political linkages and dependence of Daehan Nochong critically impeded

developnent of the labor IIlOlanent during the 1953-1959 period. They

also created workers' efforts to establish a roore autonanous trade union

organization. A strike at Daehan Textile Canpany with 2,600 workers in

Daegu in 1956 provdded direct manentllD for these efforts.

Mass disnissal of 1,392 workers by the man who took over armership

of the Japanese-owned enterprise, thanks to his collaboration with the

Rhee regime, caused outbreak of this strike. Furthecnore, the workers,

inft:.riated ~ Daehan Nochong's collaboration with management, organized

a new independent local federation of trade unions covering the workers

in the Taegu area. In NOITaneber 1959, this new regional trade union

body, together with the Miners' Unial, another branch of Daehan Nochong,

and employees of the U.S. forces, formed Chunkuk Nodong Chohap

aYQJ;>-ui-hwae [National Council of Trade Union, hereafter No Hyop] •

9 '!he Trade Union Law was enacted on Jan. 23, 1953, the Labor Relations
Camnission Law on Ja."'l. 27, 1953, the Labor Dispute Adjustment Law on
Jal'l. 30.. 1953 r and the Labor Standard Laio1 00 Apr;' 15, 1953.
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1.5. .mE LABOR~ .mJ1lm.1 S'IDPENl' UPRISING UNTIL .1m! MILITARY

~ .w .M8X lli 19l1.

Change of the U.S. foreign econanic po1ic.y fran aid-based to

loan-oriented in 1958 was a fatal blew to the Rhee reqime, Reduction of

econanic aid fran the United States drastically affected productacn and

doubled the number of unempl<¥ed workers. Aggravated by the

impoverished conditions of the rural sector due to excessive inq;x)rts of

the 0'. s. surplus fam products under a:, 480, social and econanic unrest

gained manentum. Political dictatorship and corruption of the Rhee

regime increased rational demands for democrac.y. '!he student Uprising

in April 1960 was the result of tnese econanic and political demands.

'!he student Uprising was participatory in that the unemployed urban

lower-class, the intellectuals and even corrrupt labor unions joined the

popular IIlOITement. '!he Uprising toppled the Rhee regime and spurred the

developnent of the labor movement in South Korea. '!be number of labor

protests expanded fran 95 with 49,813 participants in 1959 to 64,335

peq>le involved in 227 protests in 1960. Workers carried out frE:quent

street-demcnstrations to express their discontent with lQl wages and

also organized new unions. '!he number of labor unions increased fran

589 in March 1950 to 904 in December 1960. Encouraged by this national

IDOITanent, in NOITanber 1960, Daehan Nochong and No Hyop agreed to merge

themselves into a IlE!\o1 national trade union organization knosn as Hankuk

Noryon [Bankuk Nodong c..hohap Chong Youn..hcqri:!.tlae1 the English translation

ranained the same, Federation of Korean Trade Unions]. Teachers, the

press along with bank and financial workers orqaniaed their 0H!1 uni.ons,
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'!he werthrow of the Rhee regime and the developnent of the labor

InOITanent was, however, not enough to successfully bring about social

transformations. '!be Denocratic Party, an opposition p;lrty during

Rhee's daninance, took power. Canprised largely of the old landed

bourgeoisie, the conservative ruling power was incap;lble of coping with

the problans of deep-rooted corruption and disorder in south Korea.

Solutiat of the chronic prob1ans of inflation, unemployment and

production stagnation was beyond the capabj~ity of the new goverment.

Repeated strong demands for national reform by workers and students

created social unrest that resulted in a Military Coup in May 1961.

1.6. SUMMARY Am CCH:I,USION

'!he labor IOOITanent in Korea has a long history, even though modern

industrialization started in the early 1960s. In 1898, the first

workers' organization emerged among stevedoring workers. WOrkers'

organizations at this early stage existed either for mutual relief among

workers thanselves or for the benefits of their head artisans, rather

than for the impravanent of the terms and conditions of anp1C¥JIlent.

Organized workera fooght either for the interests of the landed

proprietors or for those of artisan heads. Gradually they began to

carry out independent labor p.rotests for their am benefit. It was the

stev~;Joringworkers that initiated these independe..'lt protests.

'!he Japanese annexation in 1910 transformed the labor movement into

a national struggle against Japanese colon; alism. But the Japanese
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colonial rule in turn eliminated elanents of p:>litical struggles in the

labor movement., '!he March First National Independence MOIlsuent in 1919

inflamed p:>litical struggles of the labor IllO'Vsuent in the 1920s. The

existing !:efoenistic and enlightening stance of the first national-l€\Tel

workers' organization founded in 1919 was challenged l:¥ militant

socialist groups, and the organization was transfoened into an

association of left-wing workers and fanners. Labor protests became

more organized and militant. 'ihey were allied with students' IOOI7allent

and fanners' I'lW:Nsuent. Organization of 'Workers' Classroan' was

enlarged.

strong suppression l:¥ the strengthened Japanese colonial rule bred

the radicalized and leftist labor IOOITsuent in the 1930s. But anergence

of Fascist imperialism in 1937 in Jap:m and outbreak of World War II in

1939 resulted in the crackdown of the violent labor IIIOITallent and the

labor response turned its form into absenteeism at workplaces as well as

collective evaaton fran the coerced work draft.

'!he end of World War II and the concanitant liberation of Korea were

follCMed l:¥ widespread socicrp:>litical unrest in the Korean peninsula.

'!he Korean workers who had suffered fran the Japanese colonial despotism

became riddled l:¥ struggles with factory CMIlers Oller ownership of the

Japmese-owned properties. '!his unrest predisposed the U.S. Military

GoITerrment to repress the existing left-wing labor union orqani.zataon

and to establish an anti-camnunist labor organization. '!he resulting

fierce canpetition between the left-wing and the right-wing labor

organizations fostered subordination of the victorious right-wing to tile
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interests of the post-colonial state. Factional strife anong the

organization's staffs continued.

'!he labor II1O'Vanent in South Korea. continued even during the Korean

War in 1950-1953. HQtlever, the wc¥ in which labor responded changed.

Management who took CNer the Japanese-amed enterprises thanks to their

connections with the Rhee regime undertook unfair labor practices.

'!hese caused an outbreak of labor protests. The protesters were

infuriated at the labor organization's collaboration with management.

Strikes I:¥ these infuriated workers bred the birth of labor laws in

1953, the first time in Korean history ~

'!be student Uprising in 1960 inspired developnent of the labor

IIlOlement which had been stagnant due to the labor union's political

dependence and collaborations with the ruling power. It contributed to

grQtlth of labor protests, union manbership and uni.oruaetfon, Lack of

socaat reform of deep-rooted corruption and disorder I:¥ the new

qoverrment; again created social unrest which prov.ided manentum for the

anergence of the Militaty Coup in May 1961. Consequently, the labor

m0\7anent again stagnated.
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OJapter III. Devel.qwmt Strategies am Labor cmtrols in South Korea

3.1 INrImUCTION

The link between developnent strategy and labor oontrol has been

one of the most hotly debated issues in developnent literature. In

Latin America, the daninant thesis of the relationship between the two

variables enphasizes labor exclusion as a requirenent for the shift to

industrial "deepening" (O'Dor-nell, 1973), or as a necessary condition

for "dependent develot:nent" in general (Evans, 1979). In the case of

world-market oriented, labor intensive imustrialization, the

relationship between developnent strategy and labor oontrol is assumed

to be direct not ally because of the interest of foreign and danestic

capital in cheap labor and labor docility, but also due to local

government interest in maintenance of a favorable blsiness climate for

foreign investment (Kreye, 1980).

What is the nature of the link between developnent strategy and

labor control in South Korea? can we set up a causal linkage between

export-oriented irXiustrialization strategy and labor oontrol in South

Korea? If labor repression during the last two decades in South Korea

has been continuously intensified, is it because Clf econauic reasons

or political reasons or both? Koo, Haggard and Deyo (1986) argue that

labor ev.clusion in South Korea cccurred primarily for political rather

than econcnuc reasons, and that labor control has becane increasingly

more repressive and penetrating as the SOUth Korean econany moved

along the export-led path of industrialization.
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The purpose of this chapter is to elaborate the above thesis by

explaining the basis for political determination of labor control in

SOUth Korea and the causes for labor-control intensification with the

deepening of export-oriented industrialization (EOI). For this

purpose, this chapter will discuss briefly 00w various developnent

strategies have been sequenced and implanented since de-colonization

in 1945. By examining this sequencing and implementing of developnent

strategies, we can understiand political causes of labor control and

its further intensification in South Korea.

Main arguments of this chapter are that there has been a direct

causal relationship bE!tween developnent sequences and regime dynamics,

and this direct causal linkage explains why labor control has been

pre-decermined for political rather than econanic reasons. As the

SOUth Korean econany moved along the path of export-oriented

irxiustrialization, the reliance of political legitimacy on econcmac

growth has been consolidated. The existence of the state-capital

alliance aggregated existing political og;:osition elanents into an

anti-government coalition. '!his coalition-based societal resistance

to the power and danination of the state-capital alliance generated

further intensification of labor control. In the deepening of

export-oriented ind:JStrialization, labor has becane the central force

along which an alliance of political og;:osition elanents was forged.

It is in this context that this study focuses itself on the issue of

the interplay between the state and labor in the deepening of

export-oriented industrializ3.t~on in South Korea.
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3.2 DEVEIPPMENI' SECXJOCES AN) REGIME DYNAMICS

In SCUth Korea, develo]';1nellt process has follOlled four phases in

«:?~~:,r;:>i_: primary camnodity export in the colonial. era (1910-1945);

import-substitution industrialization (lSI) for consumer goods based

on aid-maximization with relative neglect of the agricultural sector

in the fifties; export-oriented industcialization (EOI) based on

unskilled labor untill the early seventies; and finally EDI expansion

based on more use of capital and technology, and selective use of ISI

(Cheng, 1986). 'lhese developnent transitions have coexisted with

regime changes: de-colonization and turning over to the lWerican

Milita!}' Government (1945-1948), Rhee regine (1948-1960), Park regime

(1961-1979), and Chun regime (1980-present).

'!he basic argument of this chapter is, then, that there has been a

direct causal linkage between developnent sequences an1 regime

dynamics in South Korea. Explanation of why this has been so will be

made by elaborating the following three arguments:

1) The shift fran one stage of developnent to another in SOUth

Korea has been a situational choice rather than a strategic one;

2) The way in which the selected strategy had been pursued during

the first three stages was more detecnined by the alliance a regime

forged during the process of political change than by econanic

constraints the regime under~ent;

3) In EOI expansion, however, the selection of a particular

approach to a strategy is more attributable to socio-political
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consequences of the power ani danination ~ the state-caprtat alliance

than to either econanic constraints or the coalitional base of the

regime.

3 .2.1~ SHIFT rg PRlM]\..RY g»tCDI'lY EXFQRl' 1Y .ISI DURING 1945-1950

The Japanese colonial state was fOWlded to be autonanous and

inmune fran any sectoral or class based societal resistance fran

below. Korea historically neither had "a past of decentralized

feudalism" nor had faced -the threat of revolts in peripheral

provincial areas. - (Choi, 1983: 308) In contrast to China and Japan,

-ethnic, cultural and linguistic hanogeneity coupled with the

territorial canpactness have contriblted to making the traditional

Korean polity unusually hauogeneros and ("~ntralized." (Choi, 1983:

308) Hence, the colonial state ooreaucracy effectively penetrated

into every aspect of society based on strong kir.ship ties and

Confucian hierarchical social order.

'!be existing landlord class's close collaborations with the

colonial state, so as to retain its wealth ani privilege and to secure

agricultural surplus, eased colonial despotism. A generation of low

wage labor sUWlies through proletarianization of tenant farmers by

concenerated land ownership and rural taxation attracted an increasing

influx of Japanese capital. WOrkers in manUfacturing, mining, and

construction sectors increased fran 213 ,729 in 1933 to 599,798 in

1938. In 1943, total workers in Korea reached 17.5 million.1

The legacy of the Japanese colonial rule (1910-1945), thus, has
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resulted in: 1) endowment of an 'OIJerdeveloped' state machinery, built

by the colonial regime to extract, coerce and penetrate the Korean

society~ and 2) relatively weak and aborted class-based social

interests.

The shift fran primary camnodity exports to import-substitution

imustrialization in Sooth Korea during 1945-50 was "neither a

consequence of coalitional politics, nor a strategic choice of state

elite, oot was rather a response to situational imperatives associated

with the breaking of ex>lonial ties and postwar econanic exigencies

(Cheng, 1986: 8). The power of the landlord class was neutralized by

two waves of land reform, the first in 1947 by the American Military

Govemnent (Alrt;) and the secord in 1949 by the Rhee regime.2 'lhus,

under the ex>mition that there existed no sociiU interest to hinder or

advocate ISI, postwar econanic exigencies SUch as high inflation and

foreign exchange shortages dictated econanic control, which then paved

the wCJ¥ to ISI (Cheng, 1986).

Once it 'sli~' into ISI, SOUth Korea maintained the strategy.

1 Park, Hywl-Chai, Hankuk Jabonjuiwa Mingjokundong [Korean capitalism
and National Movanent], (seoul, Hangilsa: 1984), p, 61.
2 The land reforms by the AM(; and the Rhee regime were the result of
a reaction to what the ruling elites perceived as allian-:e between
CQmnunist party-backed labor unions and rural riots during 1945-1950
-a great threat to both 1IMG and the Rhee regime respectively. In the
land refonn of 1947, about 76% of all ex-Japanese lands were sold to
South KOI'e&"'l tenanes, B"j' the second land refonn in 1949, South Korean
land ownership structure was drastically transfonned. The porti.~;-. uE
owner farmers among the total rumber of farm; ng households Increased
fran 16.5% before lam reform in 1947 to 69.5% in 1965, while the
pOrticn of cenanta decreased fran 42% in 1947 to 7% in 1965 (Hsiao,
1986) •
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However, the wcry in which this strategy was pursued was determined by

the alliance the Rhee regime forged with the newly anerging merchant

capitalist:.;, and the n.s i1'£luence on South Korea.'l econany and

politics. The privatization of the Japanese-owned inmense property

under the influence of the U.S gave rise to anergence of the merchant

capitalists, composed of merchants, ex-managers during the colonial

rule, and landlords who became merchants. Based on political

acquaintanceship, they purcnesed state-owned enterprises and banks.

On the other hand, for amsolidation of its political power, the Rhee

regime depended on the capitalists. '!bey functiored as a link through

which the u.s aid funds were translated into political money. The

regime provided the merchant capitalists with econanic favors in

exchange for. the latter's political financing, which was critical to

perpetuate Rhee' s autocracy in a democratic setting.

For example, in 1952, the Rhee regime illegally allocated more

than three million dollars of foreign exchange earned fran the export

of South Korean tungsten to 40 mercha."lt capitalists. They made

enormous profits l:!f importing grains and fertilizers, and selling at

monopoly prices. A substantial portion of the profits flowed back to

Rhee l s regime. These kinds of political corruption were prevalent in

the 1950s. Thus, the alliance between the Rhee regime and the

merchant capitalists led ISI in SOUth Korea to degenerate into a rent

seeking exercise with no generation of surplus.

Emergence of the first generation of post-war working class in the

process ot implanenting iiu!.::::>rt-substitution industrialization was
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fostered by the Rhee regime's lSI developnent strategy. Labor exodus

fran the rural sector was accelerated by a deteriorating urban-rural

inccme inequality end the worsening of the econany. '!be ratio of

fanners' incane to urban dwellers' in 1957, for Instance, was 56 .3%

and it dropped to 37.4% in 1960, the last year of the Rhee regime

(Hsiao, 1986). Labor contrcl in this period was more directed at

destruction of an active union movement closely tied to socialist and

nationalist groups rather than at the exploitation of labor. After

destruction of the socialist umon movement during the period of

American occupation (1945-48), the fonna.tion of quasi-corporate links

between central unions and Rhee's Liberal Party in 1955 characterized

labor control (Ner the fifties.

3.2.2 B SHIFT~ m 'ID mI DURING 1960-1965.

The collapse of the Rhee regime and the succession of the Park

regime marked the shift fran import-substitution industrialization to

export-oriented industrialization. The turn toward EOI rather than a

deepening of ISI was made under the circumstance that existing

import-substitution interests were brought under control by the 1961

military coup. However, the way in which the transition was carried

out was canplex and situational, rather than strategic.

During 1961-63, the military junta launched its pro-agricultural

econanic policy. Originating fran the rural am low social

prestigious sector, the militat'J elites bridled iJuport-substitution

interests and vowed to FUrge the taproot, of deep-rooted social
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corruption. Fran the beginning, faIlllers' private debt was relieved.

The terms of trade for agricultural products we,.e reset. Funds to the

agricultural sector were favorably allocated. At the same time, the

military nationalized the bank. and moved to oonfiscate industrial

capital.

HCMever, a series of econcnuc crises during 1961-63 canpelled the

military to carry out drastic reform measures. These crises included

the deviation fran stabilization policy in 1961, the failure of a

currency reform in 1962, and severe harvest shortage in 1962-63

(Cheng, 1986). '!he military had to deal with consequent inflation and

balance of payment crises. In 1962, the first five-year econanic plan

was launched by the military regime. In this plan, the military

anphasized both export pranotion and import reduction. Nevertheless,

"sustained econanic growth based on iOOustrial export was not

contemplated" (Cheng, 1986: 24).

During 1964-65, lDlder the influence of the IMF or hnerican

advisory teans, the military carried out reform measures such as

currency devaluation in 1964, interest rate refocn in 1965 and

adoption of the export-import link systan for export pranotion in

1963. Even in the revised five-year econanic plan, however, the

volume of manufacturing exports was still unCleranphasized. UrXier this

circumstance, two factors precipitated the regime to parsue EOI. One

was the unanticipated success of manufacturing exports. The other was

structural weakness of SOOth Korean econany, such as lOti danestic

savings am heavy reliance upon foreign borrowing. Thus, the s..l1irt
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toward export-oriented industrialization was not strategic but

situational. H0WE'\7er, once set in motion, the military sustained it

by undertaking highly discretionary and sectorally specific

approaches •

labor exclusion occurred before the shift toward export-oriented

industrialization was pursued, The military banned all the existing

unions and reorganized union leadership in a top-down manner, Any

single act of labor dispute was prohibited. WOrkers' wages were

frozen. All these haWened in 1961. labor unions gained in relative

independerx:e after the return to civilian rule in 1963. In 1962, the

right to stl'ike was restored. This release, however, was a political

measure rather than an econanic one, to prepare for the return to

civilian rule. All-out labor legislation for labor controls in 1963

was followed by the shift toward export-oriented industrialization.

'!bus, demobilization of labor occurred primarily for political reasons

rather than econanic reasons.

'!he way in which the ED! strategy was pursued was more detennined

by the alliance of accumulation between the military regime and the

leading business than by econanic comitionso '!he unanticipated

success of manufacturing exports since 1964 fosterEd the shift toward

EO! which in tum bolstered up the forging of a state-capital

alliance. At the same time, social challenges questioning legitimacy

of the state created state political IOOtivation for the alliance.

General Park, by hecaning president, betrayed his original premise to

tum over political power to the civilian sector. Fran 1964 through
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1965, there had been violent student demonstrations protesting the

state's attempts at normalization of relations with Japan as tactics

fo": political financing. In response, the military intensified its

emphasis on econanic growth as the basis of political legitimacy.

The stat~ital allinnce was forged at the expense of farmers

and small-medium l::usiness.3 Moreover, the Park regime was persuaded

by the u.s to transfer a few sta~owned enterprises at the beginning

of the EDI phase. '!he major beneficiaries fran EDI were the

capitalists. As of 1974, the fifty biggest capitalist group; have

been identified of which seventeen had their origins in the previous

lSI phase (Hsiao, 1986). To consolidate its political power, the Park

regime strengthened state-capital coalition. The state EDI strategy

strengthened the developnent coalition. In this process, the merchant

capitalists in the previous ISI phase turned themselves into

iooustrial capitalists.

To iOOuce entrepreneurship, South Korea mainly relied on credit

allocation. Policy loans for export prcmotaon were favored for

specific industries. iWo metropolitan areas, 5eool and Pusan, became

the central places around which the ruajor industries clustered.

3 '!his argument does not mean that fanners and small and medium
1::xIsinesses did not benefit at all frClU the pro-big business strategy.
Even duranq Syn<}Ilall Rhee regime, the agricultural sector was
relatively neglected. The sta~ig l::usiness alliance during the Park
regime was made praninent i::¥ the strategy of export pranotion based on
cheap labor and discretiorarj' an.:i sectoral.ly specific favors given to
big businesses. The state-big l::usiness alliance, motivated by the
dictates of econanic strategy, was strengthened when the regime
consolidated its political power in response to societal challenges.
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Foreign loans were preferred to foreign direct investment. Cheap

credit for capital invesbnent was allocated to privileged leading

industrial fi!I!1.s. This sectorally specific and discretionary approach

to the EOI strategy not only consolidated the state-big business

alliance rot facilitated the expansion of existing finns. To that

extent, new entrants were discouraged fran becaning established.

3.2.3 m SHIFT flI:tl mI. :m mI.-DEEPENING .IN 1973.

In 1973, SOOth Korea launched heavy and chanical industrialization

(HCI) in order to upgrade her iOOustrial structure. In general, four

factors account for the shift (Cheng, 1986). First, as a result of

econanic growth in the sixties, danestic demand for industrial inp.1t

had increased. This mcrease in danestic demand had becane large

enough to sustain econany of scale production. second, to ensure the

sUWlyof raw materials for cbwnstream exports in ~ific industries

such as the ~trochanical industry, selective use of ISI was needed.

'lhird, the security environnent -the military buildup in North Korea

and the plarmed retrenclJnent of U.S. forces in South Korea -p.1Shed

the country to produce steel and heavy machinery. Fourth, the timing

was good for the shift toward HCI because the developed count.ries were

gradually losing can~titiveness in shiJ;iJuilding industries and

transfering pollutioIH:ausing industries to less devEloped countries.

However, the selection of a I big push I approach to industrial

upgrading (EOI deepening) was more attribltable to socio-l;X>litical

consequences than to either econanic factors or the coalitional base
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of the Park regime. The very success of econanic growth based on EOI

in the sixties was accompanied by political crisis of the Park regime

during 1969-71. '!his crisis was manifested by synchronized

radicalization of political or;:position in 1971. Major oanponents of

this political OI;P)sition were students, the church, and oR'lOsition

parties. Traditionally in SOOth Korean politics, they had acted quite

iniepemently of one another. Students had been more interested in

grand issues such as democracy or national unification. The church

with its international networks had been interested in himan rights

and political freedan. OWOsition partdes had been in political

heganony. several points sean to have been relevant as factors

accounting for the convergence of these indepement sectors on an

urban coalitional force in 1971.

First, poeer and danination by the scate-capftal alliance in the

process of econanic developnent and political underdevelopnent in the

sixties had generated social demands for equitable distribUtion of the

benefits from econanic growth, and danocracy. '!hese camnon issues, in

tum, fostered forging of a broad spectrum of political opposition.

second, the exi.stence of the state-capital alliance aggregated the

owosition elanents into a coalition because of their camnon position

vas-e-vts the stat~pital alliance. Third, with the spurt; of EOI,

social. issues such as wealth inequality or uneven distribUtion of the

benefits from economic growth drove the church and students to get

involved in labor, which made the two sectors parallel each other in

their movanent. Fourth, the erosion of political power of the
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military regime, affected by Constitutional reform in 1969 in an

attempt to allow for President Park's third term for presideooy,

generated coalition-base6 societal resistance to illegitimacy of the

political p>wer.

Radicalized demonstrations by the OA?Qsition elements throughout

1971 and the near defeat of the leadership in the 1971 presidential

election resulted in a staee-perceaved threat of revolts. The way in

which the regime responded to this crisis was exclusive and coercive.

The solution to the failure of the military regime to institutionalize

its political power was political enclosure. It was subst.antiated in

the form of the Yushin system. A big push approach to EO! deepening

was a manifestation of the state's ~.fforts to justify this political

coup.

The Park regime launched the HCI plan in 1973 for a great leap

forward in imustrial upgrading to achieve a goal of 10 billion

dollars in export value arxi a per capita incane of 1000 dollars by the

em of the decade, Thus, the coercive response by the Park regime

dur.ing 1971-72 to the perceived threat of revolts h.pe~led the regime

to pursue a big push approach to EO! deepening as a measure of

political justification.

Labor control during 1968-71 was explicitly motivated by the

dictates of the st':."ategy of export-led growth. After oonflicts with

two American finns, Signetics Co., and oak Co., in 1968, the

gov~tnment passed a special law aimed at preventing serious dis};Utes

in foreign firms and sectors deaned important to national welfare.
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Nevertheless, intensified labor control in 1971 was more dictated by

the broad political interests of the leadership in preventing the

formation of horizontal alliances between labor and other opposition

forces.

3.3 COlCLQSION

we have made the following arguments: 1) there has been a direct

causat linkage between developnent sequences and regime dynamics in

South Korea~ 2) the shift fran one stage of developnent to another in

the 1950s and the 1960s had been a situational choice rather than a

strategic one~ 3) the way in which a particular developnent strategy

was pursued was attribltable to the alliance a regime forged in the

process of its foundation1 and 4) in EOI deepening, however, a more

cruci.al factor which had detecnined selection of the big push approach

was socio-political consequences of power and danination by the

state-capital alliance in the pursuit of export-oriented

imustrialization in the 1960s.

'!he initiation of EDI in 1964-65 was certainly based on the use of

abmdant cheap labor as the major input factor. Even in the HCI

developnental phase, labor-intensive exports have accounted for the

great portion of the total exports. Furtherw.ore, middle- and

down-strean levels of the HCI sector have been still more

labor-intensive than based on capital or technology. Hence, econanic

success is still largely locked to the meeting of two comitions:

cheap labor and labor docility. Even deteriorating market
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restrictions -risinq canpetition with cheap labor fran less developed

countries in world markets, creeping protectionism in the West, and a

shrinking dcmestic labor pool and consequent; risinq wage level -have

required continual execution of a wage restraint ~licy in South

Korea, on the one hand, and stimulated the shift toward EOI deepening,

on the other. '!bus, intensified labor control has been motivated by

the dictate of the EOI strategy. However, fundamental reasons for

the repressive am penetrating labor control in EOI deepening lay in

the dictates of the political strategy to prevent the formation of

horizontal alliances between labor am other opposition forces.

In EOI deepening, labor has been more militant, and at the same

time, labor control has becane increasingly IOOre repressive and

penetrating. Labor has been more associated with segnents of the

middle class in its movement. Labor issues have becane more daninated

by students. Labor protests have becane more directed at the state

and coordinated with political struggles.

So far, we have explained the basis for the thesis of political

detennination of labor control am the causes for intensification of

labor control in EDI deepening. The direct causal linkage between

developne1t sequences and regime dynamics was argued to be the basis

for the thesis of political detennination of labor concrol.,

Intensification of labor control by the state was viewed as a response

to the coalitiorrbased societal resistance to the power am danination

of the state-capataf alliance in the pursuit of EDI in the sixties.

In the phase of export-oriented industrialization deepening, labor
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control anj labor militancy have been mutually reinforced. we, thus

far, have dealt with state's control of labor. Then, what about Labor

militancy in SOOth Korea? How different was labor militancy in the

1980s fran that of the 1970s? Labor militancy both in the 1970s arxi

the 1980s will be detailed in the following two chapters. In this

chapter, we shall investigate ally the difference between labor

militancy in the 1970s arxi that of the 1980s in tems of the extent to

which each has been constrained by the three structural factors: high

turnover rate, se<Jllented labor market, and the urban informal sector.

Fran a structuralist point of vie-"" these structural

constraints-largely due to the logic of dependent developnent by

which Wustrial seructure is externally articulated and vertically

integrated anj thus, workers' horizontal association is blocked-would

have functioned as a barrier to the forging of solidarity anong the

working class. By labor militancy, we mean not only high frequeooy

and intensity of a broad range of violent events rot those of

association anong iJdepement events or movanents. Labor militancy is

related to the extent of workers' horizental association because

association anong different protests are not possible without

interactions anong the protesters who are involved in each protest.

Concerning the high turn-over rate of workers in the manufacturing

sector-the average rate of accession and that of separation in all

non-agricutural i.rd1stries fran 1970 through 1983 were 4.58 and 4.43,

respectively, while those in the manufacturing sector were 5.26 and

5.2 , respectively.4 Also significant were the turnover rate
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differences by sex and occupation in the manufacturing sector. In

July 1984, the rate for female workers was higher than that for male,

and the rate for production workers was twice as much as that for

aanWstrative and technical workers. Official statistics on turnover

rates at small factories are usually unavailable in SOUth Korea.

Considering the tendency of worsening working comitions ann low wages

at those small factories, inclusion of such factories' turnover rates

would have made the overall rate much higher.

Bai am Kim (1985: 117-18) attriblte four factors to this high

turnover rate. First, low wage and bad working comitions contributed

to a high turnover rate. Female production workers have lower wages

and worse working comitions than any other kim of workers. '!his

explains, in part, wh¥ so many labor dis~tes occurred at female

labor-intensive factories. Secom, Wlderdeveloped labor market

information also led to a high turnover rate. 'Ihus, bad working

conditions led to jet> dissatisfaction which led to a glut of people

seeking jobs which, given the poor labor market information,

exacerbated the high turnover rate. Third, Labor Standard Law

regulates retirement allowances to be given after one year of

Employment. iherefore, those who do not want to stay in the canpany

for a long time need in the eyes of management to be laid off within

one year. Fourth, fanales' custanary resignation after marriage, and

a=bitrary personalistic management of labor are all related to the

4 Ministry of Labor, Republic of Korea. Report on Monthly Labor
SUrvey, July 1984.
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tenderx:y for a high tumover rate.

The second factor affecting labor militancy is labor market

se<J!1eI1tation. OOLite developed councrfes ' labor market s....oc:;nentation

detecnined by finn size or a dual structure of primary and secondary

labor markets, the SOUth Korean labor market sec:J11entation is

characterized by a four 5ec:J11ent labor market based on two essential

:::riteria, education and sex.5 '!he first se<}Ilent consists of free

laborers. '1bey are engaged in very simple labor tasks. Canprising

the bottan lCo/er of the labor market, they becane either seasonal

workers in the iIXiustrial ~or or enployees in the service sector.

ille second se9J1eIlt is canposed of male workers with an education up to

junior high school and fenale workers with an education up to senior

high school. In general, in this 5eCJ1lent, gender difference is more

significant than educational difference. For instance, in 1982, wages

of male junior high school graduates are by far higher than those of

female high school graduates, and male junior high school graduates

have even a closer wage-level to that of female junior college

graduates.6 ()}e case etudy of a ccmstruction canp:my (Bai, et al.,

1985: 125) indicates that in the case of same high school graduates,

it takes eight years for the female workers to match the letlel of the

initial wage received b'j the male worker.

5 For details on labor market seCJDentation in the West, see Glen G.
G'>';n Ifm\o-o rl..",1 1 ""' !'"~ 0& ~"-",,..::I T _1-.-.- ~",.,..!.--" .....--_..: -- .. - ortho•..:I.r.·-

., 4.&.~ .....,...&100&.4 ....~ ':'_ ~ ~w:::.a....~ .I..IQl,A,I~ ,I.·.KIiU.r..C'- ..LJ.~L..LC:.l:» '-V Y.1~A

Theory: A SUrveyD, Journal of Econanic Literature, Vol., 13, no. 4,
~rl~6,p. In5~~7.

6 Ministry of Labor, Republic of Korea, JigjonqQyol Irngeum Siltae
Josabogoseo [survey Report on Wage Differences by OCCUpation], 1983.
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The third se911ent consists of male high school graduates, junior

college graduates am female college qradaates, In this segment,

educational difference is more significar,t than sexual difference

since female college grarluates I wages exceed that Of male jWlic!

college graduates. The fourth s~ent is clearly for male workers

with a college degree. '.L'hi.s s~ent is more distinctb'ely bour.a than

any other se911ents in that they are given much better pranotion

oR?Qrtunities and much higher wages. Since this analysis is based on

the data with allowances am year Of employment excluded and

manual-nonmanual differences not categorized, IOOre detailed statistics

are needed to verify the statement.

'!he first segnent mentioned above refers to the urban informal.

Throughout the 196as am the 197as, high labor al:sorption by expansion

of labor-intensive export and manufacturing imustries, and the low

grain prices in the urban area to cheapen workers I wages, stimulated a

massive rural exodus. In 1966, agriculture, forestry and fisheries

accounted for 57.9 percent Of all anployment and the manufacturing

sector alone accounted for 9.9 percent. In 1984, this percentage

shifted to 27.1 percent and 23.2 percent, respectively.7 The massive

rural exodus, however, was not absorbed fully by the manufacturing

Irdust.rdes as fonnal labor force due to limited capacity for

employment. Those who are excluded frQ:l employment in the fonnal

sector becane marginal and proletarianized workers canprising the

L-afOIJual sector.

7 SOCial Indicators in Korea~ 1985, Econanic Planning Board, Republic
of Korea, p. 113.
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Those who canprise the infoonal sector not only come fran

non-employment in the fO!!t!::-l sector, tut also cane frem plant closures

due to foreign capital flight and bankruptcy. under the circumstances

of a deperXlent capitalism where the econany canpletely depends on the

fluctuating world market econany, this has becane a crucial factor for

energerx:e and expansion of the infocnal. sector. In 1970, the average

stable employment rate was 59.1 percent. During the following 15

years, it has increased only 4.2 percent, despite a 14 percent in the

enployment rate. During the same period, for fenale enployees, the

stable anployment rate has iIX:reased only O. i percent. 8

This phenanenon of W1Stable anployment Iartially contributes to

creation of the infocnal. sector. The high unstable anployment rate in

the case of fanale workers indicates that unstable enployment takes

place heavily at fEmale labor-intensive light industl:ies. The informal

sector is characterized by unstable and tanporary enployment, lack of

camnon econanic interests, and lack of depemency relations between

property owners and tbe propertyless. Thus, it has a stratum character

rather than a class.

There is no question that the ~igh turnover rate has hindered

developnent of solidarity anong factory workers. In SOUth Korea, labor

market segnentation as such is unlikely to diminish so long as the

state's develo~nent strategy anphasizes growth maxiDdzation because it

8 SOCial Indicators in Korea, p, 117.
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directly and iDiirectly creates coDiitions in which wage regulations

based on geDier and educational discrimination are justified. The fact

that Labor market segnentation still exists despite the state's frequent

policy changes anphasizing minimization of geDier and educational

discrimination, gives counterevidence to the statanent. By hi.Jyjering

job mobility between 5e<}I1ents, external Jaber markets have blocked

organization of Laoor as well as creation of workers' solidarity.

Internal Labor markets approximated by the above four types have been

effectively exploited by managerial despotis:n. Skilled male workers

have been easily coopted by anployers for repression of the grass-root

lalxlr movanent. '!he lack of class attribltes and intersectoral linkages

in the informal sector have also conditioned underdeveiopnent of

workers' solidarity. There have been 00 organized apprenticeship

systans providing access to skills at low cost. EvUl in the

subcontracting industries, intersectoral or intrasectoral linkages, if

any, have been formed not ~ casual, workers thanselves bIt ~ an

individual o,yagi having groups of casual, workers under his coneroj ,

This system has bolstered vertical loyalties while blocking horizontal

associability.

During the last quarter century, the extent to which these

structural conscrsdnts have undermined developnent of horizontal

associations anong workers between segments has not diminished. Genesis

and de·~elopnent of labor militancy durmg the last two decades provides

evidence that labor militancy has been relatively independent fran the

functions of the structural coooitions inhibiting horizontal
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associations anong interseetcral and intersegnental workers.

In the 1970s, four types of nbridges" developed a."Xi generated labor

militancy. They "..ere: a charismatic leader with a few "hanqers-on" who

had no connections with external forcesr team leaders of production

lines associated with church group:; which generated solidarity of the

rank a.'1d file within a factory~ enterprase-union leaders educated by

Christian academy or uJ:Per level industrial unions who engemered

autonanous grass-root unions~ and finally, students who turned

themselves into factory workers to raise workers' consciousness. Labor

militancy generated by these four types of nbridges· was confined within

each factory, and thus, there existed no linkages among individual

protE'Sts.

The p:lttem of alliance in the 1980s hi'\S shown that under the

influences of the newly anerging nation-wide social and political

opposition forces, the 'core groups' anerged frat!. the four types of

nbridges· in the 1970s, with organizations for regionally-based

movanents by far:mers, urban poor and workers, and formed region wide

networks with the rank and file within production sectors. They

exchanqed information and hel~d each other in the process of

unionization in 1984.

In the 1980s, labor protests no longer have been daninated by fanale

unskilled workers in the manufacturing sectoc. Urban dwellers i..11 t.l-te

informal sector organized their protests. Taxi drivers organized

region-wide street danonstrations. Mining workers created social

disorder. Fanners protested rising indebtness in the rural sector due
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to the state's Import; liberalizatior. measures toward for.eign fam

produce and livestock. Labor protests have been associational not onIy

anoI?g protests thenselves but with ~"'<}l1ents of the middle class. '!bey

have been directed more at the state by threatening the state-caprtai

alliance. It has been no longer possible to draw a clear-cut line

between labor protests arxl political struggles in the 1980s.

Establishment of this broad spectrum of political ~sition in the

1980s has been the critical challenge to be coped with by the

state-capital alliance, which has been forged with no further expansion

of its social base with other sectors to ensure political power of the

mil itary regime.
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<hapt:er IV. State-Labor Interplay am Its Emergent Properties in the
19708

4.1 INTRroUCTION

'!he perposes of this and the following chapters are to examine the

state-labor interplay during the 1970s and 1980s in South Korea. Five

cases of labor protests were selected for canp:irison. They are the

Cheonggye, Dong-il, Y.H., Daewoo, and Guro Protests. The time span

for the Cheonggye was the longest ate covering 1970-1986, and for

Dong-il, 1976-1980, for Y.H., 1975-1979, for Daewoo, 1984-1985, and

for Guro, February to July, 1985. Except for Daewoo, which had male

workers only, the ranaining cases had male and fanale mixtures l:ut

with different ratios~ at Dong-il and Y.H., daninant protestors were

fanale while at the Cheonggye and Guro, fanales prerai1ed though were

not daninant.1

1 Gender is an important explanatory variable for the variations in
labor market and in labor mo.ranent in South Korea. Selection of
Dong-il and YoH.. as representatives for the 1970s movement; and Daewoo
and Guro as those for the 1980s might be problanatic, since qencer
does not hold for the cases in the same degree. MoreOl7er, Daewoo is
excfusively a big eraterprise unlike Dong-il. and Y.H., whose range ?f
finn size is 500 to 1 ,000, Guro, a cnnbination of. six or seven similar
sized Independent; finns, and Cheonggye, an association of 500 to 800
independent snail-scale workshops. SUch diversity clearly jeopardises
canp:irability between the 1970s and the 19808 labor movanents.
Despite such limitations, those cases were selected because the
impacts they had both on the state and labor were the greatest among
all the labor protests in south Korea during the same period. Strict
selection based on similar sex canposition and similar firm size could
be possible. But In that WCi:j we would also lose significance because
other cases had either limited or no major impacts on either the state
or labor. 'I"ne nature of the present study, examining

(Footnote continued)
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In this chapter, I will explore the backgrounds for formation of

the labor control poli.c.i in the 1970s, how labor protests responded to

the power and danination, and in what wCl:/ and to what extent class

capaci ty of the working class was strengthened as unintended

consequences of interactions between labor control and labor protests.

The labor control in the 1970s was shaped in response to societal

challenges against the labor control in the 1960s. Therefore,

interactions between Laoor control and labor protests in the 1960s

will be discussed in the first place.

Leading arguments of this chapter will be that forms of state

control of labor in the 1970s shaped the forms and content of labor

resistance in the 1970s, rot within the context under which class

capaci ty of the working class, strengthened through mutual

interaction, functioned as a barrier to state control and as a

catalyst for labor resistance. The mode of interplay between the

state and labor followed the nutua11y reinforcing and dialectic

patt.:ern. As labor repression became stronger and more penetratf.nq,

labor in response became more militant. Strongly preanptive labor

repression generated the need for formation of alliances between

workers and church groups. This <..:liance fO.nnation brought about the

state's efforts to encapsulate factory workers fran outside

influences. '!be p:;sition filled i:¥ the church groups was refilled l:¥

social interests existed.

1 (continued)
Interel.ataonshrps among state control, labor resistance and class
capacity, led us to decide selection of the cases based on the degree
of i...LJpact rather than on the similar gender composition and finn size.
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student groups. In the process, the class capacity of the working

class has been strengthened to the extent that latent class capacity

of the working class, accumulated under the strongly repressive Yushin

political systan, was manifested fran NOIlanber 1979 through May 1980,

when the systan brokedown. Linkages and int:eractions among factory

workers, students, and other intellectuals fostered this strength. At

the same time, the state's strengthened control mechanisn segmented

and fragmented the class capacity. Constrained l:¥ the pc7tIer of the

state control, strong ties by segments of the working class, under the

influences of segments of the middle class and labor militancy anong

unskilled workers within factory in the 1970s, contributed to

accumulation of latent class capacity of the working class. The shape

of the new labor oontrol s,ystan in 1980 was a response to the way in

which class capacity of the working class was strengthened in the

1970s.

4.2 FOBlW'ICti~ :!m! LABOR CWI'ROL SYSTEM m .m 1960s

'!he military coup in lw"..ay 16, 1961 centralized state power by

purging the civil bureaucracy and 1:¥ recruiting well-trained

tec..tmocrats to staff the newly created developnental institutions.

The military junta nationalized banks and confiscated industrial

capital. All unions were banned and the FKTU (Federation of Korean

T.rade Unions) was re-escabl.Lshed under qoverrment; supervision into a

centralized federation of national t.....,dustrial unions. 2 This full

scale smash was carried out under circumstances in whic..'1 no vested
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'!he shift fran lSI (import-substitution industrialization) toward

EDI (export-oriented industrialization) was not led I::¥ the econanic

planners under the aegis of the militaty regime J::ut I::¥ market forces

to which entrepreneuers responded (Limr 1981 i Cheng, 1986). 'Ibis is a

very important fact suggesting sane clues to deteouine the linkages

between South l\crean developnent strategy and labor policy in the

early 1960s. Through examination of the abruptly planned and executed

policy reforms between 1962 and 1965, we can understand the reasons

wtw the militaty regime chose growth rather than redistribution as the

basis of political legitimacy.

Fran the beginning, the militaty junta suffered fran a series of

econanic crfsess the deviation fran a stabilization policy in 1961,

the failure of a currency reform in 1962 and severe harvest shortage

in 1962-1i3 are major examples. Coping with inflation and the widened

balance of payment Problan as a result of these crises, became the

major task. The militaty junta, whose social background was the rural

2 '!he militaty junta, right after its coup on May 16, 1961, froze
workers' wage at the level of May 15, 1961, prohibited any single act
of labor dispute, dismantled labor unions, and arrested several
hundreds of union leaders and labor activists (for this information,
see, Kim, Geum-Soo, et al., Hankook Ncrlong undongron l [T'neoq of
Korean Labor MOITanentl (Seoul, Miraesa: 1985). At the same time, the
South Korean Central Intelligence Agency (KCIA), an elaborate security
cq;:.parattlS created I::¥ the 5.16 militaty junta, first selected about 30
labor representatives, and trained then, and then appointed nine of
them as a core group to estat.';;'ish a ~ntruction Camnittee for Labor
Ur~ons, and 1:l"lereafter, the nine i'iJ:11iber committee created the
Federatioo. of Korean Trade Unions (F!<'lU) as a national labor union,
which organized 17 industrial U1UOns consisting of enterprise or
district local uni.ons.
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and lCM social prestigious sector , vowed to eradicate the taproot of

deep-rooted social corruption. Leading businessnen were the primary

target. '!be junta Jaunched a pro-famers policy: famers' private

aebt was relielled: the terms of trade for agricultural products were

reset: and flDlds to the agricultural sector were allocated.

Econanic crises as such, howeller, caused this pro-farmers p:>licy

to becane costly and eventually forced the military regime to

undertake drastic reform measures. '!bey performed currency a

devaluatioo in 1964 (fran 130 to 256 won per u.s. dollar) and an

interest rate reform in 1965 that was favorable for exports. '!bey

adopted the export-i.Irp:>rt link systan in 1963 in which exporters could

use the i.mIX>rt rights linked to their export earnings for importing.

'!hey applied various export incentive systans such as a 50 percent

reduction in incane tax on earnings fran exports in 1964-1966,

preferential loans fer exports by lowering interest rates to a minimum

lellel, establishment of local letters of credit and standby credit for

preferential procurenent of danestic law material and overseas

marketing activities, wastage allCMances, minimum expert requiranent

to maintain the status of licensed trader, and government sUdX'rt for

overseas marketing activities.3

Export expansion and inq;lort reduction were anphasized to achieve a

trade balance. At this stage, howeller, only agrarian and mineral

3 klo... ft\I"\... O ~ot.ails ""00 v';"m V'.'''''''''''_'i:.,J, nrrlhe ' at: A-65 ""....C""_...._- -_...-.. .. 6....,..a. ..... '--'- t """'-'-, ........" , '"'""..,u~ ..."'-&I~' .&."'... "JU~ 't;A ,U.C;UJ,~C .LQ.'-'C:'

reform, effective export pranotion measures, and i.mp:>rt liberalization
program. ~ Woddng paper no. 3. Kore;:jn Economic Policy studies,
(Honolulu, East-West Center, Populatior. Institute: 1984)
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exports were anIilasized with underestimated volume of nanufacturing

exports. Actually the regime was cautious about prerli.cting the effect

of the turn ootward (Cheng, 1986). Under this crrcomseance, t1oIo

factors precipitated the regime's deci.ai.on to sustain EOI. One was

the unanticipated success of exports. It was a time of econanic bean

in world markets. '!he other was structural weakness of the South

Korean econany at that time and several situational factors. 4

COnsequently, the political 1OOtivation to maintain the alliance

between the military regime and faIIllers-snall businessnen (EOI based

on fam surplus and labor absorbing anall industries) became deflDlct.

Instead, the military-big rosiness alliance began to be forged to

sustain EDI.

In plrsuing the developnental st1.'ategy for EOI, the military

regime undertook highly discretionary approaches whose assets can be

surmnarized in following four aspects. First, cheap credit for capital

investment was allocated to privileged leading industrial ficns.

'!bus, the access to cheap credit flDlctioned as the 100st FOWerful

stimulant for investment. Secondly, preferential policy loans were

selectiVely allocated to specific industries as well as to the

4 Major reasons for the policy to strengthen EOI were: 1. A growth
strategy concentrating on fur ther i.np:lrt substitution in machinery,
consuner durables, and their intemediate products did not sean to be
an approp.ciate alternative because vf limitations imposed 1:¥ ~~e snall
danestic market and t¥ large capital requirenentar 2. Anticipated
tennination of u.s, financial assistance facilitated search for
another source of foreign exchanqe to meet the bal.ance-oz-peynents
difficulties; 3. AVailability of a sufficient labor force and lack of
other resource endosments induced a policy directed toward export of
labor-intensive goods.
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industrial estates integrated around two metropolitan areas, Seoul and

Pusan. Thirdly, lCM danestic savings locked the South Korean ED! into

dependence upon procurement of foreign capital. HCMever, foreign

loans or joint ventures rather than foreign direct irwestment or

wholly owned subsdiaries werE! secured. Fourthly, the price of

agricultural products was controlled to maintain lCM prices fcr staple

food grains and to prevent wide seasonal price fluctuations.

Here we need to characterize labor p:>lie,y in the immediate

aftermath of the military coup in 1961 and after the launching of ED!

in the 1964-64 period. The militaIY junta froze workers' wage,

disnantled labor unions and prohibited aJ1i- single act \.if labor

dispute. en Septanber 1, 1961, it enacted a law st;.~atingwage

freezes in ~he J;Ublic sector. 'lhi.s full scale snash was not confined

to labor, though, since industrial capital was also confiscated. It

would be fair to say that the militaIY at that time were neither

pro-Labor nor prcrcapital.

Labor laws were anended four times in the 1963 to 1965 period.5

The year of 1963 was the time when the military junta was to hand aver

its rule to the civilian. 'lbe militaIY junta withdrew Martial Law and

lifted the ban on p:>litical activities on January 1, 1963. Upon the

release of Martial Law, the militaIY junta faced two challenges.

Hankook Noryon (Hankook Nodong Chohap Chong Yonhaphwae; the English

5 """"0 ~ade 11 ~ ""... T , •••••'"''''' ",..,o... ..:I~;;I ".. 71...._~' , 7 n~~_"'~_ 7 ;:::-:n 24
~ ...'-....... v """' ... ~""'" "~ w.iU~&\"A~ v.&&. ~"".I-L .... I ~1..&Io.ICJ. -- ,

1963 and the Labor Dispute Adjustment Law was amended on April 17,
December 7 and 16. 1963, and the Labor Relations Camnission La'l was
amended on April 17 and on December 16, 1963.
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translation ranained the same, the Federation of Korean Trc::.de Unions)

which was dissolved i:¥ the militaJ:Y qoverrmenc, reorganized itself as

a councer-orqanizetdon against the government-backed FK'ltJ, and

attanpted to establish a political party for effective struggle. 6

Enacbnent of a law regulating wage freezes in the pililic sector on

September 1, 1961 aroused a series of protests fran June 5, 1963

through June 7, 1963 by 46,469 workers fran seven national uni.ons and

17 goverment-controlled enterprises. '!he former was a political

challenge by the cld central uni.on while the latter was an econanic

challenge by the new central uni.on, Changes in the 1963 labor

regulations reflected the militaJ:Y' s political interest in preventing

art:! further challenges.7

The amendments made Q1 April 17, 1963, include the following: 1) a

union should be legally recognized. For a uni.on to be legal, "a

CE:rtificate of report" should be OOtained i:¥ filing a report with an

6 Even though the attanpts failed, these series of acts precipitated
the goverment to undertake legislative oountenneasures prohibiting
unions' political activities and blocking the wCijs workers organize
thtir grievances. For more details, see, Hankook Nodong Chohapsa
[HistoJ:Y of Korean Trade Unions] (Seoul, FK'!U: 1979). p, 578-586.
7 It is true that there was an opening for more labor activity in
1963-64. If we look at the changes in labor legislation in this
period, haolever, we cbserve a tightening of labor laws with the shift
to export-oriented industrialization. SUch relative and temporaLy
opening can be viered as an outcane of the politcal environment and
the attempt to anphasize the transfer of power fran the milibry to
civilians. On the other hand, the tightening of labor laws can be
reasoned as a kind of preanptive measure to contain future labor
opposition caused by the new developnent strategy. canpared to labor
controls in the 19705 mid the 19805, the labor control in the 19605,
however, was mild. As long as challenges were weak, there would be no
need for further tight~'1i.ng of labor controls.
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appropriate aClninistrative agency aoording to the requirements of tile

lClti; 2) a uni.on is not granted legal recognition in case its purpose

is jUdged to hanper the cperation of a previousllT established union

(disapproval of a 'second union' at the same workplace); 3) the

organizational form of uni.on structure is centralized at the national

level; 4) the penalty for employers' unfair labor practaces is much

abated; 5) to seek labor-management oooperation for industrial peace,

a bilateral labo~-managementcouncfl, is encouraged to be created; 7)

administrative authorities are granted the right to OOI1Vene an

extrraordi.nary meeting or to audit union finances.

'!bese changes anphasi2:ed the state's intervention in labor,

restriction of labor disputes, and prohibition of uni.on };Olitical

activities. In general, these changes were a reaffionation of the

measures taken by the militaIY coup in 1961. '!be challenge by the old

FK'lU, hcwever, fortified this exclusive and repressive nature of the

labor control in the 1960s. '!be challenge I::¥ the ~ FK'lU resulted in

reshape of the labor control. Thus, in the December 7 revisions, acts

of labor disputes were more restricted. '!be oooling-off period in the

public sector was extended to 30 days while that in the private sector

was lengthened to 20 days. Qualification of the concerned parties,

legality of the dispute procedures, and wt.et.her the labor dispute was

lCltiful or not, were plt under examination b.l Administrative

ALlthorities.

'!he labor control In 1963 was shaped preemptively and weathered

labor opposition in the 1960s caused by the new developnent strategy.
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In the process of pursuinq EOI, there were sane challenges fran both

sides of labor and management.8 Through petitions, public statements,

rallies, and ellen threats to undertake a wildcat strike, starting on

NOI1anber 19, 1963, through June 1, 1968, the FKTU protested lDlfaimess

of the revfsed law&, including intensified involvement of the

Administrative Authorities in jUdgment of a lmion's legality and even

dissolution of unions, and waged strong resistance against emplc¥ers'

attempts to rE!i1011e rights granted to the national industrial unions as

parties to collective bargaining. '!he Korea Chamber of Camnerce and

Industry (KCCl) and the Federation of Korean Industries (FKl)

representing the interests of South Korean emplC¥ers strongly demanded

that the 1963 laws include the following clauses: restoration of the

current iooustrial union system back to enterprise union system,

extension of working hours fran 60 hours a week to 72 hours a week,

regulation of naxi.nnJm wage increase rate within 15 percent, permission

for a second union at an enterprise, abolition of the uni.on shop

system, nullification of paid menstruation rest once a month, and

reservation of any ongoing disputes upon arrival of letter of credit

for expor.ts. Despite these resistance and demands, no further changes

were made, because there was no serious pressure fran the workers

sacrificed I:¥ the labor control. Class capacity of the workers in the

1960s was not strmgthened enwgh to challenge the labor repreasaon,

In South Korea, there existed no aninent causal linkage between the

8 me Federation of Korean Trade Unions, Hankook Nodong Johap
Undongsa (HNJU), p. 616-23.
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EO! strategy and the repressive labor control.

Based on the above discussions, we can define the nature of the

labor control in the 1960s as follows. First, workers' wages, union

activities and organization were controlled for political rather than

econanic reasons. '!bus we notice the sequence of labor repression and

exclusion followed l:¥ a shift toward the EO! strategy (Koo et al.,

1986). Secondly, corporatisn adopted l:¥' the state as a w~ of labor

control based on centralization of union structure faced challenges

fran the central lDlions themselves. This political pressure

challenged the wCf¥ in which the state tried to incorporatE: the

interests of labor. '!be state's corporatist mode of labor control was

threatened. '!bis threat pranpted the state-capital alliance in labor

contrors, on the ale hand. On the other t the state was led to

tmdermine the influence of the FK'lU and its 17 industrial unions on

union activities at the enterprise lwe1.. 'lbirdly, laoor control was

shaped even before the launching of EO! and did not face any serious

challenges fran the EO! sector until 1968. 'Iherefore, no changes were

needed to reflect the dictates of the new econanic strategy.

Responses to labor control during 1963~7 were weak. Sane labor

protests broke rot in this period against unfavorable labor

legislation, mainly under the leadership of the FK'IU and its national

industrial unions, conpared to labor control in the 1970s and 80s,

labor control in the 1960s was more protective than restriddve. The

uni.or...is e."'ljc'jed a subscantaal degree of associ.atdonal, autonCiV.:! during

the 1960s. rr'flis low degree of state Interventaon in sscoci.ataonat
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activities of organized labor was mainly because of labor I s weak class

capacftd es,

'!be };tlenanenon of weak class capacities in the 1960s may be

acounted for 1:¥ factors such as the snall number of factory workers

canprising the industrial sector at that time and the incipient nature

of their organizations. HOlolever, three additional factors seen to be

also i.nqx>rtant. '!be nature and origin of the labor force in the 1960s

is the primaLy factor. Given the regligence toward the agricultural

sector 1:¥ the EOI strategy, rural labor outflOlol was a push };tlenanenon

rather than a pull me. Non-faming households, agricultural laborers

and petty famers canprised the majority of those dep:lrting fran rural

areas. Among then, the major portaons were young fanales absor.bed t¥

the light industrial sector. '!he transitory nature of the fanale

labor force fostered labor r.i>cility and thus jeopardized potentiality

of workers' organizational capecrtaes,

'!be second factor was the legac.y of the Japanese colonial rule

which resulted in a relatively' weak and aborted social class power.

A.'1 ocer-devefoped state ooreaucrac.y inherited fran this colonialism

preconditioned the prevailing canpliance of the populace to state

daninance. 'Ihe tradition of Confucian political culture enphasizing

the moral definition of the state authority and people's respect for

political authority nada the pretJailing compliance easier.

'!he third factor in weak class capacity was the fact that in the

l%Os, i'iiijor political issues were surrounded l:¥ democracy and

legitimac<I of the ruling power, At this juncture, students dominated
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the ~litical role. Fran 1964 throuqh 1965, there had been -violent

students' demonstrations against the state's efforts to normalize

relations with Japan. '!he state was desperately in need of foreign

credits or loans. Attanpts at normalization with Japan were one of

the measures designed to secure loans. Students protested because

they were suspicious that these efforts towards econanic ties would be

a signal for another colonization. ThE;¥ also violently protested and

calimed that the 1967 presidential election was rigged. Another

militant demonstration was against the 1969 constitutional reform

whic.ll allowed Park to serve a third consecutive term. Both the

militaty state and societal challenge groups concentrated mobilization

of their resources on these p:>litical issues. Labor as an important

resource for these p:>litical issues was not in a p:>sition to be

mobilized yet. Consequently, factory workers were given poor social

chances to realize their interests.

4.3 LABOR CONTROL .IN .T1m 1970s

Labor control was reshaped over the late sixties and early

seventies, and this change reflected the dictates of the new eoonanic

strategy, and in };articular the interest in attracting foreign

invest:rLent. Also, they reflected the dictates of the reN p:>litical

strategy (maintaining power hegemony based on a national security

ideology i:¥ undermining pcliticsj as well as the state; s need to

control. ~~l these three will be detailed.
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'!he labor disputes at the foreign-supported electronics firms,

Signetics Co., and oak Co., in 1968 were fallowed 1:¥ enactment, of the

PELFIF (PrOl7isional Exceptional Law Concerning Labor Unions and the

Settlanent of Labor Disputes in Foreign Invested Fions) in December,

1969. A more fundamental reason why the government passed this

special law aimed at prel1enting serious disputes in foreign fiDlls,

h~'leve;:, "las to attract i1i~€Ct foreign investment. At the "time of the

law's enactment, the amount of the foreign capital directly invested

in South Korea was no more than $96 million, 4.3 percent of the then

total foreign capital inducement.9

During the 1960s, foreign loans rather than foreign direct

investment were secured 1:¥ the goverment to minimize the influence of

foreign capital on the national econcmy. '!his policy resulted in

insolvent fim crises in the late sixties. Most insolvent fions

secured camnercial loans with short-teens and high interest rates.

'!bus, nearly 80 percent of the fions with foreign loans faced

bankrupcy due to inability to liquidate principal and interest. 'lbese

crises pranpted the state to secure foreign direct investment and

enactment of the PELFIF was a preanptive measure to secure it.

Moreol7er, at the time when building of free export zones was widely

pursued in Masa.n and Iri, cities in provinci.al areas, such preanptive

measure 1:¥ enactment of the law was timely adequate fran the

goverment podrit of view.

9 Choi, Jang-Jip (1983: 136).
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'!he PELFIF was limited and partial in terms of the scope the state

could apply to labor repression. For rapid econanic growth and

political stability as a stepping-stone to propel the growth, the

state authorities needed a measure of unlimited scale. A series of

political challenges in 1971 pranpted execution of this measure.

Major political q>ponents, including students, the church,

intellectuals such as writers, and newsreporters, and opposition

parties, who demonstrated strong resistance against the 1969

constitutional reform, again showed radicalization in 1971. Their

clcnors concerned grand issues of the political framework such as

democrac.y and the legitL"llac.y of the ruling power. '!he near defeat of

the leadership in the critical 1971 presidential election and

subsequent protests ~.1.aiming that the election had been rigged drove

the state authorities to make a "grave decision. n The Yushin system

was designed to respond to Park' s political problems with this growing

opposition.

'!he LCitI Concerning Special Measures for Safeguarding National

Security (hereafter, the LSMSNS) was pranulgated on December 27, 1971.

'!his lClti was enforced after a state of national anergenc.y had been

declared on December 6, 1971.10 Under this law, workers' rights to

10 On Jan. 21, 1971, camnunist armed guerillas attacked the Blue
House, the South Korean Presidential Mansion. To crack down on
students: militant demonstrations, the Garrison Presidential Decree
was pranulgated on october 15, 1971. under these circumstances, the
LSMSNS was i..'1;?Csed as a politi{".al rather t&~a.i. an econcmic measure.
Actually, the laq functioned as a prelude to the YllShin system Imposed
ten months later.
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collective bargaining and collective action were taken CJWClj. The

right to organize was saved in legal teuus. ~ long as the state

legally recognized existence of its central unions, it would be

contradictory to take awClj this right. More importantly, the tSMSNS

was unlimited in terms of its scale of application, and thus, rowerful

enough to undennine labor organization i:¥ justifying repression in

security terms. 1he scope of the canpulsory arbitration was expanded;

under the fonner labor oontrol, its application was limited to the

public sector, rot 1:¥ the LSMSNS, it was expanded to all Wustries.

CCIDpulsory arbitration precedures became tighter. Mediation of labor

disputes and adjustment of collective bargaining, handled before l:¥

the Labor Relations Camnission, were taken CNer ~ the Labor

JIilministration. Thus, dispute settlanent procedures were IIlOITed fran

tripartite canmittees to direct management i:¥ the government.

'!be labor law revisions in 1973 and 1974 were simply a

reaffionation of the~ in order to parallel the repressive and

coercive naturre of the Yushin COnstitution. In the revision of 1973

and 1974, l:¥ Em);ilasizing the Labor-Ma.'lagf!Ilent COlL'lcils (~) systen

and the enterprise union system at the factory, the state attanpted to

make workers' collective acts more difficult. occurrence of the major

protests in the 1960s under the leadership of the FIcrU and its

natiooal unions, resulted in a polic,y shift fran labor control. based

on a centralized union scructure tcward the aim of decentralizing

establishment of both the FSM (Factory seenanl MO'lenent) and the UIC
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systan as parallels to the union was to incorporate interests of

workers into proo..!cti·"ity-or:'c::nted issues. By strengthening the

enterprise union systan, organizatiooal pc7iler of workers at the shop

floor level was expected to be weakened due to lack of upper-level

industrial union involvanent. For effective and efficient treatment

of labor disputes, the authorities in charge of nedi.ation and

adjusbnent were JDO'l1'ed fran the Labor Relations Camnission to the Labor

Administration.

'lbese series of intensified legal actions for labor repression

resulted in difficulties for workers in their organizational attanpts

without being carried into collective di5p.lt~. In other words, the

chance for disputes to becane collec'"~ve was lC';;er, wt the

probability for a collective dispute to become militant was higher.

'!he state's unilateral measure abating the penalties for anployers'

unfair labor practices and intensifying punishments ft)r worker

resfscanoe, not surprisingly increased anployers' propensity to

undertake unfair labor practices whenever necessary.

'!he 1973 'oil shock' was a deadly blCM to both world and hane

econanies. High dependency of the danestic econ~ on the world

econ~, by lnaking the fonner vulnerable to the fluctuations of the

latter, made things seriously worse. Danestic stagnation, unstable

employment, decline in wage, and heightened inflation instigated

employers i unfair labor practices. '!be state carried out resolutely

the 1.14 Emerg~"lC'z' ~..easure, prccl.aimed en J&""luar.i 14, 1974. This was

an econcmi C measure to stabilize an unstable econcey, As a part of
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this measure, the state strengthened penalties against employers'

unfair labor practices and their violation of labor standards, I::ut on

the condition that the measure be abrogated the following year.

As pranised, the state stopped aR?J,ying the measure in the

following year. 'lbere had been strong resdscance t¥ employers against

the measure. Abrogation of the measure might have been influenced by

this resistance. The more important factor, however, would be the

basis of the state's p'litical legitimaC¥-econanic growth. '!here was

no reason for the state to maintain the measure which might have

hampered anployers' enterprise motivation 1:¥ ~ying penalties

against unfair labor practices, once the measure had contributed to

stabilization of the danestic econany.

4.4 :mfi NNlURE~ PRm:IPLE~ LABOR CCNJ.mL.IN:Imi 1970s

As mentioned earlier, the class capacity of workers Wring the

1960s had been weak in general. Accordingly, the labor contrvl in

this peraod was more protective than restrictive. Major:impediments

to accumulation of the class capicity included the high degree of

young and transitory wanen in the industrial labor as well as the

absence of social reed for mobilization of labor as an important

political resource. Prevalence of political protests for democracy

and questioniny legitimaC¥ of the ruling power and weak labor protests

characterized societal challenges in the sixties.

the period fran 1968 to 1971. Several large scale industrial disputes
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broke rot in this period. '!hey included strikes at Signetics canpany

and oak Canpany in 1968, a strike I:¥ associated workers at 16 cotton

textile fiIIIlS and a strike at Olt. n Shi};tluilding Canpany in 1969, a

hWlger strike at the Korea pfizer Canpany in 1970 and a strike at

Saehan Motor Canpany in 1971. OCCurrence of these strikes showed that

workers' solidarity had increased. An individual worker's incident,

Jeon Tai-Il's self-inmolation protesting lew wages and inhuman working

conditiallJ, became the direct manentum for forging the alliance

between workers and students.

What was inix>rtant, though, was that the forging of the alliance

was causally linked with the character of the labor control in the

1960s. ibe labor control shaped I:¥ the militar:y state facing societal

challenges for democracy and legitimacy, focused itself on prevention

of labor's political activities. Consequently, the state's role in

imrolvanent for the purpose of econanic matters in labor was

negligible. One result of this negligence was actave involvanent I:¥

the church ;'1 enhancinq workers' rights and interests, whose direction

shifted fran p.n:e e.rangelisn in the industrial sector tcMard

organization of labor in 1968.

To the militar:y state, whose political power was threatened

increasingly I:¥ societal challenges, econanic growth as the basis of

political legitimacy became more imperative. The state responded in

';;.wo directions: the drive for a HCI (EOI deepening) and labor

repression justified in national security teens. Changes in labor

control ore: the sixties and early seventies reflected these

imperatives.
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'!he labor control in the 1~60s was unable to contain the grOtith of

allied labor activisn anoog workers, students and the church. '!be

predaninance of light industries absorbing transitory fanale workers

inhibited class formation to the extent that their tenporcuy

camnitment to work made the working class ccrmnuni.ty lDlStable. High

levels of geographic and iOOtlstrial concentri".tion of these workers in

the Seoul, Pusan and Incheoo areas, however, increased working class

identity. '!he rapidity of the EO! process, the rapid grOtith of the

proletarianized workforce and the existence of the seate-capftalist

alliance, all were likely to increase the potential for class

formation.

Labor control in the 1970s was a reshaping of the old one as a

response to the growing class capacaty of the work force. '!be w2¥ it

responded to this challenge can be cutlined in four aspects. First,

the l1e't\' labor control systan emphasized direct managanent ~ the state

to the exclusion of the FK'lU and its 17 national industrial unions as

well as the Labor Relations camnission. WOrkers' rights to collective

action, association and collective bargaining were taken aJ1C¥. In

actual control (Ner the workers, both the police and the KCIA (Korean

Central Intelligence Agency) got actively involved. Not ally in the

foreign fi.ons and the public sector rot in the private sector,

collective disputes or work stoppages faced severe crackdowns by 1:I.'1e

seC'..!rity ~ratus. '!!'.is e.v.istence c£ crackdo..T.5 contributed to a

continued vitality In consolidation of oppositioml soliQ;:'lrity.
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secondly, the new labor a:>ntro1 approach sophist~:...ated its oontro1

mechanism by which labor oontrols became penetrating and repressive..

Union activity was decentralized to the encerprfse Level., At the same

time, the LMC was imposed. Ensnring the imprOlTanent of productivity

was emphasized as the central virtue not only for national we1far.e rot

for national security. 'lhis mechanism endowed enp1<¥ers with enormous

roan for exploitation of workers in various wC¥s. Internal labor

markets segregated ~ sex and education were exploited by anp1<¥ers to

accanodate a skilled male workforce for the oontro1 of lDlskil1ed

fenale workers. '!bis exploitation hanpered workers' solidarity.

Female workers' subordination to i.mmedi.ate eoonanic needs at bane, and

thei r attachment to p:l.triarchal families, were exploited to maintain

worker l<¥alty and discipline.

'lbirdly, penetrating state intervention in industrial relations

produced two forms of management: union-based and non-union-based.

Work councils, saemaul work teams, and the LM: are the examples of the

latter case. 'lhrough these two channels, 1abor-managanent cooperation

and industrial productivity was highly 6nPtasized in the 1970s with

1Qi eoonanic rewards. To iJUprove haDnonious relationshi~, the Ll£

and the FSM (FactoJ:Y saanaul Movanent) developed into institutions

parallel to the labor lDlion. Inducing workers' normative cxmp1iance

to high work performance and industrial peace, the state ambitiously

attanpted to infuse the workplace with hard work and a harmonious

atruesphere. To illij?rOVe ir~ustrial prcduC--loivit",i, the basic Law for

Vocational Training was enacted in 1976. Public VCY"-atioIEl Training
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at the national level and In-Plant Vocational Training at the

enterprise level were conducted, Intensification of ideological

control was clearly associated with neutralization of the union

function.. To eliminate existing conflictual e1.anents caused t¥ labor

demands, the state attanpted to transform the union into a decorative

organizational instrument or a subsidiary to management. It was in

this context that autonanous grass-root union 1llOITanent in opposition

to the official union structure broke rot in the 1970s.

Fourthly, the state-capital alliance in the 1950s was forged when

the shift fran ISI toward EDI was under wC¥. The leading business as

"industrial capitalist" organized thanselves to protect their camnon

intereo4:s t¥ acting on behalf of the interest of J;X>litical power. To

the military state which has chosen econanic growth as the basis of

J;X>litical legitimacy, "pranoting such an organized rosiness for

ecx:>nanic performance was not ally a timely and handy device for

J;X>litical legitimacy, it was also justifiable in teens of ecx:>nanic

nationalisnn (Cheng 1986: 28). In the 1970s, to the military state,

the state-capital clliance became more indispensible, to the extent

t.'at it failed to institutionalize its p:>litical IXJWer. 1be leading

business as "national bourgeoisie" attempts to fortify the

state-capital alliance in order to institutionalize its bourgeois

econanic and social order. '!his strong allianceship was well

reElected in their efforts to eliminate oonflietual elanents which the

labcr-church alli~n~ fc~ged.
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4.5.2 EXXUJUC~ .IN cnINEX:TICtl KIm LABOR CONTROL ..m .TIm
122<12

During the 1970s, the South Korean econany faced 'oil schock'

twice-in 1973 and in 1979. After 1973, the state Launched massive

investment prograns to develop H~JY and Chemical Industries (HCI).

After having undertaken a 1Qt1 grain-price policy ouring the 1962-66

period, to stabilize prices and wages in the urban sector, starting in

1968 it began to adopt a two-price systan as Grain Price-S\lRX>rt

Program.11 Since the implanentation of the developnent strategy for

export pranotion in the early 1960s, devaluation of the currency to

revive export demand as well as to improve the international

An average annual gross danestic product (GOP) growth rate of 5.4

percent fran 1974 to 1982, and an ar..nual GNP growth rate of 7.2

percent during the same period, despite the impacts of the oil

schocks, could not have been achieved without making South Korean

labor internationally canpetitive. A huge external debt was widely

pursued to finance both oil imports and the HCI projects. Average

annual increase in external debt was fran 1968-73, $603 million, fran

1974-78, $2,122 million, and fran 1979-82, $5,611 mil1ion.12 Fran

1977 orseard, the l::ulk of foreign loans channeled to the HCIs have

11 'lhe government p.u:chased fC4iners' rice at higher prices and sold
it at lower prices to the urban sector. 'lhus, it generated huge
deficits fran such two-price system.
12 KL-n, Ycon-h',iU&"'lg.. at al., npoliC'j response to the oil crisis and
the Presidential Emergency Decree (1974) n, Working Paper. no. 10,
[Population Institute] (Honolulu, East-West center: 1984), p.24.
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accounted for more than ao percent of all foreign loans.13 Making the

deficit grEW at an accelerating pace and it was financed in an

inflationaty ~.

Consequently, high inflation has become a chronic problan. High

inflation was accanpani.ed I:¥ a rapid rise in wages. During 1976-78,

wages increased at an annual rate of 34.2 percent. HQiever, with

soaring housing and land prices, the rapid wage increases produced

little imprOl1anent in workers· wel.fare.14 A short SUWly of skilled

workers, who were sent to the Middle East at the occasion of the

construction bcx:m, also helped wage hikes at that time.

We cannot characterize the state· s ec:onanic measures during the

1970s in simple terms. But in general, they can be seen as

quantitative expansion-oriented measures to secure canpetitiveness in

the export market. 'lherefore, attanpts were made to eliminate any

factors ciecelerating the growth of the scale of production. Foreign

borrowing was resolutely pursued. Motivations for rosiness activities

were highly encour.aged.

4.6 LABOR PRa1'ESTS .m.TIm 1970s

As discussed in the previous section, the new labor control became

more coercive and penetrating. Four characteristics were pointed out:

13 Park, Yung-ehul, working Paper no. 1, Population Institute,
East_West Center. p, 15.
14 lJ::nn C::"ln~ nTn...crr..a...."." OI"Y'\nt'm;,.. st",h;'; ... "'+-; '""'" P"'I'V"f"''''''''ns••-1 ............._~--i'i-..r..J1 _ ••_-":J'" _ ...---..",•• ....~.~~_ ....._. .. ......~ ...~w

(1979),n Working Paper no. 16. [Population Institute] (Honolulu,
East-west Center: 1984). p, 7-8.
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the state's direct intervention; penetrating and repressive control by

soIitisticated methods; use of nultiple channels; the blatant

state-capital alliarr..e. By examining haot labor protests in the 19705

responded to this labcr oontrol, this section will attanpt to explore

the wf!¥ in which, and the extent, workers' class capacity was

strengthened in the 19705. Important questions are then: in what wf!¥

labor protests beceme directed at the state and coordinated with

political struggles, rather than si.Irply directed at the immediat.e

capitalists imolved in the conflicts; to what extent struggles by

workers vis-a-vis capitalists develcped into those of the 'popular

class-based distritutional coalition' vis-a-vis the state-capital

alliance. !mp)rtance of tnese questions are crucial because

accumulation of the workers' class capacity in the 1970s upon which

the labor oontrol in the 1980s reacted, can "be estimated through

imestigation of the answers to these questions.

4.6.1 CHEnmYE PRC!l'EST l.

'nlis protest was a response to: l} the neglect of the urban

marginal workin~ sector by the state-capital alliance in the parsuit

of ED1; 2) the Rgrarth first, distribution Later" policies. '!bus, it

was a serious challenge demanding greater a::!uity of distribution and

imprOl1ed working conditions.

Teenage 5Weatshop garment-makers at Seoul: s Pyounghwa (peace)

market were establ.Lshed in 1961. As of 1970, about 20 thousand

employees worked at several hundred Independent, snall workshops each
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of which had no more than 20 workers. These c:anpack workshops

sUWlied 70 percent of the whole ready-made domestic gaments danands

in 1970. Qomers of the suall shops had autonany of their am

management rut administrative ex>ntrol \t,CiS taken care of ~ Peace

i"iarket Co., ltd, an organization in charge of security, cleaning up,

and public relations.

4.6.1.1 WRKm; <mpITIONS

'!be workers consisted of cutters, seamstresses, sewing atterXJants,

cutting attendants, and rippers. Most Qltters and cutting attendants

are male and 80-90 percent of the ranaining are female. Ri};:Pers and

the attendants serve their senior workers, .cueters and seamstresses.

But ri};:Per' s role is more crucial: thE:!{ do all the miscellaneous tasks

inclUding pressing, ironing, and delivery of threads and wttons fOL

their senior workers' anoceh works. Rippers aged between 12-15 and

are pranoted to auxilicu:y 'lNOrkers after 1.5-2 year training while

auxilicu:y workers becane senior workers through 3-4 year training.

'!bere is neither massive production system nor line system. Job

operatioo is done I:¥ the form of snall segmentE::d team led l::¥ cutter or

seamstress.

Experienced senior workers usually have ale auxilicu:y worker and

two rippers as helpers. In successful cases thE:!{ have several

aUxilicuy and rippers under their oontrol. 'ine senior 'Workers:

mcn.frJ.y earnings are dete::I"~.ad ~.l the contract, wit.~ their cwr.ers

based on "pi.ece rate: system. '1TlUS, output of their own team is
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important. '!he senior workers determine their junior workers' nonthly

pay. Since markets are lDlstable, the auxiliaty workers and rippers

are always in fear of shop closure or job reduction. In seasons such

as the tirr.e of Full Moa1 day, Christmas, and LlDlar New Year, the

armers recruit plenty of labor force with no fixing rate. Later when

the season is over, arbitrary wa'Je cutdown or job reduction is

prevalent.

More than anything else, working coOOitions are extranel.y

inhumane. '!he workplace is located in the three- to four-storied

buildings of the Peace Market canplex, in the expensive downtown area

of Seoul. To reduce production- and or.rerhead-eosts, the amers

divided each roan of the I::uildings into two separate roans. The

distance between the bottan and the ceiling, in that wQ!j, became

reduced to half and measured only three feet. '!he workers doing their

job pefonnance in the roans were unable to stand upright throughout

the whole day. '!he working day ranged fran 13 to 16 hours. '!here was

little ventilation in the crowded lofts, the lighting was poor,

sanitation facilities were minimal and chemical and other odors were

strong.lS In a survey conducted t¥ Jean, Ta~il, who set himself

aflane, it was fOWld that 96 workers among 129 suffered fran ailments

traceable to their work, largely tuberculosis, 103 suffered fran

indigestion due to nervous tension.16

TWo sources of recruitment pervaded in the Peace Market:

15 New York ~..uues, Nov. 22, 1970.
16 Ibid
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recruibnent of relatives or intimates to the workers currently

anployed, and irregular recruibnent of job awlicants at so-called,

looan Sijang [HlI'llaIl Market] located within the market area, where job

applicants and recruiters used to gather together. In most cases,

recruibnents are made l¥ the senior workers. '!bus, the cutters and

the seamstresses play important dual roles: paynelt of their

attendants' wages and recruitment of their helpers.

4.6.1.2 J&::ti, TAE=IL OCIDENl' Am lmi CHEXH2GXE GARMENT WRKEBS UNION
(CGWQ) 17

Jeon, Tae-il, a yOWlg gaonent worker, died on NOITanber 13, 1970,

about 10 hours after setting himself aflcrne with a <DR{ of the labor

laws in his hand. He had started his career as gacnent worker six

years before, and worked his way up to cutter, earning 30,000 won per

month (equivalent to $92, based on the 1970 currene,y). Before he

killed himself, he organized Sa:W.onghoe, a circle group, whose members

were canposed of several male cutters at the Peace Market. He

carefully examined the Labor Standards Law and fOWld out that shop

owners at the Peace Market violated many standards stipulated I:¥ the

law. He sent dozens of c!!p=als to the Labor Office, dananding

improvanents in working condrtj ons, but was only ignored I:¥ the

authorities. He conducted a S<lrVey sampling of nore than a hundred

Peace Market workers to obtain more convdncmq data on the Pea~

17 The main sources of Informataon are: R1ecting Ca1mdttee for Jean;
Ta~il Momnent (ECJM) ed, Eoneu Cheongnyunnodongjaeu sahngwa Jukeum
[Life wid Death of a Young Labor Activist] (Seoul, Do1baegae: 1983),
Choi, Jang-jip, ibid, 1983, p. 193-206, and the FK'IU, .HW!1, p, 787-90.
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Market's inhuman working condi.tions. He made every effort to have the

collected details of the inhmnan working conditions oovered ~ t}le

daily newspapers, but in vain. Membership expansion of the circle did

not cane about due to workers' prevalent defeatism. He felt a sense

of neglect strongly. '1he workers at the Peace Market, garment

supplier for danestic markets, have 1009 suffered fran low wages and

inhuman working conditions. '!hey canprised the urban marginal working

sector, an area totally neglected l:!l the stat~capital alliance in the

pursuit of EDI. He selected self-inmolation as the final resort to

resisting neglect. To draw the attel1tion of societl'i he dramatized

his suicide I:¥ setting his greased body aflame, with his well-thumbed

volume of the Labor Standards Law in his hand, claiming, "we are not

machines!"

Over all, Jean's schocking suicide had three iIllpacts. First, it

forged solidarity between students and workers. On Novanber 16, 1970,

about 100 5eoUl. National University otudents attempted to conduct

Jean's funeral ceremony by bringing his body to their campus. After

the p:>lice broke up the attenpt, about 400 students we.'lt on an

unlimited hunger strike at the College of Business at Seoul National

University on the same day. After that, 200 students of the College

of Law at Seoul National University, 130 EbTa studenes, 200 Yonsei

students, and 300 Korea students protested, on NOI7anber 20, 1970.

'fuus, the college students: demonstrations continued until the middle

of December, 1970 when the winter vacation started.IS

secondly, !!Jeon=s sacrifice gave his fellow Peace £iiarket ganne.l'lt
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workers not only the birth of a labor unron l::ut also a sense of

solidarity, self-awareness and efficaC¥ of collective action, all of

which would have a strong impact 00 the Q;W{J's developnent.

Furthermore, it set the stanf)ard for ideal leadership which would

linger in the minds of tlli~; lilian's future leaders. n (Choi, 1983: 204)

Thirdly, his death Increesed social and political attention to the

plight of the gament workers. Before he died in a hospital , he

begged his mother's forgiveness and pleaded with her not to let his

death be in vain. '!he mother refused to let her son be wried until

his demands were met. '!he factory shop o.mers and the FK'lU agreed to

carry out an eight-point program including an eight-hour day with

OITertime p:Ly, an unspecified P=lY increase, better working conditions

and unionizatioo. 'lhree officials of the Labor Office were fired I:¥

the state on the charge of negligence in overseemq the Peace Market

working conditions. '!bey became scape-qoaes by suffering in the

state's place. '!be!.aber Office officially investigated actual

working conditions of the workers.

ihe a;wu was mdonized an November 27, 1970. Fran the begirming,

by naking the a;wu jurisdictionally belong to the United Workers'

Union (lMU) rather than to the National Textile Workers' union (NlWU),

the workers maintained relatively higher independence fran its

upper-level unioo's influence.19 At the initial stage, hariever, the

18 FOr.1'M ~.s ;h;;a ... 22-23--...~ , ~, 1:'- •

19 At the initial time, the a;wu's organizers had an option to chose
eitiler of tlo1o, the N'lWU and the t1."1U, as their upper-le:Jel union. They

(Footnote continued)
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a;wu faced two general difficulti.es.

At the time of unionization, nanbers numbered 513 and in January

1971 thE¥ expanded to 2.783. Despite such a ranarkable rnanbership

increase, the a;wu suffered fran financial difficulties. CUtters who

received higher wages canpared to other auxiliary workers were

reluctant to {.ay union dues because of thei r close linkages with shop

owners. Auxiliary workers and rippers became imp:>rtant financial

sources. '!beir lQi wages, however, were a great barrier to

contribution. several lumdred imependent. shop owners undertook

unfair labor practices, rot management of then was another difficulty.

Under these circumstances, the CGWJ obtained substantial econanic

gains.20

'!bese econanic gains were the Clltcanes of violence such as

attempts to camnit suicide i:¥ fire or i:¥ jtmlPii.q fran a wilding,

hunger-strikes, sit-in demonstrations l¥ the CGWU, consequent arrests

and court trials, and street demonstrations 1::¥ student-worker

alliances. To the a;wu workers whose rights to the collective

19 (contamzed)
chose the latter because thE¥ thought the latter was weaker than the
fermer. see, Choi, Jang-jip, 1983, ibid, p.. 193.
2C Wage levels uere enhanced. In 1975, wages were rOIJ.ghly i'lt 80
percent of other export textile finns. But in 1977, thE¥ surpassed
wages of silk, woolen and weaving textile finns. working hours were
reduced frcm 13-16 hours to 10 hours a day. !--:"Cc.v.ly holi~::oys became
the practice. The notorious -upper-roan' was removed. See, Choi,
Jang-jip, ibid, 1983, p, 206.
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withdrawal of labor were taken aw~ by labor concrol, in the 1970s,

resort to violence as such might have been ally the choice for

econanic gains. To the state, thE¥ ;""2r.n violators of rhe li=ibor laws.

'!bus, the a;wu workers' violence invited crackdowns by police.

To the students who were interested in enhancing democracy and

social justice in South Korea, Jean Tai-Il's dramatic suicide was the

death of just distribution. Linkage of these camnon interests

produced social bonds between the a:;wu workers and students first, and

then workers in general and students. student involvanent in labor in

the 1970s and 1980s in south Korea rose up in this w~, and it

developed in three directions. First, students began actively to

participate in the 'Workers' Classroan'. '!be Workers' ~§r.QQID

through which intra-union education was J;:erformed, was instrumental in

raising the consciousness of a;wu workers. '!be young iOOUstrial

fore".:, alienated fran more affluent society, was In dire reed of a

channel to release its frustrations and feelings of regleet. '!be

Workers I Classroan flDlctioned not a1l.y as an anotional outlet rot also

as a charmel linking workers to outside groups such as college

students and church groups. secondly, students began to turn

thanselves into factory workers. '!he students-turned workers pl~ed

leading roles in protesting against labor control in the 19805.

'lbirdly, they began to join labor protests. They either got directly

involved in labor protests or waged cempes demonstrations against

labor controls ty t.~e state.

Jean's death not ally contributed to transformation of the issue
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of labor affairs into a serious political and social issue blt also

created student desires to forge alliances with the workers. '!be

mwu, through their militant struggles, substantiated the

transformation and fortified the alliance throughout the 1970s.

Counter-reaction 1¥ the labor control apparatus in the 1980s against

the challenge was dismantlenent of the mwu by illegalizing it, which

will be discussed in the follOltiing chapter.

4.6.2 I:lCU2-1L PEQ1'EST

This protest was a typical case of an autonanous grass-root union

mOIlanent in c.pposition to the official union structure franed 1::¥ the

state. It was a serious challenge against: 1) corporatist labor

controls executed 1¥ the statei and 2) the interests of the

state-capital alliance in atanizing workers-church alliance forged

since the 1960s.

Founded in 1955,21 the enterprise, Dong-il, a mother-eanpany of

eight danestic subsidiaries, has engaged in the manufacture of cotton

and blended yarns, chemical fibres,. and cotton and mixed stuff. As of

JanuaIY 1980, the number of workers was 1,350 (250 male and 1,100

fanale) and 150 apprentices.22

21 Originally, by 'I-oyo Spinning Canpany in Japan, the plant was
founded on October 1, 1934.. For detailed histoIY of the company, see"
Dcng-il :Ba."1giik. ~~cng Undoncsa. (Sacul, Dolbaege: 1985), p. 27-31.
22 Kim, Soo-kon et al eas., Nosagwange saraeyeongu [case Studies on
Industrial RelatiO!".sj. (Seop"i I lID!: 1982), p. 36.
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4.6.2.1 OORKINJ CONDITICtiS

A massive and line production system, based on three shifts a day,

is undertaken. Once production output is allocated, the line workers

have to canplete it. 'lberefore, absence of one worker in a sectaon

gave rise to allocation of the absent one's workload to the ranaining

working mates in the section. Lack of a pd.ece-rate systan and the

necessity for high productivity intensify the enforcanent of

supervision rather than the application of an intensive systan for the

maximization of production output. '!be hierarchical s,ystan linking

factory manager to line supervisor through section-chief and forenen

is fully utilized to supervise and camnand work.

Dual internal labor market characterized 1:¥ sex and education

exists at the canpany: male, skilled high school graduates with higher

wages and female, les&-skilled middle school graduates with lower

wages. sane fanale supervisory 'NOrkers belong to the skilled

category. '!be former work two shifts while the latter work three

shifts a day. An even higher chance for pranotion is given to the

former. '1llerefore, individual canpetition is more expected of the

former while oolleetive action is more encouraqed to the latter, for

the betterment of their econanic status. For supervisory workers, a

monthly wage s,ystan is applied while for mass workers, a package pay

system based on time rates for day work is awJ.ied. For the mass,

base earnings are determined 1::¥ level of education, skill and

experience. calculation of various allowculces and oonUSES are based

on base earnings. Eigh'b.I percent of employees are recruited through
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personal connections. Optimum length \)f service for this spinning and

weaving industry is estimated as 2.5 to 3 years because work in this

industry does not requi.re accumulaticn of specific skills. Thus,

maintaining a certain turn-over ratel:¥ avoiding 100g camni tments l::¥

workers to their work is management's strong interest.

4.6.2.2 STRIKE

Alliance of UIM with the Dong-il female workers has a long

traditiona Expanded rapidly since decolonization,23 and with

international connections, the church in South Korea has been a

ncritical institution defending the cause of human rights and

political freedcmD (Cheng 1986: 38). Church group activities in South

Korean urban industries emerged in 1957. It was in 1961 that the

Methodist church started industrial evangelisn at the Dong-il wori\.ers'

dormitory. On NOITanber 1, 1966, Cho Hwa-soon, a wanan UIM minister,

became a Dorlg-il worker and began to teach a snall group of fanale

workers hCM to imprOlTe working conditions. In the late 1960s and

beginning 1970s, Young catholic Workers (JOC, Jeunesse OUvnere

Chretienne) and UIM together educated the Dong-il fanale workers on

labor law and union organization.24 Election of a fanale union leader

at the Dong-il uni.on on May 10, 1972, the first such went in the

23 American auspices and national suffering in the Korean War
fostered increased manbership in the church in South Korea.
24 Ch'" Co........._},.u".." """""'~ saneco C'....,.........,,..,,~ T_~~ " I C'~..... " u~ -~ "-~sa·•.." ~""4':' .~""""""... , ~.&. ~i::'""~ ~""....... ~.............~..L.n.. \~...AA.I.' a.-u.J.&J"""&':.1 •

1981), p. 27-30. KNCC, et al., eds, Nodong ayeonjanggwha Jeungeon.
(Seoul, Poo1bit: 1984), p. 94-112.
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histo~ of the Korean labor IDOITanent, was a result of long time

proselytising. '!hus, alliance between church groups and the Dong-il

fenale workers transformed the existing collaborative relationship

bebTeen management and the former Dong-il un; on led 1:¥ skilled male

workers into an conflietual ale between managane.'1.t and the Ile\<I union

led 1:¥ unskilled female workers. Elimination of all conflictual

elanents at t.~e workplace was one of the strong interests the

stat~capital alliance have had in c:amnon. Management responded 1:¥

attaDpting to difqualify Dong-il's Ile\<I autonanous fanale leader. '!he

first strike broke rot an July 23, 1976.25 'Ibis was when the state

highly encouraged the establishment of both the FSM and the r.z.c not

only as vehicles for productivity increase bIt as instruments for

managerial controls.

'!he events began when the management-backed 24 male delegates held

a conference, difqua1ified delegateship of the autonanous grass-root

executive members and replaced the incumbent fanale lDlion leader with

their am leader. At 8:00 a.m, the police took the fanale leader to

the police station for interrogation about her previous struggles with

management. At the same time, the 24 male delegates forcibly

prevented 21 autonaool.ls, fanale delegates fran attending the

conference. Management locked the dormitory to prevent; several

hundred female workers, off duty at that time, fran joining the fanale

delegates. Demanding release of their leader, claiming illegality of

25 '!he information on the strike comes from: Kim, C..eL~SOO et al.,
ibid, 1985. p. 158-160; Dooo::il Bangjik Nodong Uneongsa, p. 45-93.
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the conference and denouncing the new leadership, eight hundred fanale

workers went on a strike at 10:00 p.m, on July 24 after a three-dey

sit-dom demonstration. By labor control rules in the 1970s, arrj

single act of strike without prior permission was illegal. '!be

follOiling day several hundred po1icanen led a crackdom on the fanale

strikers. To resist, they stood nude, but in vain. seventy two

workers were taken to the police station and charged with initiating

the strike.

On July 26, three hundred female workers went on a sit-down

dana'lStration at the office of NlWU (National Textile Workers' Union,

one of 17 nationaJ. imustrial Wlions), their upper-level iOOustrial

union. '!bey demanded release of their 72 workmates taken to the

police, and asked the N!WU to nullify the new leadership of the July

23 conference. As explained earlier, the: first labor control rules in

the 60s granted a certain degree of autonanous power to the central

unions (the FKW and its 17 i.Ix1ustrial unions). '!be labor control

rules in the 70s, however, reduced the power, t¥ increasing the

state's direct intervention in labor. 'nle relationship change between

the state and the central unions does not exactly correspond to that

between the central unions and enterprise untons, Nature of

re1aticnships between the i.Ix1ustrial unions and their enterprise

unions in South Korea can be diverse according to personal interests,

due to discrepancies between the labor laws and actual operation. At

11:00 p.m, 0.'1 July 26, the 72 \;'Orkers were released, '!he sit-dcrnYIl

demonstrators returned to their vork with the premise by the N!W-l,j to
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nullify the J'lai leadership. However, a leadership change of the NrWl]

on July 29 changed the situation.26 'Ibis happened because unlike the

ald N'lWU leader who was interested in enhancing hannonious

relationships with the enterprise unions, the new leader was

interested in his personal pranotion t:¥ acting on behalf of the

state's interests. ()l Novanber 19, the new NlWU .. eader suggested two

unfavorable solutions27 to the fanale union workers, and did not keep

his predecessor's pranise. '!be fanale representatives rejected the

suggestions. But the Mninistrative Authority approved the foranen's

union membership.

Despite coordina1:e'i repressions t:¥ l1anagement, male delegates, the

N'lWU, the police, the local court, and the Mn:inistrative Authority,

the events in connectaon with the first strike ended with the

autonanous fanale representatives' victory. On April 4, 1977, the

Dong-il workers elected one of the fanale representatives as their new

26 Later, the new leader of NlWU became a typical Korean type of
'labor aristocracy'. In ex>ntrast with the definition of working class
'labor aristocracy' in the Western context, which refers to a
privileged section or upper reaches of the working class having
characteristics such as high skills, greater material beIlP-fits or
considerable job security that make workers respond to union goals and
strategies differently, which in the end contributes to a division of
or deterrence to the working class mO'Vanent: th~ Korean definition of
'labor aristocracy' refers eJeclusively to the corzupt; union leaders
-called yeqyong union leaders as a pejorative tenn in South Korea
-who ex>ntrol wholly collusive 'caupany-controlled unions' with the
sll};P>rt of canpany or state authorities. see, O1oi, Jang-jip, 1983,
ibid. p, 176-182.
zr-'!he first solution was to accept manbership of those 24 delegates
elected !:al' the male workers; t..~e second was to permi.t; forsna'1 and
line-chiefs or line-supervisors to join the union. In most cases,
those who supervise ordinary workers rot actually do not work

(Pootnote ex>ntinued)
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tmicn leader. 'Ibis victory was a result of threats by female

representatives to Plblicize the detailed history of the coordinated

repressions to the Plblic at Seoul Myongdong cathedral. '!hey had

planned to hold the Plblic rally on FebJ:uary 6, 1977, with

participation of 10 anti-government organizations including UIM, JOC,

and Korean National Christian Council (RNCC). '!he first response came:

fran the GOIlernment I s Labor Office. On the condition that the female

workers would not hold the p.1blic rally, management, the Labor Office,

and the mwu in canbinatioo pledged to accept all the workers'

demands.

The second strike on March 14, 1978 by 43 female union workers at

Seoul's Myongdong cathedral was follCMed by sug;>ression of a

demonstration by 76 Dong-il female workers at the March 10 Labor Day

ceremooy.. On March 15, 67 Dong-il fE!P.ale workers and UIM activists

went on an unlimited hunger strike to support the Myongdong strike at

Incheon's UIM office. 'It1i.s series of strikes was follCMed by conflict

between the autonanous union female workers and the canpan;y-controlled

workers Oller til~ methcd of election of de1egates,28 and subsequent

27 (continued)
thanselves have different interests fran actual workers. Ilhe male
supervisory workers were coopted I:¥ management and concurred with
management. Because of such collusion with management, the female
workers opposed entry of those supervisory workers into the union.
28 '!he enteL!:,ri~level union's article called for election of one
representative per 25 union members. '!be NlWU did not specify it.
Ole production-line at Dong-i! had 60 line workers, most of whan were
fai.ale, wid the other had 20, most of wllan were mal e~ The autonanous
tmion side intended to p,lt the two lines together and elect three
delegates. T"ne Q..-anpany-backed candidates wanted one delegate for each
line regardless of the line's number of workers.
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};i1ysical attacks placed on the former by the latter.29 By defining

the Dong-il union as one in trouble, the N'1WU new leader, on March 6,

disnissed four leaders of the autonanoos Dong-il union fran membership

so that their leadership of the Dong-il union would be invalid. '!be

demonstration by 76 Dong-il female worke:a::s at the March 10 Labor Day

cerancny was the protest against these cx:>ordinated repressions among

management, management-backed male workers, the police and the NlWU

leader. '!bE¥' protested at the national ceremony which was live on

national W because thE¥' thought the state should be responsfbl.e for

the repressions.

On March 23, South Korean church leaders including cardinal Ki.rn

had dialogues with the GOITernment's Labo1: Officials and came to agree

to normalize the Dong-il union. '!he workers abandoned the 10 day

hlUlger strike. Management and the Government did not keep their

premise, Instead, management cx:>ndanned them for striking, and

exhorted them to return to work and to sign a written oath declaring

their lC¥alty to management's ccmmands without condition. '!he workers

did not return to work. On March 24, managanent su1:mitted a request;

to the Laber Relations camnission for recognition of its ri<;&"1ts to

issue notices of disuissal to the strikers.30

29 en Febuary 21, 1978, when the cx:>nventional neeting was to be held,
the cxmpany-backed male workers attacked the autonanous fanale workers
by throwing human excrement OI7er than. 'lbe police and the new
leadership of NJWU sUR;X>rted the former by rej ecting the victims'
reauest .f=,..,r help
30 - Artlci; 2"7-11 of the Labor Standard Law stipulates that an
employer shall issue a worker the notice of dismissal at least 30 da-ys

(Footnote oontinued)
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Ql April 1:, 1978, the 126 Dong-il fanale workers were dismissed

with the apprwal of me Labor Relations camnision, on the charge of

intentional collective absence fran work during the period of March 11

to March 23. en April 10, 1978, the new NlWU leader made a

'blacklist' of the 126 disnissed workers' names and circulated it to

almost all factories across the country, demanding that those

'creators of social disorder' not be reanployed.31 Since that time,

the dismissed have never been reanp1.oyed. sane were able to find jobs

rot soon they were detected t¥ the p>lice and were fired.

The dismissed ex-workers did not stop tnei r fighting there. At

5 :00 a.ro., on April 26, 1978, 65 ex-workers sneaked into the Dong-il

workplace and went on a sit-down demalStration until at 12:30 p.m, the

same day they were taken to the police. Two of than were jailed. en

May 16, 1978, the disnissed workers organized a group at the office of

Incheon's UIM for further fighting. Various activities continued. en

:;0 (continued)
in advance of action to be taken. Also, it stipulates that in case of
dismissal of a worker for her or his am fault, the anployer' s action
shall be apprwed t¥ Labor Relations camnisiorh The Dong-il
management intemea to disniss the 107 workers I:¥ applying the
exceptional clause. see, Labor .Lm§.Qf Korea. (seoul, Ministry of
Labor: 1984).
31 The' blacklist' incident, in late 1983, when four dismissed
workers made p,ililic disclosure (they saw a govermnent local official
working at a local branch of the Ministry of: Labor using the blacklist
as Informataon for blcx::king the listed workers fran being reanployed),
turned into a natiomqide protest against blacklist-based repression,
1:¥ the dismissed workers (later the mnn...ber was expanded into 1,000)
and church groups. In their protest, they claimed that the main
purpose of the blacklist was to atanize the workers-church alliance.
E.\7er since, workers' struggles beqan to be more directed at the state
rather than immediate management,. as arident in the Guro Protest in

(Footnote continued)
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April 25, 1980, more than 30 dismissed workers staged an unlimited

sit-down hunger demoostration at the office of the FK'JlT. Since the

time lias full of political renovation and introspection on the

occasion of President Park' s assassination, the strike easily led all

the concerned parties imolved at the Dong-il Protest to cane together

for settlanent of tre long pending problan. No solution was found.

'!he new militaIY's reinforcement of martial. law on May 17, 1980,

brought their struggles to an end and they never h~ned again. '!be

Dong-il Protest became an historical event.

4.6.2.3 SIGNIflCAlQi.Cf.m DQW-IL PRDrEjP"1'

'!he repercussions of the Dong-il protest activities served to

illllCinate the relationship between the node of labor control and that

of the labor resistance. Fran the workers' point of view, the Dong-il

strike was a struggle ocer the organization of workers' collective

interests. '!he gaverrment, however, defined the strike as a critical

catalyst of social disorder. '!he FK'1U and N'lWU closely associated

their interests with those of the statel::¥ condannil'lg UIM and other

church groups as vicious intruders who proselytised docile workers

into militant agitators. Hence, management maximized use of means

available to repress the strike without fear. of arrj single

ag>rehension. '!he state increased this managerial repression by

31 (contanued)
1985, which was waged i::¥ the alliance among workers, studencs, and
intelligentsia.
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encouraging establishment of both the FSM and the LMC as not only

vehicles for productivicj' increase bIt as instruments for managerial

control.

Managanent maximized use of the internal labor market structure to

repress the alliance. Male, skilled, and higher wage workers were

coopted, as explained earlier. An existing hierarchical order system

of line management as a despotic mechanisn was fully utilized. mwu's

concurrences with managanent galvanized the isolated workers'

camnibnent to the support of anti-government organizati.ons. The

state's revised Labor Dispute Adjustment Law was the mechanisn through

which managanent carried out oollective disnissal of 126 labor

mo.ranent activists without any difficulties. ibey were rever

reanployed. In 1978 and 1979, when labor and management were still

under the control, of the Yushin systan, the main barrier to their

rehabilitation lay on the side of the state security authorities. In

late-1979 and early 1980, when political renovation was vital,

management strongly objected to their return to work.

By encroaching upon the p>litical and eoonanic boundaries the

state could permit; for organized workers, the Dong-il Protest left a

legacy of lesson to the Korean labor mo:;anent concerning the

importance of alliance not ally anong workers but with church groups.

At the same time, it brought about the state's intensification of

labor concrol, to fact0J:Y workers isolated fran outside influences.

'!he rising tide of labor mobilization since the late 1970s is

attributable to the qraae-zcot; labor union raovenent; activated in the
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19708. '!be Dong-il Protest as a typical case of the 1lICNanent,

contributed to creatioo of bottan-up pressure on the national union

structure created t!i the state. Transformation of several official

unions into autonanous grass-root unions in the 1970s turned the

~"1tral union structure into a more assertive position vis-a-vis the

state. '!bese political pressures led the state to decentralize the

union structure.

4.6.3 jlIf,j x,a, PRQ1'fSl'

'!his protest was a ronfrontatiOl1 at the political interests of the

sf'~te in preventing formation of bordaontal, alliances between labor

and other cpposition forces. '!be Y.H. Protest during the period of

August 9 to 12, 1979, despite its short-term period of collective

actdon, became important in the history of the South Korean labor

mOlTanent. '!be state's coercive response to the sit-down strike l::r.i 187

Y.H. workers at the ~sitionNei Democratic Party's hea<i;luarters

during August 9 to 11, 1979, resulted in the political expulsion of

the incumbent opposition p:irty's leader fran his position on October

4, 1979. '!he e'i1ent sparked popular riots in Pusan and Masan during

october 18 to 20, 1979, which led to natioBtlide socio-political

unrest, and eventually to the assassination of President Park, on

october 26, 1979.32

32 Uo S'---(,'~'" n,n7n~J1'n"~-_••': ., \....:1.-. ...:1 ,....-_\...-- y.__.n .:-
n, uu,:, n.-.u>., .;1 VU.l_1uao::UJ. vo::vU,=,,",U.uJj'<;;Vuuvu,:,o:: UWQUUQU ~l':''''', .I.ll

Choi, Jang-jip ed, Hankuk Jabonjueuwa Kukga [Korean capitalisn and the
statej. (Seoul. Ha~locl: 1985), p. 162.
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'!be Y.H. Trading Canpany started its trade of wig making with 10

employees in January 1966. As of 1970, it became the nation' s biggest

wig exporter having 4,000 e:nplOjees.33 In Septanber 1970, when the

canpan~l yielded its best Profit, the company CMIler migrated to the

U.S. and absconded with a substantial portion of foreign exchange

produced by the boaniJng econatri of the wig Irduscry in the late 19605.

After 1975, the canpany began to face a slowdown, owing to the

abscoOOing and to market recession within the wig imustry.

4.6.3.1 Ii:>RKOO CQNI)ITICNS

'1b.e Y.H. wig division had 14 differe.t sections for production,

with its assortmeo.t of design, su;;ply of raw naterials, dyeing,

severing, sorting, needling, drycleaning, cutting, poster coloring,

embroidering, beauty arting, inspecting, and packing, and the like.

Each was operated 1::¥ working mates on the: basis of a line syste:n.

'!bus, delivery of the right puts at the right time and in the right

quantity was critical for the Production of each line. Inter-section

rather than intra-section lateral conflicts pervaded the production

process.

An lmfair piece-rate systan also intensified the oonflicts.

Except for the designing, supplying, and inspecting sections, the

remaining sections were under a piece-rate systatl. The canpany

tmdertaking the processing trade deducted overhead charges and a

33 Source of in£cnnation on the Y.H. Protest is Y.H.ncdong Johapsa
[History of the Y.H. Trade Union], (Seoul, Hyungseongsa: 1984).
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certain level of profits fran the export unit price and then set up a

different hierarchy of rates for different sections, within the limit

of the adjusted price. Lack of adhesion to a common set of procedural

rules in rate fixing produced conflietual relationships between rate

fixers and the workers. 'nle Y.H. rate fixers were senior workers in

the design section and the supervisors of other sections. Rather than

fixing the rates by stipulating the number of pieces to be produced

per hour, the designers counted more Ql the supervisors' jUdgments.

High rate fixing of a line may have depended on its s~rvisor's

capability of justifying such high rate. 'lbus, who became the

supervisor of a section became a critical factor for raising the

section' s wage packet.

4.6.3.2 .mE XJl.. UNIOOZATICl'i

Athr~ strike by a single production line, the drycleaning

line, out of 14 lines at the wig factory broke out in March, 1975.

'!he events began when the factoIY manager replaced the line supervisor

with a llew one who was docile and subservient. Two hundred line

workers who had been discontented with their working conditions,

including the highest labor intensity and the laYest piece rate among

the 14 lines, defined the transfer as an act of retaliation against

their frequent expression of grievances.34 'lhe three-day strike ended

34 ...... - former -.---..: sor ,cr:::r:':---""·· rr.orn' _.:ned that the ....,' ...rent rd.- te- .LUll;: .L.V.L1UlI;: OU.l:"'=.!. V .L .1. ~UQU••.L,Y -"t"..La.L 1'=U ~

fixing was unfair. He was replaced l¥ a new supervisor who was docile
to the manager, but had no interest in increasing rates.
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as a failure: more than 10 senior workers were taken to the p:>lice and

the strikers' demands for a wage increase, their former supervisor's

returning and a fixing-rate increase were rejected. 'Ibis failure gave

rise to workers' strong desire for unionization since they attributed

their failure to absence of their am union at the fact0IY. '!bey

realized that organizing thanselves was the instrument to realize

their interests.

'!be Y.H. union was organized, on May 24, 1975, by 49 workers fran

among 2,000 total workers but at the expense of its four fanale

leaders. Actually the Y.S. uniOJ".ization was the outcane of the four

fired fanale worker~.' struggles against managanent. ProS'='-lytized I:¥

JOC, they waged struggles without fear of their sacrifice under the

auspices of the N'IWU. '!he N'.lWU slIR,JOrted than because membership

expansion was its strong interest.35 '!he autonanous grass-root union

elected the dismissed four as its executive representatives, claiming

that their membership was still qualified.36

35 '!be N'IWU rented a house where the four fired workers lived. Also,
the house was used as place for education of Y. H. workers. See, '!he
N'lWU's saveobbogo [Report 00 Activities], 1975, p. 104.
36 Article 23 in Trade Union Law stipulates that executiVE:: officers
of a trade union shall be elected I:¥ and fran anong the bona fide
unicm manbership. '!be four dismissed were elected as executive
officers, despite the fact that thE;¥ were eli.smissed .iran their jobs,
under the 49 workers' belief that they were union manbers because the-J
were dismissed due to unfair labor practices by management. Article
39, clause 1 in the same law stipllates that an anplC!{er shall not
canmit an act such as dismissing a laborer or giving disadvantages to
a laborer on the grounds that the laborer has joined or tried to joi:l
a trade tmien. ft'.ar..agsne.'lt arqued t..'1at the feur workara were disuJ.ssed
not en the grounds that thE¥ tried to orqanize a trade uni.on rot that
they intentionally yielded faulty products. The workers rejected t..h..is
argument as groundless.
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The first response 1:¥ management to this unionization was a

creation of a caupany-backed counter-union. Management mobilized 400

workers fran May 24 to May 26, 1975 through coercive use of

hierarchical order system linking factory manager to line-chiefs.

Management ag;x>inted a male worker as leader. The Seoul District

Unioo Associatioo (SlXJA), a branch of the N'lWU, stood on the side of

management. At that time there existed factional conflicts over

control of the N1WU bebrleen the incllllbent leadership and its ORX>nent.

'Ibis opponent came fran the district local uruoos,

'nle incumbent leadership of the NlWU had been challenged 1:¥ the

district local unions. 'Ibis cnallenge was a typical type of factional

strifes similar to those under the Syngre3l1 Lee regime. 'nle N'1WU was

canposed of brlo branches: enterprise local union and district local

one. '!be district local union was an intermediate organization

linking the N'1WU with a number of snall sized chapters within its

regional jurisdiction, which were based on snall enterprises not

enough to constitute ale sin9J,e enterprise local. '!he struggle ended

in the victory of the district local uni.on, '!he leadership of the

N'lWU changed on July 29, 1976. 'Ibis leadership change became an

important factor affecting the South Korean labor lIIOlJEment in the late

1970s and early 1980.

'nle new leader later became president of the F.K'lU, the peak

national labor federation. Be became a typical Korean type of : labor

azi.scocracy", ()'1 Jan.uarcl' 23, 1978, he set up tcug..~er req..l1aticns for

management of FKTU ' s lCMer-level local unions, for effective control
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over alterprise tmi.ons. Major changes included that enterprise union

leadership should be approved ~ the ~'lWU, local union officers shall

be subjected to a penalty of disciplinary pwtisbment, if necessary,

without a resolution of a local convention, and the N'IWU, in place of

a local tmion, would be able to conduct imepeooent collective

bargaining with management. Besides, the new leadership organized

militant action groups ('goon squads') in his affiliated organizations

in the name of CC%mni.ttee for Betterment of Workers' Working

Environment, to destroy the penetration of arr:t external forces such as

UIM and J'OC. He was also creator of the notorious 'blacklist'.

Birth of the Y.H. grass-root union was the reaul.t; of the old NlWU

leadership and JOC's S1JR?Qrts. '!he labor control in the 1970s

prohibited a 'second' union at ale enterprise. Article 15 of the

Trade Union LCitT stilXllates that the Adninistrative Authority shall

issue a 'certificate of report' within 30 days after receipt of a

report of establishment of a trade union. 'll1e autonanous Y.H. union

subnitted the report of establishmmt on May 26, 1975. '!he

canpany-controlled counter-union mU1d not obtain the N'!WU's

recognition and thus, became the 'second' union. CD Jtme 30, 1975,

the 1dni.nistrative Authority of Seoul City issued the autcnanous union

a 'certificate of report'. 'll1e four disnissed workers' involvanent in

JOC caused the Authority's move to be delayed.

Management, who failed to set up its 0\\IIl union, Increased itB

suppression of aueoncncus union msr.bers. '!hey used various methcds

including buying off, appeasement, or dismissal, and threats to
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reprimand foremen who failed to keep ClWClI their workers fran the

union. Despite these repressions, uruon membership increased to 500

workers within a fel days after the union was organized. '!be union

leaders selected several workers fran each line who were familiar with

1,200 dormitory-residing workers. '!be union began with its activities

I:¥ protesting to management who had dismissed the four, later two

other leaders, and transfered one of its leaders to a IGler {X)sition

I:¥ relegating her to a subcontracting canpany located in a far distant

provdnce, The Seoul Labor Relations Camnission rehabilitated the

victims except for the four disnissed who were connected with JU":.

'!be union undertook educational proqreras under the auspices of the

N'lWU to raise its workers I consciousness. '!be union leaders

participated in various education programs offered I:¥ institutes for

labor affairs established in Korea University and the Christian

Acadel'l¥. '!bey learned many strategies for union activities.

'!be union cut off the previous cooperative relationshipg with the

N'lWU, in July, 1976, when the NlWU' s leadership changed. '!be newly

elected leader of the NlWU, who later also became president of the

FK'lU, had backed up ro.ar.agement in its attanpts to establish its union.

When the N'lWU new leader set up new regulations to minimize the

autonany of enterprise unions, the Y.H. union refused to follow the

regulations. Instead, the Y.H. union intensified its wide connectior.s

with c¢oJlex: autonanous unions. Developnent of a collective

consciousness through education mentioned earlier and creation of

these social bonds became instrumental in p:>liticization of the Y.H.

strike.
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4.6.3.4 m'RIKE

At 15:10 on April 13, 1979, a five-day strike by 370 workerc:;37

started when management rejected the union ' s demands for repeal of the

canpanyl s public announcement of the factory shutdown on March 30,

1979. '!be Jcheung Bank, the com~1s correspondent bank, had

rej ected the union I s offer suggesting either a takeover of the

canpanyl s ownership or management by legal representatives. '!be first

day of strike was repressed by 120 policemen. As a result of this

crackdown, one hundred fifty strikers were injured. Meanwhile, the

Y.H. problem became publicized. Fran March 30 through April 13, the

union circulated petitions to social and church organizations and

manbers of the legislature and appeals for mass media coverage.

'!banks to such publicization, the Government I s Office of Labor

pranised repeal of the planned shutdown. '!be final strike broke out

on August 6, 1979 when management again announced closure of the

factory. '!he Government I s Labor Office Pranise was not kept. '!be

workers I constant struggles to save the company gave rise to dialogues

among management, the correspondent bank, the p:>lice, the Labor

Office, and the Seoul City Govemnent. NO p;trty, hOlo1ever, was willing

to take full responsibility for normalization of the turbulent

~.. en August 7, 1979, managemel'lt finally announced that the

37 The number of Y.H. workers reduced fran about 4,000 in 1970, to
509 in 1978 and then to 370 in 1979.
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dormitory and the mess hall where workers' strike was under w~ would

be closed dc-tm on the follQtling day. Influenced by outsiders

including intellectuals and UIM and JOC activists, at 9 :30 a.ro.,

August 9, 1979, the 187 Y.H. workers entered the q:position New

Democratic Party' s hea~uarters and launched a twcrday sit-dQtln

demonstration. '!bey repeatedly clanoured for "guarantee of the right

to live by labor, " "withdrawal of the canpany's decision to shut

cbm, " and "takeOlTer of canpany ownership by the Jcileung Bank." Thair

protests began to draw the attention o:C society. '!here was a

widespread rimor to the effect that 2,000 Hai-Tai Confectionery

workers38 would join the Y.H. workers soon. '!he police were informed

that 2,000 truck drivers, who were on a strike, were planning on

joining the Y.H. l'f"Orkers. A coercive crackdosn by one thousand

policemen was undertaken abruptly under this situation, and it

produced serious casualties.

Many workers, 12 newspaper reporters, and about 30 OR;lOsition

party manbers, including several legislators, were severely injured,

and one fanale worker died. Under the~ and the law regarding

assembly and demonstration, five anti-government intellectuals and

four union leaders were p.1t in jail.

38 en Febuary 8, 1976, four hundred Hai-Tai fanale workers among the
total 2,400 went on a strike rejecting overtime work. The e'lent was
initiated by several UIM activists who fought against the
canpany-c:,ntrolled unton, '!he struggles dananding eight-hour work a
Cz:..l ended in the workers I vietor"j' In Septg-uber 1979. :--.anagement
conceded in fear of contagion effects by the Y.H. event. see,
NodonghYu-Tlgjal'lggWa Jeuna€O..l'l (Seoul, Poalbit: 1984), p. 521-532.
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4.6.3.5 S~1FICAOCEiZ D.LlL. PRQ1'EST

'!be Y.H. Protest was initiated as a response to the threats by

management to plant closure, and ended as a };X>litical challenge

against the ruling p:7tier. By forging alliances between opposition

};X>litical forces and grass roots labor groups, the Protest created a

manentll1l by which the aggregated coalition among students, workers,

the church, urban poor, famers, and opposition parties, challenged

the survival of the Yushin system.

Student groups, inflamed t.y t.lte Je<n Tai-Il Incident, became

radicalized. Church groups shifted their directions fran evangelistic

stances in the industrial sectors toward labor organization activities

in the late 1960s. Fran 1970 through 1974, thE¥ W'lionized 40,000

workers, Equivalent to 20 percent of the all union workers in that

period. By providing shelters protecting radical students fran the

police, thE¥ increased alliances with students. 'Ibrough nationwide

networks, they helped farmers to organize thanselves for the pursuit

of their interests.39 '!hesa series of organizational attanpts emerged

as actual er....enes in the late 1970s. '!he a;wu struggles intensified

their radicalism. '!he Dong-il Protest broke wt in March, 1978. In

April, 1978, hundreds of fanners protested t.heir alienation and

dissatisfaction in HallJ:Wong, Cholla Nando in southwestern Korea.

39 .....~ .._'"--- -~r ""'.1"'>""'" of .-1..._ ,...=-~ fzcm "'1-.- T'!''''-' sector -- -.LUC: ~L.tQ&. .t;'VV , .""""~ :L "'£1....11 '-'QLUC: J.. .....u U,-': .......... C2.J. ~L Ql:) a.
result of the EDI strategy, began to forge alliances with students
fran tne time the.! carried cut a violent protest at the Secngnam
industrial estate on the wtskirts of seoul in August 1971.
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'Ihere was a violent street demonstration at Kangwhamun, in downtam

Seoul in June, 1978. 'Ihe militax:y regime faced a practical defeat in

the Decanber 1978 national assembly election. '!be coalition forged a

broad spectrum of political cpposition. '.lbis spectrum of political

pressures corwerged on the Y. H. Protest. It was in this context that

the Y.H. Protest sparked popular riots in Pusan and Masan, led to

natiol'lrlide political cpposition which the regime failed to contain.

4.7 CCUUJSICN

'Ihe final and critical question ranains to be answered: in what

wEfI and to what extent was the class capacity of workers strengthened

as unintended consequencea of interactions between labor control and

labor protests in the 1970s1 Wright (1979: 98) defi.'les class capacity

as nthe social relations within a class which to a greater or lesser

extent unite the agents of that class into a class formation. n Becker

(1983: 15) refers to class formation as nthe process by which

individuals: l)becane aware that they share specific interests and a

specific orientation toward the existing mechanisns of power and

control; 2) form social bonds on the basis of that mJtuality of

interest and camnonality of orientatioo; 3) organize to secure more

effectively advantages for thanselves; and 4) collectively anploy

their political assets to that end. n

For anpirical investigation of the wc:¥ and extent to which class

following the above two conceptualizations, we need to examine the
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degree of Ciiareness of camnon interests, formation of social bonds,

and collective organization of thenselves for the puraui.t; of their

camnon Intereacs,

'!be forms and contents of labor connrol, in the 1970s explained

earlier can be specified into several danains according to four major

criteria, control scope, locus, agents, and strategic realms.

1) the scope .Qf control -'!be three basic rights of workers (the

freedan of association, collective bargaining and oollective action)

were taken awa!;{. To protect the ordinatY operation of a previously

established union, a 'second union' at the same enterprise was

disawrwea. For a union to be legally recognized, a newly organized

unfon had to obtain 'a certificate of report' issued by adninistrative

authorities. In foreign invested finns, labor disputes were

restrained. CQupulsoty membership was applied (union shop), and thus,

all the qualified workers became union mc:r.bers in legal tenus. '!his

'union shop' system could not be a hindrance to control of workers'

attaDpts for unionization. Employers often fired union organizers

first under the name of diverse justifiable reasons, and then forced

than to withdraw fran mfon membership.

By having fulltime union leaders remain on the Iay-roll of their

original employer, collective agreanent was advertently and

inadvertently encouraged to be negotiated between just the employer

arid the union representative as a 'one man bargaining team. n Before

being signed, collective agreanents were not referred back to the rank

and file for approval. '!hus, mrtual distrust between union leaders
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and the rank and file or management and the rank and file was created.

Workers had no means of getting reliable information on the real

econanic situation of their enterprise and they were prevented fran

testing the anp!C¥er' s actual capacity to pay and to improve the

working conditions through collective actions. union structure was

~till directed to an irdustrial union as the organizational form,

unified and centralized at the national laTel, in lagal terms, rot in

practice the structure began to be directed to an enterprise union tc

encapsulate enterprise unions fran influences I::¥ their upper-laTe!

unioos.

Worcanent of the Yushin COnstitution, which gave roan for far

reaching and canprehensive emergency or national security measures I::¥

the state in almost any societal field, fostered a new control

mechanisn I::!i which government interference was intensified. Whenever

necessary, anergency rules, special presidential decrees and

exceptional special laws were set up. These pmitive laws function as

the fran&1ork under which coercive JIEaSures such as };tlysical violence,

fearful interrogation, mass diS!li.ssal and crackdosns were justified in

security terms.

Instead of setting up institutions and procedures I::¥ which

industrial disputes were settled in a satisfactoIY and effective wcw,

the state intensified the pmitive pr()(.risions of the Labor Dispute

Adjustment Law by installing a more ~licated and time consuming

three-stage process of conciliation, mediation and canpulsory

arbitration. Cooling-off perfods were extended to 20 days in the
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private and 30 days in the pmlic, respectively. categories 1:¥ which

the public sector was defined, are enlarged to include IOOre industries

in the pmlic sector. Mediation of labor disputes and adj ustment of

collective bargaining, which were handled previously 1:¥ the Labor

Relations camnisssicm, were IlQI handled 1:¥ the Administrative

Authorities, a controlling instrument of the state.

At the enterprise level, inspired 1:¥ the state I s more IXJllitive

p:>licy, no atteupts for establishing elaborate grievance handling

procedures were made. Instead, individual grievances were dealt with

by employers, on an informal ad hoc basis. How they were handled

depended on personal relationship3. '!bus, arbitrcu:y behavior of

management was more penetrating.

2) ~ locus .Qf control -'!be locations of control were divided into

two settings: within productioo and outside of production. Having

accepted a report of union establishment, the Administrative Authority

was granted the right to issue a certificate of report in accordance

with the Provisions of the Presidential Decree. '!be provisions or

i tans enumerated 1:¥ the Dec=ee are very abstract and thus, this roan

for arbitrary Interpretatacns functioned as another mechanisn by which

unionization was under control. Before thE;¥ issued a certificate of

report, the adninistrative authorities usually investigated whether or

not the report subnitted cxxnplied with actual fact. If there were any

di.screpancy, they often turned down the a;plication. men the workers

had to reapply. It took another long time which could ghre anplOl"ers
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a breathing spell to carry out retaliation against such organizational

efforts.

In general, the duration fran application through <i>taining of a

certificate of report depended upon anployers' reaction to workers'

organizational efforts for unionization. '!he strength of anpl~ers'

counter offensives was associated with the extent that workers were

affiliated with union officials fran upper levels or church groups in

the process of seeking consultation and technical assistance in taking

legal procedures for unionization. At the initial stage, management

responded in three ways: 1) dissuasion, ~chological harassnent, and

phisical violence l:¥ IOObilizing white collar anployees, nale workers

or hood1l11lS~ 2) buying off or alluring by an offer of the creation of

an alternative organization to a union such as a nutual-aid

association~ 3) fil'lally, disnissal, wage cuts, demotion, and job

relocation, and the like.40

state intervention in labor relations, through its security

agJaratus, started oace workers went through with these responses l¥

management. When organizational attanpts continued, such methods as

threat or taking them into custody for interrogation were initially

undertaken. When these attanpts developed into a demonstration or

sit-in protest, coercive crackdoens were executed. SUch coercive

measures were justified under the name of social and national

sea.!rity. The rs'iSNS, EinergenC¥ Decree (no. 9), the National Security

40 Choi, Ja11g-Jip, 1983. ibid, pp. 150-151.
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and the Anti-Cammmist Ial and the law regarding assembly and

danonstration were the framework of labor laws under which these

coercive measures were undertaken.

When a union succeeded in obtaining legal recognition, union

workers faced stronger attempts by managenent which then intended to

transform the autonanous union into a company-controlled one.

Positive incentives such as lavish hospitality or tidy profits were

often successful. H~ever, the transformatio:l as such faced strong

resistance fran rank and file union manbers. Negative sanctions such

as lIlexpected raids into the union office and labelling union

activists as CClDRImist ~thizers to break off the ties between the

union and rank and file workers often caused outbreaks of

demonstrations or sit-in protests which invited crackdowns by the

police.

3) ~ agents .Qf control -As the state's security ~ratus, the

police, the KCIA, and the Army security Head:;Iuarters are effective

instrtmtents in dealing with labor resistance. '!hey are functionally

coordinated through formation of inter-organizational COIDIIIJIlication

network. '!hey penetrate every important sphere of workers' everyaay

life. '!heir roles are nultiflmctional: investigation, sUWly of

physical violence, medlation of industrial disputes, and at times

cosigning of the final settlanent.

As state! s a&ninistrative apparatus, the;'LA and its Locat

offices, the Labor camnittees, and the Adninistrative Authorities are
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controlling instruments dealing with approval of unionization,

disputes settlement,. dissolution of unions, and approval of workers'

disnissal t!i naIlagement. Industrial estate management offices in the

indust::ial estates where export industries and foreign invested ficns

are densely located, function as an agent roonitoring labor activities

as well as char_"le1ing management with the state for their organic

coordination and cooperation in dealing with labor problens.

Among employers' controlling agents, the work organization' s

hierarchical order system channeling factory managers, foranen, team

leaders, and the rank and file is the primary instrum~t. Corrupt

lD'lioo leaders (yeoyong) flD'lction as a bumper minimizing workelCs;

antagonism not a1l.y hy weakening rank and file members' involvanent in

the union activities tut also i:¥ pranoting non-conflictual

organizatiQ'lS such as friemly clubs, nutual help, unton-rm beauty

shops and consumer cooperatives. White collar anployees and goon

squads are nd:>ilized as strike breakers. Dormitory inspectors or

matrons function as overseers of workers' organizational activities

outside of production as well as breakers of their social ties !:¥

fre:;Iuently rearranging roan mates..

4) Strategic realms of control --'!b.ree realms are identified: the

ideological danain, fanily influence, am the segmented internal labor

market. Tne F'SM and the UC as paral.Iets to the union are anphasized

goal of the government-sponsored FSM and the enplC!fer-sponson.>d ~
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is to turn conflicting work atmospheres into hannonious ones. 'lbese

ideological institutions do not provide for any qualified rights of

the workers, such as rights to information, rights to consultation.,

and rights of cooperative decision-making on matters important to both

management and workers. Instead, discussions on matters necessary for

production, training, working conditions, and canplaints are

auphasized. What emplC!{ers really want, though, is not discussions

but \'r"Orkers' cooperation based on understanding of thei r l~ econanic

r&lards.

Family relations are i.mp:>rtant resources emplC!{ers exploit to

maintain worker loyalty and discipline. EmplC!{ers utilize three

methods most frequently. First, thE¥ send letters to a worker's

parent, Parents do not want their daughters or sons to be imrolved in

labor protests. A parent' 5 ardent passions, demanding selection of

one of only two alternatives, return to the farm village or total

camnitbnent to work, are often influential in subjugation of the

workers to the work discipline. Second, thE¥ exploit family-related

recruibnent of labor force. Job stability of a sister's or a

brother's position as supervisor or team leader of ten depends upon her

or his ability to prevent her or his sister or brother fran

participating in labor activities at the same fact.ory, 'Ihird, in the

event of labor protest, parents are fr6!Uently sent to the place where

sit-in demonstrations are under wc:q. 'Ibis method often proves

En:!pl~ers fre;Illently exploit the internal labor market whic..~ is
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segmented into two parts, male, skilled and higher educated workers as

against fanale, unskilled and lQo1er educated workers. Individual

canpetition is more encouraged fran the former while cx>llective action

is more effective to the latter, for t:."le betterment of their. eex>nanic

status. '!hus, pro-management postures of the former are frequently

exploited in strike breaking.

HQo1 did the workers in the 1970s act upon t.'1e labor control

SPeCified above? It was the state, not employers, who took CMCJ!:l

workers' basic rights. '!he right to strike was restrained by the 5.16

(1961) militaty junta 1:xlt it was restored in 1962 when the militaty

prepared for the return to civilian rule in 1963. '!he state again

took CMCJ!:l all the three basic rights in 1972 in practical teens.

Nerertheless, the workers' central antagonist in the 1970s was the

employer and the cx>rrupt union leadership rather than the state.

In the early 1970s, workers viewed the FK'lU and its 17 industrial

uni.ons as their su};p)rters, supplying technical assistance needed for

unionization. '!he central unions were acti.ve in union membership at

that time. It was in the mid 19'70s that the uruons turned their back

to the workers by attacking the workers' sUQ;lOrt group, the church.

Political alliance of the central unions with the state weakened the

existing ties between the undons and the church. Through its

international networks.. the church supported the unions in various

wCJ!:ls in the 1960s and early 1970s. For example, in the late 1960s,

church groups unionized about 40,000 workers at 100 or so enterprises

and associated them with relevant industrial unions. ElTen in 1971,
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the church, through the channel of W.C.C (World Christian Council)

helped the FK'lU to receive $200,000 dollar in aid fran B.F.W (Bread

for the World), a Christian institute in West Germany, for

constructioo of a workers' training center in Anyang in Gyeonggi

Province.41 '!be ties were broken off in 1974 when several church

group leaders were arrested on charges of involvanent in labor affairs

(violation of anergency Order no. 1) and the FK'IU began to claim that

the church was an impure force creating social disorder. '!be state

had realized the grave influences the church exerted on the formation

of social opposition, and the FK'lU was politically coopted to break

off the church-worker alliance. Ever since, the church and its

related workers beqcm to be severely cracked down upon. 'ItlE¥ were

labelled as CXllIIIIJIli.st s.ympathizers. 'Itle Dong-il Protest was the

terrain upon which the struggles between the central unions (with

their allied state and anpl~ers) and the church (With the grass-root

workers) finally converged. 'Itle church-related workers organized

thanselves ~,?,ainst confrontation by their upper level unions.

'!he workers in the 197Qs came to see thanselves as the principal

victims of econanic developnent. In the 1960s, as •patrioti.c

laborers' for econanic growth, thE¥ were disciplined to be patient

with low econanic rewards. 'Itlis patience began to turn into anger in

the early 1970s when exploitation and selfish bo..havior by sane

enplO.ters were exposed to the workers. Debt-service problans caused

41 Cho, seung-H",jock, 1981. ibid. p. 156.
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by reckless purchase of short-teou camnercial loans in the 1960s

resulted in an increase of insolvent fions in 1969. Employers'

selfish misdemeanors appeared. 'lhese include absconding with c:anpa.ny

profits £01.' which workers had sacrificed themselves, the w~ in which

~loyers dealt with their insolvent fions (employers remain rich

while their fiIlllS went bankrupt, am workers jobless), and employers'

humiliating rhetoric the.! frtquently used in defending thanselves

agGinst workers' claims for wage increase (they often blaned lCM wages

on the lCM educatioo backgrounds of workers and being born female) •

Exposured to these, workers increased their anger and became

intolerant.

At the initial stage of organizational attempts at unionization,

the major OOstacle workers had to deal with was employers. In the

1970s, the degree of exposure of employers' arbitraty unfair practices

in prel7enting unionization was higher than that of exposure of

repressions by the agents of the state. What workers saw in

routinized el7eryda!:llife was verbal assaults by their supervisors,

factoI:Y nanagers and even doouitory Inspectors;

Prohibition of 'a second union' by the state was another mechanisn

t¥ which workers' struggles were directed at their imnediate

~loyers. To factory workers, the autonanous union was a crucial

resource for realization of their interests. Transformation of the

autonanous union into a canpany-controlled one was indispensible to

manayement for effective labor concrol , Struggles for control ever

the enterpr.ise union fostered routine conflicts between workers and
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management. Consequent unfair practices by management increased

better understanding by workers of their positions vis-a-vis their

employer.

Placing fulltime union leaders on the pay roll was a tactic to

absorb union leaders into the interest of employers' corporatist

conerca, Execution of 'one man bargaining team' caused the rank and

file to be totally ignorant of the real econanic situation of their

enterprise. Lack of information on enployers' actual capacity to pay

increased workers' mistrust toward employers. '!hus, labor protests in

the 1970s were still directed at inmediate anployers.

Nature of workforce oomposition, characterized by predaninance of

transitory, young, fanale laborers, determined the character of social

organization of the working class. Their patterns of life were

circumscribed by integration between lives at work and off work. The

majority of t&'1an came fran the rural sector. ThE;¥ were usual.Iy packed

into dormitories run by the enterprise. '!'heir dormitoIy lives were

totally controlled. '!he dormitoIy functioned as a mechanisn by which

workers' lives at work and off work were integrated and thus,

employers could maximize their control ore: workers. Rcan-mate shifts

were frequently undertaken so that formation of social tiez was

minimized. High labor intensity minimized the time and space of

workers' activities outside of production. Hierarchical work

organization channelling factory nanaqez to team leaders militated

aqainst; horizontal social ties among workers.

The class capacity of the workers in the 1970s was inhibited to
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the extent that the above factors operated, but was strengthened by

which sets of people, which pooled resources, which camnon ends, and

which forms of camnitment w~e il1V'olved in labor protests. Major

points in connection with each of than will be discussed to find in

what wC¥ and to what P.Xtent the class capacity of the working class

was strengthened.

SOCial bonds at work were divided at the level of e<:x>nanic

interests. Skilled, male and higher educated workers were generally

in a mich IOOre favorable market condition than unskilled, fanale and

lower educated workers. '!be former were in much IOOre job stability,

lQrier labor intensity, and better working envirorment such as freedan

fran OI1erseers' interference.42 In p.u:suit of their iIImedi.ate

interests, the former were individual-oriented while the latter were

collectiv~oriented. '!bus, social bonds at work were segregated by

these two divisions. Due to nature of the in::1ividualistic pursuit of

pranoticn, the fermer were easy to be coopted 1::¥ anplc¥ers. '!be

extent to which social bonds among the latter were solidified,

depended on hew the core group at work was organized.

In general, four q,pes of 'core groups' anerged in the 1970s: a

charismatic leader with a few "henqers-on" who had DO cormections with

external forces (e.g., Jeon Tai-ll case); t~.am leaders of production

lines associated with UIM and/or with JOC who generated soliClarity of

4? ... --l.--~ 700 --, - and .l:=_, - ··o-l.--r- .: - u-rch ' n8o~ thro"gh --- .I. cu:..~cu uw;u.e: au .LQha.Le: W Lon.e: i:> .1.11 l'Ja , .1.::1 U Q

questionnaire survey concerning their inmediate interests. '!be
results in general corresponded to the ebove statement.
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the rank and file within a factory (e .q, f the Dong-il case); union

leaders educated i:¥ the Christian Academy or the central unions (e.g.,

the Y.H. case); and finally, students who turned thanselves into

factory workers who later led labor protests. These groups played

pivotal roles in creating social bonds at work.

The traditional affecti~ and anotion-oriented mode of

association in Korean society has been crucial to the formation of

social bonds at work. For instance, whether or not a factory worker

was willing to join an enterprise uni.on depended on who approeched the

wocker rather than how persuasive the awroach was. 'Ibis was

particularly ~enanenal in the case of fanale workers. Degree of

social bonds among the core group and the rank and file was weak and

fluid to the extent that the aforanentioned inhibiting factors worked,

rot at the same time, it was strengthened to the extent that the core

group mobilized the rank and file. The core grO'.1p6 interacted among

themsel.ves through the channel of the iIXlustial unions. 'nlE;¥

fr~ently received collective education at the Christian Acadaqy and

other institutes. Most of them were interconnected t¥ the church.

'!bus, class capacity of the working class in the 1970s was

strengthened to the extent that the four types of core groups and the

rank and file workers, particularly unskilled, fanale and lCM educated

workers in the Seoul-Gyeonggi areas were oornbined and involved in the

labor protests.

Class capacity of the working class in the 1970s was weak to the

extent that fc:rruation of scctal, bends 5&"110119 'tile workers access
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factories and imustries was neutralized by the power of the

inhibiting factors menti.oned earlier and cxmstrained i::¥ the industrial

structure characterized t:¥ vertical integration and external

articulation. '!be pattern of interactions bet:"een the Y.H. Protest

and the nong-il Protest might be evidence in part sUJ;P>rting this

argument. '!be core groups of each protest interacted on each other

through the channels mentioned earlier. z.a was coextensive with

Dong-il in terms of union activities. Both belonged to the same

industrial union, the N'lWU. Y.a was associated with JOC while Dong-il

was allied with UIM. '!be major barrier to interaction might have been

geograI;ilic distance. '!be two, however, were not too apart fran each

other: Y.a was located in Seoul and Dong-il was in Inchean. '!be brlo

were simultanecus victims of the notoriO'.!S 'labor aristocrat I • In

August, 1979, when Y.H workers staged a brlo-day sit-in demonstration,

Dong-il expelled workers were also fighting for their rehabilitation

in their own territory. Despite these positive conditions for forging

of an alliance betwee.'l the brlo protests, they confined their struggle

to their own territory, and their own workers, resources, ends, and

forms of camnitment.

'!be network of influences forged by the core groups was not strong

enough to forge alliances among the rank and file union manbers all

the core groups belonged to. In other words, class capacity of the

working class was not strengthened to that extent. By concentxatdnq

thei,r fi~~t en thei.r ""~ territc:y and issues, the proest.s inte.n.sified

their own milita.'lCY. Dong-il issues, focused on rehabilitation of the
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fired workers, were predetermined t¥ the contents and forms of controJ

molded t¥ the triple alliance among the state, upper-lwel unions and

management. Y. H issues, focused on saving Y. H workers fran plant

closure, were predetermined t¥ the contradictions inherent in the

state's procapitalist developnent strategies. '!bus, strong solidarity

among workers within a factoIY was associated with resource

mobilization ooncencrated on different issues. Dong-il protesters

would not nave been so militant if the main issue had been 'save y ..H

workers fran the plant closure.'

'!be pattern of collective action in the 1970s was formed t¥ the

manner in which the workers in the 1970s interacted among thanselves

and with segments of the middle class (the church and students). '!be

church, students, the upper-level unions, and intelligentsia were the

major sources pooled for the forging of solidarity among the core

grOl:ps. '!be core groups, t¥ forming strong ties among themselves,

intensified labor militancy within a factory. These strong ties among

the core groups and labor militancy confined tc\ one factory

contributed to accumulation of latent class capacity of the working

class.

'Ibis argument can be shown as true t¥ the new phenanenon emerged

during the period, fran NOITEmber, 1979 through May, 1980, when the

political regime broke down. By the new phenanenon, I mean the rise

of a 'loosely developed network of i&1fluences' across the fiIJuS and

across industries.

First, IIlO'lsnents to democratize the F'K'l'U and its 17 :Lidustrial
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unions were organized by the core groups and associated rank and file

unicm manebers. 'lbese core groups were those which had led

grc.:~roots autonanoos IDOIlsuents in the 1970s. '!be FK'lU and other

iIX3ustrial lDlions responded in two directions: 1) A twcrday natiol'l'triide

rally was held by about 1,000 unfon leaders fran May 13 through May

14, 1980 to fight for the three basic rights the state had taken EMC¥

fran the workers. On the second day of the rally, the protest turned

into a sit-in demonstration. '!be core groups led the demonstration

and the Dong-il core group was one of the JOOSt active groups. 2) The

FK'lU and its industrial unions got involved in unionization of foreign

invested fiDIlS in the Masan and Iri Free-Export Zones (FEZ) where

lDlionization was still prohibited by the PELFIF. 1'lDoog 84 fi1ll1S in

the Masan FEZ, twenty were unionized or under progress. Even in the

U1san HCI industrial estate, seven of the 14 fims were unionized. We

cannot entirely attribute tne centr31 unions' attanps at unionization

to the pressures by the core groups and asocciated workers, because

unionizaticm was encouraged by the breakdown of the political regime.

However, these reactdons might be viewed as a response to the

pressures by the working class to the extent that the central uni.ons

forged alliances with the state and employers in oppressing

grass-roots autonanoos movenencs in the 1970s.

second, the core group of the a;wu started an 11-day strong sit-in

denoIlStration demanding wage increases on April 17, 1980. Their

demanded that, basic rights be rescored, '!he Locatii.on of the sit-in
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demonstration was covered t:¥ mass media which was loosely censured i:¥

the then weak state. 'Dle ll-day protest resulted in wage increases t:¥

management. 'Dlis victory was followed I::¥ rising tides of wage

struggles across the country.

Strong ties t:¥ the oore groups influenced t¥ segments of the

middle class and labor militancy anong unskilled workers within

factories in the 1970s oontrituted to a~ulation of latent class

capacity of the working class. 'Dlis latent class capacity was

manifested when the 1,X>1itical regime broke down. '!be shape of the new

stronger labor eoncrol, in 1980 was a response to the w~ in which

class capacity of the working class hed been strengthened in the

1970s.
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Chapter v. sta~Labor Int2tplay and Its Emexgent Pattem in the 1980s

5.1 INl'ECDUCTION

In this chapter, I will explore the ba.c.'tgrounds to the formation

of labor control in the 1980s, how labor protests in the 1980s

responded to the new power and danination, and in what way am to what

extent class capacity of the working class was strengthened canpared

to that of the working class in the 1970s. Three cases of labor

pretests-the Cheonggye, Daewoo and Qlro Protests-were selected for

investigation.

The main argument.1S in this chapter are two-fold: 1) reshaping of

the state's labor controls in the 1980s is a response to the way and

the extent that class capacity of the working class had been

strengthened in the 1970s; 2) class capacity of the working class in

the 1980s has been strengthened to the extent that the CJRX>sition

force am core groups have f'orqed a strong alliance, effectively

utilized managanent's unfair labor practices as a political resource,

and accumulated their militanc}' by raising labor protests in 1985 and

1986 when the time was politically critical; and at the same tLnte, the

class capacity of the working class in the 1980s has been fluid to the

extent that radicalness, militancy and politicization of labor has

alanned the rank and file workers to whan the subsistence prcblan has

been more :imni.nent and thus they became alienated.
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Political background -'!be energeJX:e of the Chun regima in August,

1980 was followed by a series of events during the period fran

No"vanber 1979 to ~.ay 1980, after President Park's assassination on

OCtober 26, 1979. The bleakdown of the Yushin systan generated the

people's need for the vitality of political renovation. The country

was being rocked by a revolution of rising political aspirations.

There were strong demands for democracy fran students, the church,

workers arXi opposition leaders. Among then, students and workers were

the most militant. '!be degree of wrkers' turoolence is well

reflected in the number of labor disputes, 897, during the period fran

January 1 to May 17, 1980. Student danonstrations began to develop

into street danonstrations on May 13, 1980, and then a nationwide

alliance anong college students began to energe. At this tiiTe, about

1,000 nationwide union leaders staged a two-day sit-in denonstration

dananding restoration of the three basic rights.

On May 17, 1980, all these political activities were banned by

Martial Law. The new military junta had fired about 50 senior

generals (who had allegedly bought their pranotions with cash), had

carried out a similar r:urge in the security police, and renamed the

Agency for National security Planning in an attempt to shed sane of

the KCT~IS si.'lister repa..!tation. In the neme of SL'Tj,lal':' purification

measures, tne junta arrested opposatrion !=Olitical leaders.l
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Suppression by the aony of student danonstrations in Kwangju (the

city, political base of the arrested oRX>Sition leaaer Kim Dae Jung)

in the southern part of South Korea on May 18, 1980 reaul.ted in a

nine-day popular uprising there. Nearly 200 people were reportedly

killed. Following the uprising, several hundred political leaders,

clergymen, students, professors, writers arxl union leaders both at the

iooustrial am enterprise levels were arrested or f:ried.

Here we can note marked differences between the Park regime and

the Chun regime in several aspects. Park had cane to power without

bloodshed while Chtm arrived at the presidency with bloodshed in the

Kwangju .':iots. Political disorder and poverty in the 1950s functioned

as resources which the former pooled to justify a political coup while
., .,.

no equiValent resources were available to the latter. '!he former coup

took place at a time when no serious social opposition grOU};S existed.

On the contrary, the latter had to face strong social OQ?Osition.

sane radicals were even willing to risk violerx:e for democratic

freedan. These differences were clearly important factors affecting

the reshaping of labor control into a form more repressive and

penetrating.

Econanic background -As explained earlier, in the early 197Os, the

state began to modify its market-oriented devel.opnent; strategy toward

de:veloping Jarqe-ecal.e, secondary imp)rt-substitution activities in

1 '!be New York Times Magazine, November 28, 1982. Korea I s Church
Militant. pp. 104.
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the defense-related areas of heavy engineering and chemical process.

This rapid shift was undertaken in response to u.s. moves signaling

eventual withdra'ilal of u.s. ground forces fran South Korea and in the

face of growing canpetition and protectionism against light indL!Strial

exports in the world market.

In the late 1970s, h~'ge external debts to be serviced, aggravating

South Korean econanic instability. Radical shifts of financial

resources fran agriculture and light export iJxiustries to the HCI

sector resulted in slow growth of export Wustries and poor

performance of agriculture. Uncontrolled monetary an1 credit

expansion fostered serious inflationary problems. Political and

social unrest; due to the assassination of President Park and the

secord 'oil shock' in 1979 further aggravated these inflationary

pressures.

Ql the other hand, deteriorating profitability of exports during

the 1976 to 1978 period due to the acceleration of wage and price

increases and easy access to bank loans owing to the state's favorable

export drive polic.y, pemitted South Korean entrepreneurs to becone

preoccupied with E. zcufatdon in real estate and inventories. The rich

made overnight fortunes through speculation, the anount of which an

honest wage earner's lif~loog savings could not equal. Housing and

land prices soared. During 1976-78, workers' wage increase surpassed

labor productivity for the first time since the early 1960s. This

increase, however, did little to improve workers I welfare owing to

soaring housing and consumer price hikes. WOrkers' relative
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deprivation becane exacerbated, IllegitiIracy of the accumulation

process became a serious social issue. Relative deprivation and

illegitimacy of the accumulation process functioned as factors

inflating perception of inequality.

On April 17, 1979, through a series of proposals for a major

policy change, the state launched the Canprehensive Stabilization

Progran. The major target was inflation. BJdget managanent and

monetary policy became more restrictive, and real estate speculation

was deteoninedly prohibited. But financial and tax support for export

manufacturers was continued in order to facilitate export pranoti:m.

At the same time, for the PUrPOSe of price stability and international

canpetitiveness, the wage restraint policy was strengthened.2 wage

guidelines which already started in February 1977, were adninistered

by the state, rot in an irXiirect and evasive way to evade resistance

by labor. Then, credits for employers who increased wages beyord the

suggested wage guideline, were restricted.

5.3 FORMATION Q( tAOOR CONmOL IN THE 1980S

Labor control in the 1980s is characterized by an};basis on welfare

and strong repression. On Decenber 31, 1980, the state made revisions

of the labor laws.3 By these revisions, welfare was em~asized at

2 Consequently, the money sUWly, inflationary pressures and
i11terest rates have been on t.~e steady decline smce the early 198Os.
The annual average labor cost increase which was 16.9 percent during
1975-79, the highest among such countries as Japan, Taiwan,. and
Singapore, was reduced to 1.1 percent during 1980-84, the lowest anong
the countries.
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least in legal teens, though not in the same way that it has been in

western WL1Strialized societies. Social insurance and a minimllll wage

were not institutionalized, tut several benefits for workers were

emphasized. wage hikes were continuously restrained for econanic

reasons. Strengthened class capacity of the working class in the

1970s and rising expectations as a result of econanic growth generated

a critical need for accamnodation.

As a way of cooptation for workers, a non-discriminatory

retirement allowance system was enforced to be applied to every

employee having a service record of more than one year within one

enterprise. Liquidation of wages, retarement; allowance, and other

claims were regulated in preference to taxes and p,lblic levies.

WOrkers I wages at subcontracting f inns were more strongly protected by

entrusting both contractors and subcontractors with oo-responsibility

for wage payments. Penalties against employers' unfair labor

practices were strengthened. In this way, protection of iIXiividual

workers I econcmic interasts was heightened.

In contrast, labcr control has been more repressive end

penetrating. Labor unions were totally restructured so that

upper-level industrial unions could not exert any influence on

enterprise unions. All t.lo).e autonanous grass-root umocs were

destroyed. All the existing labor organizations came under the

3 Information canes fran: Labor lsi§. 2f Korea; Nodonggyeongje~
Nvunaam, p. 205-209; I.1!lr Jong-nyul.:-I'Nodongbeopeui Jaenunje,::in Park,
Hyun-chae, et al., eds, Hankuk Jabonjueuiwa NodonQIlUlIlje [Korean
Capitalisn and Labor Affairs], (seoul, Dolbaege: 1985), p. 187··203.
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danination of the state or of Employers. Thus, the core groops who

played pivotal roles in the labor movEment in the 1970s were expelled

fran the workplace.

WOrkers' rights to collective activities were more strongly

restricted and state interventions were intensified. Interference in

labor by a third party was strictly prohibited. Union organization

became more difficult: unionization at an enterprise required a

resolution by more than 30 enployees or a fifth of the total workers;

and intervention by ~r-level industrial unions in local

lDlionization was prohibited. The scope of union activities became

legally constricted: about 50 percent of collected union dues were

prescribed to be used fer welfare activities of union menbers;

qualification of executive officers was more strictly regulated; the

union shop systEm (canpulsory trade union recognition) was abolished.

Collective bargaining became more difficult: involvenent of Brrf third

party, including an ~r-level iOOustrial union, was prohibited; acts

of displte outside the workylace were prohibited; the cooling-off

period was exterXled fran 20 days to 30 days in the private sector, and

fran 30 days to 40 days in the public sector.

WOrkers engaged in government organizations, public corporations,

and defense industry were not allCMed to conduct; acts of displte.

Canmencanent of arbitration, which was limited to the public sector,

now became exterXled to the private sector. The U1C law was enacted as

an independent package, to institutionalize establishment of UiC at

the enterprise level as a parallel institution with labor unions. The
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law anerdnent in March 1973 and in Decanber 1974 required that wage

bargcanit'lg am other grievance.c:; be channeled only through the council

(L1t1C). This council's major purpose is to increase productivity ~

capital-labor hannony, and to prevent acts of disI;X]te. To the fiDIlS

with sizes between 50-99 'WOrkers, establishment of LMC was recamneooed

and to those with more than 100, it was required. Thus, in 1984, IMC

was established in all the fiIi"'uS (4,501) whose fim size was more than

100;, and anong the 3,719 fiDDS with 55-99 'WOrkers, 2,462 had LMCs.

5.4 I..AOOR PlPl"FSTS IN m 19805

5 .4 .1. DAENX) AllJntK)BILE PRQ1'FSl'

The Daewoo Protest was a challenge against attanpts by the

stat~capital alliance at minimizing contagion effects of one wage

struggle on another. Through the experience of the Daewoo Protest,

the working class in the 1980s realized that a crucial barrier to wage

hikes was the interest of the state-capital alliance in atanizing

worker bargaining power and thereby to minimize contagion effects

rather than managanent's capacity to pay.

Daewoo, the corporate congranerate with its 40-odd subsidiaries at

hane and abroad with nearly 100,000 anployees on their payroll, as of

1985, was engaged in activities such as making shirts, shoes, ships,

cars, canputers, plants, steel, chanicals, and construction equipnent.

The enterprise, Daewoo Motor Canpany, one division of the
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conglranerate, with a 50:50 joint venture with General Motors of the

U.S., located in an Wustrial canplex close to ~l, engages in the

manufacture of cars, buses , and crucka,

5.4.1.1 OORKING COmITIONS

The production process4 is canposed of three parts: body, engine

and others including chassis. The body part is organized into press

arXi welding. Through the process of shearing, trinming, piercing, and

punching, the processed parts are delivered by forklift or pallet to

be welded. Having go~ through four different welding process, spot,

~ , brazing, and finishing, the processed bodies are washed,

rust-proofed, and painted. To the bodies finished in that way,

engines made through casting, shell IOOlding, milling, cutting, and

shaping, and assembly parts most of which are manufactured by

associated hundreds of subcontractors, are assembled.5

In such a mass production sequence with highly developed division

of labor, connections of each assembly line were made by conveyor

systans which controlled workers' instruments of production. Thus,

workers' labor was perfonned vis-a-vis machine operations rather than

their co-workers' services. WOrkers' labor in such a line system W~

under constant supervision by foranen and line staff. WOrkers' wages

4 Knowledge of the production process and related work organization
was obtained during the author: s field work in Spring 1986 through
interviews with Daewoo technicians.
5 As of 1982, the rumoer of subcontractors suppling parts to Daewco
was 262 with 52,000 workers. See, DaeWOO Jadongcha Paeob Nongseong,
(Seoul, wesley:: 1985j, p. 51.
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were composed of base wages, allowances and bonus. Salary steps are

specified to detecnine an iniividual worker's wage; ard experience,

education, and skill are important criteria fer hig..lter wages. '!hus,

inclusion or exclusion of the compllsory 3 year military service into

the years counted for the salary steps became an imp:>rtant issue of

workers' struggles.

5.4.1.2 STRIKE

The 10 day strike started at 8 :00 a.m., April 16, 1985 after

management had delayed several times entering into collective

bargaining on a pay increase for the 1985 fiscal year, and the

canpan~ntrolledunion leader did not support wor~ers' demands for

the PElY increase. About 400-500 workers had demanded a PElY increase

of 18.7 percent, arguing for ex>llective bargaining and inclusion of

Hong Yong-Pyo representing their interests as a manber of the

bargaining teem. On April 10, when the canp;my-controlled union

Leader rejected the workers' denands , workers increased number of

strikers intc 1,500. The union leader was forced into acceptance of

the workers' demands. Through the course of two-time collective

bargaining with management fran April 11 t.ltrough April 15, the union

leader obtair.e<i a 5.7 percent pay increase and a 5 percent merit

raise. Protesters were not satisfied with the resUlts because the

rate he obt<rined reached far below their bottan line, 18.7 percent.

Infuriated by the leader's lukewarm attitude, workers threatened him

to select ore of two alternatives, his resignation fran leadership or
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their calling a strike. He did not resign and, therefore, workers

went into a strike.

L, 'tA'lis wQ¥, about 2,000 Daewoo Autanobile workers forced the

compan:y-controlled union leadership to lead the strike. This was a

new developnent which had not been made in labor movement in the

1970s. Once the strike was called, workers themselves weathered the

strike. They organized themselves as groups for effective management

of the strike. They even prepared for a long-teon strike.

Provisions, medicines and sleeping bags were secured. On the first

day of the strike, news reporters and Government' s Labor Officials

visited the strikers. Management did not accept. workers' p:iy increase

rate. On the second day, the strike began to be covered by danestic

newspapers. Th.is news coverage brought Kim W~Choong, chairmen of

the Daewoo conglanerate, and the final decision-maker, into the site

of the strike. Clerical workers also supported the strike by a public

statement. This was also a new IOOVe in the labor roovement in SOUth

Korea. 0n the fcxrth day, the strike entered a new stage.

The majority of the strikers attemed the AJ:my Reserve's emergen::y

training prograns, which was a national duty by law. At 18:00, April

19, about 350 remaining str-ikers who were not scheduled for the

training progran at that time moved into the wilding where a

technology developnent center was located and where confidential

documents containing technological know-how were filed. The strikers'

fanilies supplied food. Canpared with previous Laror disputes , most

of which were led by female workers, the Daewoo Protest \'P-S led by
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male workers. Many of than were household heads. Their dependents,

including their children, stood by the strike. On the same day,

mar.agement annoenced a temporary \6iOrk suspension. On April 21, Kim

Woo-Choong reopened a dialogue with strike leaders rot an agreanent

was not reached. Management and the police stowed the supply of food

by strikers' families. The infuriated strikers entered into a hunger

strike. At 20:00, April 21, Kim Woo-Choong increased his own rate

offer fran 5.7 percent plus 5 percent merit increase into eight

percent I8Y increase and payment of a 50 percent bonus. This new

offer was rejected again by the strikers.

'lbree days later, at 4:00 a.m., April 24, the charrman raised the

limit he could allow into eight percent pay increase and a 4.1 percent

merit raise. As a counter-offer, the bargaining representatave

suggested 10 percent I8Y increase, an 8.1 percent merit increase and

payment of 50 percent bonus including construction of docnitory and

workers' apartments. Each side rejected the offer of t.lote other. The

chainnan suffered fran pressures. The state was concerned with the

negative impact of a prolonged Daewoo Protest en social seCli.rity.

Korea Employers' Federation was concerned with contagion effects on

other enterprises. The Government's wage guideline, 5.2 percent, had

already been dmdnfshed in the process of wage negotiations between

managanent and workers at one of the three biggest conglanerates. The

other two conglanerates, saasun and Hyundae, maintained less than five

percent wage increases. Special sessions for managanent of labor

relations, organized by chief managers of the major large enterprises
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in South Korea, was held several times during the period of the Daewoo

strike. They urged employers' joint efforts in preventing the Daewoo

Protest fran jeopardising arr:/ further climate for foreign investment

and instigating danands for wage hikes by workers at other

enterprises. At 3:00 a.m., April 25, a mutual agreanent was made

between management arx1 strike leaders, with the union leaders

excluded. The contract provided for a 10 percent pay raise -8.7

percent less than the strikers called for and 4.3 percent more than

the canpany offered in the first negotiation. This settlanent,

hwever, was a workers' victory because the charrman Olt down the

portion of pay increase l::ut substituted the lost portion by increases

in various merit raises such as 2.1 percent for long-service

allowance, creation of 2 percent Quality Control allowance, am 50

percent production bonus. Thus, the actual pay increase became

equivalent to 18.2 percent pay increase -just 0.5 percent less than

the strikers called for.

The contract, however, included:

no further demand for rehabilitation of the
dismissed workers in the course of the initial
struggles before the strike, shall be made, and no
further involvanent of the dismissed in future
Daewoo labor affairs, shall be made.6

6 Song Geon-Pyeong, one of the dismissed ex-student workers, was a
great contri.b.1tor to the victory of the strike. During the period of
August -OCtober, 1984, he raised Daewoo workers i collective
consciousness on unfair labor practices by managanent. He disclosed
maa-.ag6iient •s unfair decision on salary steps for ex-solidier workers.
About 1,300 ex-soldier workers did not have their 3 year period of
military services included in years of canpany services. By having
lower salary steps owing to this exclusion, they had been

(Footnote continued)
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The canpany-controlled union executives who were, as legal

counter-partners for wage bargaining ~ excluded in the process of

negotiations between Lebor and management, called for nullification of

the contract. On April 26, a new contract, the main content of which

had no major substantial change, was made between management and the

union executives. Despite management's deteDninatio~. that there would

be no legal pmtishment in connection with the strike, initiators or

leaders of the strike began to be apprehended. On April 23, Song

Geon-Pyong was arrested on charges of violation of the prohibition of

interference by a third party. In totality, eight workers were plt in

jail in connection with the strike. Even after the erd of the strike,

the riot police camped every day at the factory. 'lhe Daewoo workers

were continuosly under thr.eat of intimidation, dismissals, job

relocations and suspensions.

6 (continueG)
disadvantaged by delayed pranotions, lONer pay, and reduced length of
paid holidays. On september 23,1984, Song's job position was
relocated to a clerical work position. Interpreting this job
relocation and consequent lay-off as a mechanism through which he
would be isolated fran the workers, he claimed to the Labor Relations
Camnission that Daewoo management as an emplc~er had camnitted unfair
labor practaces, In that process, he and the other dismissed workers
publicized managementI s unfair labor practices as well as the union
executave officers' pro-management posture to the Daewoo workers. In
this way, they cleared up the flood tide of defeatism p~evalent in the
workplace by challeng; 'lg a ma.,n=:lgement t:!".at relccat-cd their jc!::s to
other less desirable production lines or to a clerical section where
non-mannaf 6ilployees could not be union members. Also they challenged
managanent by rejecting CQ!II!IaIlds for job relocation.
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5.4.1.3 SIOOfICAlQi Qf. 11m DAE.l\Q) AInq.1QBTIrE PRC1.l'FSI'

In several aspects, we can notice reflection of the strengthened

class capacity of the ~'Orking class in the 1970s and the early 1980s

in the way Daewoo workers resporded to labor controls in the 1980s.

As explained earlier, the core grouIS who had played pivotal roles

in the labor movanent in the 1970s were destroyed by the new regine in

1980 • They went underground. One of the core qroups , students-turned

workers, penetrated thensefves into factories. Song Geon-Pyeong and

his members became a central group in raising Daewoo workers'

collective consciousness. They effectively pooled such existing

resources at Daewoo Motor Canpany C5 workers' grievances with

canpany-controlled union leadership and pay systan. By canbining

these two separate grievances into one overall issue, they created a

critical manentum by which the 10 day strike was staged.

Workers' grievances with canpany-controllecl union leadership had a

long story. On May 18, 1971, the union at the plant was organized

through eight workers' ardent efforts l:iI1der the influerv::e of um and

JOC. {]pto 1976, the union leade~ship changed seven times owing to

severe repression by managanent, the state, and the l1RJer-level

industrial union. In Septanber, 1979, Daewoo union leaders challenged

managanent who attanpted to excend work-hours fran 44 hours a week to

48 hours. After 13 separate negotiations with the union, on october

26, 1979, managanent gave up its desire for extension of work hours.

The incumbent union leaders had threatened Labor Relations Camnissions

by circulating several different statements warning that a strike
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woold be called if the ACininistrative Authorities wauld permit; Daewoo

management to extem work hours. In this way, the Daewoo union

leadership intensified its own positional power vis-a-vis mar.agement.

This positional power conferred material benefits upon the union

executives. '!hey became scrcalled •labor aristocrats.' '!hey were

easily coopted by management. Frequent execution of a union •one man

bargaining teen' caused the rank and file to be alienated. WOrkers'

rn.iIXis were full of grievances, when the 'core group' began to settle

down as workers at Daewoo.

readership of the 'core group' alone, however, did not generate

worker solidarity. The J;ilenanenon of worker solidarity, segregated

along the line of internal. labor market segnentation prevalent in the

1970s, no longer cq;peared in the Daewoo Protest case. This was the

basic difference between the labor mO'vement in the 1970s and that in

the 1980s. Also, this differellC@. partially reflects the strengthened

class capacity of the working class in the 19705 and the early 19805

in the Wa1f Daewoo workers responded to the power of and danination by

the state-capital alliance.

First, the Daewoo workers coerced their union executives to call

the strikea This type of mobilization did not exist in the 19705

labor 11lO'Vanent. As we have seen in the case of the Dong-il strike,

the failure of 126 dismissed workers' rehabilitation '«as caused in

part by failure to solidify inside the canpany. The Daewoo workers

utilized their solidarity as a weapon to threaten the union executives

to go on a strike. In the 19705 labor movement, prevalence of
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inter-sectional oonflicts or worker-union conflicts made management

vulnerable to resort to coercive measures for crackdown. This did not

happen in the Daa.-oo Protest case. Instead, coordinated workers'

interests through aJ::sorption of pro-management union executives

enabled management to turn to a consent···oriented bargaining s':.:ategy.

5eCOm, as a I1'S mechanism for forging solidarity at work,

newsletters were widely utilized. They published newsletters to

discla.e management' s unfair labor practices and the union' s

collaborative behavior. They had been issued twice a month fran

December, 1984, by workers thanselves. They participated fully in the

entire process of funding, planning, writing manuscr.ipts,

distri.l:uting, and evaluating. Fran time to time, they held

section-based public hearings on managerial despotism in connection

with unfair labor practices. '!his solidarity brought about 60

long-served workers aged above 35 into the militant strike. Their

fClllilies • total depemence on their monthly earnings was no longer a

hinirance to labor activism. Manifestation of the workers' solidarity

intensified their feelings of collective camnitment. There was

spontaneous creativity in the tactics, songs, and organization.

Egalital:ianism anong strikers broke the hierarchy that divided than on

the job am linked them in a solidified group, which was denied in the

enterprise. =nus solidarity also caused even clerical workers to

support the strike by a public statement.

Camnunity support was another indicator making the Daewoo Protest

distinct fran the labor mcwene."lt in the 1970s. SUppOrters for the
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strike were not only depement. families whose subsistence was totally

dependent on strikers' earnings: one document shows that there were

also neighbors' s~rts.7 Th~ either followed strikers' slogans or

provaded food for the strikers.

'!be Daewoo workers, by desperately carrying out militant struggles

to obtain the rate they called for, realized what was the hidden

barrier to obtaining of the increase rate. It was not managanent' s

capacity to p;.y blt its fear of contagion effects. '!be cff~..s,

howE."7p.r, as the state and management feared, had already spread out to

other workplaces. '!be Daewoo workers' attaiment of a more

substaatial wage increase than that suggested by their managanent,

encot.raqed those workers at other factories who were preoccupied by

defeatism, powerlessness, and docility, under strong and effective

control by government and management. After or during the Daewoo

strike, Hyosung MoIsan workers increased their wages by 26.5 percent

on May 7, Daewoo Apparp.l on May 1 by 18.5 percent after going through

13 separate negotiations, Yungchang Piano by 16 percent on Apr il 19,

Sejin Electronics by 15.5 percent, Karibo~ by 17.5 percent, and Ran

Korea by 17.5 percent on May 8.

5 .6.2 CHEX)NGG'iE PRQ'l'FSl' II

Cheonggye Protest II was a challenge directed at the state. It

questioned the legality of the new labor laws. 'Ibis protest created

7 Daewoo Jadongcha Imgewn Insang Tujaeng (Baeksan seodang, 1935), pp.
65-70.
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a manentum by which the traditional student movanent transformed

itself into a new direction in which labor movement has becane a focus

for the scudent; movement.

As we have seen hi the case of Cheonggye Protest I, since

unionization of the CGWU on November 1970, union manbers had carried

out attempts to camnit suacide, hunger strikes, sit-down

demonstrations, subsequent arrests and court trials of leaders.

Because of these militant activities, the union obtained significant

econanic gains.8 In 1975, the union raised its averaqe wage level up

to 80 percent of that in other export textile fiIJllS, and had the

notorious 'URJer-roan' removed. In 1977, 14 to 16 working hours a day

were reduced to 10 hours, weekly holidays became the practice, and

severance pay and other allowances were achieved.

In 1980, union membership was expanded to 5 ,352. When union

leadership had a character of ccmprcndse with shop owners in wage

bargaining, non-confidence resolutions were made against the incumbent

leadership. Thus, leadership of the union was changed six times in

the ten years after its unionization. Rather than suggesting that

leadership was corrupt to that extent, it signifies that the union was

decentralized with a strong sense of high standards for the ideal

leadership that Jeon Taa-il had left as a legacy.

The 'workers' class-room', which had been well-organized and

8 Infoonation canes fran: Choi, Jang-Jip, 1983, Interest Conflict and
Political Control in SOUth Korea, p, 200-206; LIl, J'eong-nam r
nCheongg-yenojo H~eong Jaengchidaehoi I n in Hyurt.silgwa Jeonmana
[Reality and Perspective] (5eaJl, Poolbit: 1984) I p. 248-269.
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effectively operated as an intra-union education prcqraa for

only-elanenta~raduateworkers, played a significant role in raising

the consciousness of the ChE:O!"'lggye workers. It also functioned not

only as a chanr..el to release their frustrations and feelings of

neglect fran more affluent sections of society, tut also as one to

link the union with college students and church groups through the

latter's participation as educators in the 'class-roan.'

At 9:40 p.m., April 17, 1980, Cheonggye managanent finally reached

an agreement at a 40 percent pay raise and a 150 percent bunus payment

including severance pay. 'Ibis was a uruon' s victory ~ter 11 days of

sit-down demonstrations. 'Ibis happened at a time when political

liberalization was prevalent in the wake of President Park's

assassination. At that time, the South Korea's labor movanent was

markedly characteristic in teDDS of its quantity. During a brief

period of four months fran January Wltil May 17, 1980, ~lhen the new

military state emerged, labor displtes m:mbered 897 with about 200,000

particip:lting workers.

Since then, extension of nartial law, the arrest of leading

l,X>liticians, expulsion of union leaders in the name of purification

measures, dealt fatal blows to the side of labor. seven CGWU leaders

were included anongst a wtal of 200 uruon leaders who w'"ere subjected

to IXlrification measures. On January 6, 1981, the seoul City

Mninistrative Authority, with the consent of the Lal:x>r Relations

Ccr!!!!'.ission, ordered the dissolution of the CGWU.

'!here were fear causes. First, seven leaders of the CGWU
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mobilized about 3,500 workers and carried out illegal sit-down

demonstrations fran April 7 tc April 17, 1980, calling for a 40

percent pay increase, payment of severance and ISO percent bonus on

the part of owners who had more than 10 employees,9 and thus, the

CGWU violated Martial Law. Secom, fran May 5 to May 9, 1980, the

CGWU carried out illegal sit-down demonstrations protesting one

workshop's move to a place outside the jurisdiction of the union.

Third, the CGWU, fran early July to Septanber 13, 1980, forcibly

intimidated and blackmailed Kukilsa, a garment factory which did not

belong to the jurisdiction of the CGWU, to collect union dues.

Fourth, in the lOth conventional meeting on June 24, 1980, the CGWU

threatened social order ana damaged public good by pronoting slogans

such as "destroy privileged ctass" am "break up the big capitalist.-

l ...t. midnight, January 22, 1981, about 500-600 riot police raided

tne CGWU, cor.sficated property and office fixtures, and closed down

its office. On January 30, 1981, 21 CGWU leaders and workers staged a

sit-down demonstration at the South Korean branch office of the Asian

American Free Labor Institute (AAFLI) to draw international attentions

to their labor problem. In connection with this incident, 11 leaders

were arrested.

On April 8, 1984, at Myongdong cathedral in seoul, 343 Cheonggye

workers ana about 250 antigovernment activists held a 'CGW(J

Rehabilitation Rally'. They organized an illegal union and opened its

9 By the Decanber 1980 law revision, the number was exterxled to 16
employees.
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office outside the Cheonggye canplex. After that, the riot police

conducted severe .cepressions. AQ';>rehension, court trials, am

unexpected raids were a camnon occurrence, On ld.ay 1, 1984, the

workers am activists held a public hearing on the legality of CGWU

union activities, with 15 anti-government organizations, am about

2,000 participants.

'!hey argued publicly that the current labor legislation

restraining free unionization was an Wlconstitutional act because

Constitution AIticle 31, Clause 1, clearly guarantees workers I rights

to collective association. They argued that the 1980 revision of the

Trade Labor Law regulating requiranent of approval by more than 30

Employees or one fifth of the total ,",'Orkers anployed at the enterprise

for unionization was lmade to block unionization at snall fiDllS like

Cheonggye, which had about 800 small gacnent shops , each of which

anployed no more than 20 workers. '!hey further argued that

reunionization of the: CGWU was constitutional.

At 1:00 p.m., Septanber 19, 1984, about 2 ,000 CGWU workers am

students staged militant street demonstrations calling for legal

recognition of the CGWU and repeal of unconstitutional labor

legislation. In connectaon with this :Incident, 17 CGWU workers and 21

students were p.It under court trial. On the same day at the same

time, about 1,000 students supported CGWU by carrying out on-cempas

dE"'r.onstrations. On septEmber 23, about 40 CGWU leaders and workers

carried out sit-down danonstrations at the office of KNCC. On the

following day, 19 anti-government organizations made a public
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statanent dp.claring their support of the CGm.

At 1:10 p.m., October 12, 1984, about 2,000 students entered into

militant street demonstratiOI"..s, again dananding legal recognition of

the CGWU, guarantee of workers' basic rights, arXi repeal of the

unconstitutional labor legislation. Five workers aID Zl students were

again sent to court trials aID one student was seriously injured aID

later died.

On OCtober 13, 1984, the incumbent Minister of Labor at the

National Assembly explained the Governnent' s detennination to legally

punish those who corr:iueted 'anti-social' acts. Also, he stated that

labor legislation pennitting unionization at small fiIIllS would be

considered so that workers' interests would be protected. As of

Novanber 1986, illegalization of the CGWU had not been lifted.

5.4.3 ~ .WEQ JOIN!' PRQTFS1'

The Guro PrctestlO was a uv.:ni.festation of efforts by the newly

anerged social aID political cg;:lOsition force and the 'core groups'

both within production aID outside Of production, for forging of an

alliance in labor protests directed at the state aID coordinated with

political struggles.

The Korean IrXlustrial Estate canprises six separate industrial

estates in the 5eoul'~'Iilcheo:l area. Its exports in 1975 reached 545

10 Most infoonation here canes fran: Seoul Nodong Urr:Jong Yunhap
[Federation of sew1 Laber Movement]. 1ge6. seor.bonge 5ecseo [Standing
in the Vanguard]. Seoul: Dolbaege.
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million dollars, 39 percent of the all exports fran all of t..lte

inJustrial estates in South Korea, and 40 percent of the total

employment in all industrial estates, equivalent to 11 percent of the

all exports and 9 percent of the total enployment in the manufacturing

sector in South Korea. In 1984, about 27 percent of the total

anployment in the manufacturing sector was concentrated in imustrial

estates. Among than, 40 percent was concentrated in the Korean

Irilustrial Estat~. Its exports in 1984 reached 2,787.2 million

dollars, 26 percent of all exports fran South Korea. The number of

enterprises located in that Estate in 1984 was 408.

Various incentive measures for local industrialists or foreign

investors, such as tax exemption, subsidies, controlled prices of land

below market prices, and speCial legal provisions for labor control

were provided.ll '!bis goverrmental irxiucanent policy produced a

highly concentrated pattern of industrial factories in particular

regions. In 1975, Seoul, its circumjacent Gyeonggi province, and the

two Gyeongsang provinces accounted for over ninety percent of the

total anployment in all iIXiustrial estates. The Labor-alEorbing

inJustries were established in the three regions close to densely

popufated urban centers like Seoul., Busan, Daegu &-,(1 Incheon, while

11 '!he devel~t of industrial estates for export pronotaon as well
as Land devele::.t:ment plans is supp:>rted by several la\\'S: the Law on
Pranotion of Industrial Estates in 1973; the Law on Tax Exanption in
IS73; the r.c~ on Establishment of Free ~rt Zones in 1970; the
Foreign Capital Wucanent Law in 1970; and the Provisional
~ceptiol".al Law Concerning Labor Unions and Settlane.t"lt of Labor
Distxltes in Foreign Invested Finns (PELFIF) In 1970. These are listed
in Choi (1983:86).
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capital-intensive Wustries were established in medium sized cities

in those regions. These characteristics have sanething to do with the

fact that major labor displtes took place in those densely popllated

urban areas, particularily in the Seoul-Gyeonggi areas.

The Daewoo Protest cx:curred in the foorth estate and the Guro

Joint Protest took place in the 1st, 2m, arXi 3rd estates of the

Korean Imustrial Estate (so-called,~ Gongdan). The 1st, 2m, and

3rd, put together, canprise the GIro area and the 4th, 5th, and 6th

are in the Incheon area. Tt~ three estates in the GIro area are more

concentrated at me place than those in the Inchevn area. Thus,

intenc;ity and frequence of interaction cmong workers in t..'le GIro area

would be higher than those in the Incheon area.

As explained eralier, the new military state which anerged on May

17, 1980, carried out full-ranged political purification measures in a

determined way: extension of Martial Law, the arrest of leading

politicians, expulsion of about 20(; union leadsrs, reorganization of

the FKTU am its subsidiary 17 Wustrial unions, and the 1980

revision of labor laws regulating prohibition of interference by a

third party and restructuring the industrial-I.!!1ion sytem into an

enterprise-union S}'-stan. All the existing autonanous enterprise

unions including the CGWU, WOn-Foong, and Bando, were dissolved.

The natural consequence of these repressive actions was new

organization by e'q)elled union leaders and workers such as the Korean

Workers' welfare Council (Hanku.k Nodongja Bokji Hyupeuhoe), the

Federation of Social !o1-O'lanents in Incheon (Insaryun), and their
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linkage with existing organizations such as the CGWU, JOe, the

Association of Korea Catholic FaIJllers (Hankuk Catholic Nongminhoe),

and the Union of !o'.ass !o'..ovenent for Democracy and Unification

(Mingtongryun) •

Formation of alliances among workers am militant students was

fueled by the street demonstrations by workers and students claiming

legality for the CGWU reunionization in September 1984. By that

manentum, the b:aditional student movenent shifted its basic stance

fran I alliance with workers as a supplemental means to the student

movement I to I student movement as a means to support the labor

movementI. The shift, however, did not have ar!Y effect in the Daewoo

wage strike. At that time, the labor movement in the Incheon area not

only focused its attention or. wage increases alone blt also confined

its terrain of struggle to the unit factory.

Lack of alliance anong workers and students, and confinement of

the terrain to the unit factory in the Daewoo Protest was the result

of the Daewoo strikers I strategic efforts aiming at achievement of the

pay increase rate tlley called for. Concentration of the issue on the

Daewoo workers I imnediate econanic benefits solidified the

intra-canpai"1y workers. '!he consequence of this concentration and the

workers I solidarity was the econanic victory.

T'oe case of the Qlro Protest was different. Even at tL'1e stage of

unionization, the labor activists in the Qlro area had active

interaction. Associated protest against various unfair labor

practices at other factories in the Guro area existed prior to the
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Joint Protest. 'lhrough the victorious wage increase struggles in

1984, solidarity with the mass of workers at each factory was already

fouued. 1·1oreover, u..uonization and wage struggles In similar

situations in the same :iD:iustrial estates at the same t.i.me period

became a major factor causing union leaders at other factories to

perceive the arrest of the union leaders at Daewoo Apparel as

signaling a crackdown on the entire labor movanent. The matters of

the issue going beyoOO a unit factory, the established alliance,

geographical location of those factories at one place, and existing

line-up formation anong expelled workers, students and intelligents

outside the factory, all deteIIllined the outbreak of the QIro Joint

Protest.

In 1984, when the state's labor control mechanism loosened its

belt to soothe the constitueIX:y prior to the National Assembly

election, about 200 enterprise unions were newly organized.

Unionization of the major leading actors in the QIro Protest, labor

unions at Daewoo Apparel, Hyosung Mulsan, Garibong Electronics, and

SUnil Textile were the product of such rising trends of new

unionization. In the process of new unionization, they influenced

each other. The network of such influence has been fonned through

frequent small group discussions, frequent sccial activities among

thanselves and exchange of informati.on. This newly emerging

inter-union alliance in the QIro area, supported by about 360

contiguous labor-intensive enterprises in that area and by high

inter-factory migration anong those' 360 enterprises, which created
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dense interaction networks, transfoDDed the union-workers alliance

into a workers' unity in that region.

The Guro Joint Protest lasted fran June 22 to 30, 1985. Keeping

11 Daewoo 19;)arel union leaders in custody was the direct cause for

the Protest. The S<X1th Korean procural authorities attributed the

detention to the leaders' illegal wage struggles in April 1985. The

Daewoo ~.pparel wage struggle, however, had resulted in a smooth

settlanent between managanent and labor after 13 collective bargaining

sessions. The union leadership in that process was assessed as the

most. desirable model by other labor activists in neighboring

factories. Before sitting at the bargaining table, they conJucted a

market survey at four market places and three department stores, and

collected about 700 workers' opinions through a standardized

questionnaice. The way in which the leaders increased wages despite

the management' s fierce repression in that process was the model

foll~ed by other union leaders in the GIro area. Arrest of the

Daewoo Apparel union leaders, therefore, neant to other union leaders

in the area who had had diverse and frequent interactions with them in

the process of unionization and wage struggles, not just repression of

the Daewoo Apparel leaders, l:ut another stron<.:l crackdown measure

against all labor activists in the Glro area.

Five unions, including Daewoo Apparel and the CGWU, decided to go

on an allied strike. Three other unions joined them. Thus, two days

after the strike began, about 1,710 workers were participating in the

allied strike. On the third day, about 22 Leadinq exterI".al
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organizations for mass movenent, and 100 students, joined than. This

number increased on the fourth day. The places where they protested

were diverse: the workers at their factories~ church groups at a

Christian hall~ external organizations at one office, and the like.

Thirq.-six Hyosung workers launched a four-day sit-in danonstration at

the headquarters of the q;::position party am about 100 workers frau

different factories protested at a local office of the Ministry of

Labor. In this WfJ¥, during six days, five enterprise unions went on

an allied strike, four unions joined than am another supported then.

A total of about 2,500 workers participated in the protest.

In connection with this Protest, 34 workers am nine students were

arrested, 37 under interrogation, and ~ under court trial. Al:x>ut 200

workers were injured and sane 3 ,000 workers were disnissed en masse by

their canpanies. This massive crackdown became a direct impetus for

the anergence of ·SOnoeyon· (Federation of seoul Labor Movenents), a

merger of four worker organizations such as Notu (Camnittee for

Struggle against Repression of the Labor Movanent), Qnninryon

(Alliance of Pranotion Camnittees for Labor Danocratization in the

GIro Area), CGWU am the Alliance of Workers I Allied Struggles. This

organization later plfJ¥ed a leading part with militant student

organizations in the May 3rd (1986) riots in Incheon.

5.4.4 SIGNIfICAN:E OF QlEPNGG¥E PROTEST II AID '!HE~ -JOIN!' PROrES'T

Cheonggye protest II was significant in that it was a response to

union closure coerced by the state. The CGWU, which had 136 illegal

,.,n
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denonscratacns in t..'1e 1970s, became the first union cracked down upon

by the state in the 1980s. On December 31, 1980, the new labor

control was shaped and on Januaty 6, 1981, the m·~ was ordered to be

dissolved. As explained earlier, the key element of the new labor

control was in breaking off any potential ties between workers arxl

other social forces. '!be CGWU became the first victim.

After the crackdown in the name of purification measures and

restructuring of union systan in 1900, the o:;wu had becane the single

union left as irXlepeIX1ent fran t.'le danination of the state-capital

alliance. Direction of labor protests in the 1980s toward the state

was initiated by the CGWU. '!be CGWU workers challenged the legality

of the new labor control based on labor law revisions in 1980. '!he

newly emerging social q:position force in con::ert joined the CGWU

workers in staging militant demonstrations. The Cheonggye Protest II

transformed the traditional student movement into a new direction in

which the student movement became a means to£ the labor movement, by

initiating confrontation with the state.

'llte Q1ro Protest showed that: 1) labor protests have becane more

directed at the state and coordinated with political struggles, rather

than simply directed at the inmediate capitalists involved in the

conflicts; 2) labor protests formed across factory ~rkers and

segments of the middle class vis-a-vis the capitalists have developed

into those formed across factory workers and segments of the middle

class vis-a-vis the state-capital alliance; 3) there have been more

associational linkages among different labor protests. The Protest
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proved the thesis that the labor movanent in South Korea has a

tenderx:y of going down with emergeooe of a strong labor regime rot it

reproduces itself into a new ona to counter strong repression by the

state.

5.5 OOOCLUSION

The same question ranains to be answered: in what WB::i and to what

extent has workers' class capacity been strengthened as unintended

consequences of interactions between labor oontrol and labor

resistance in the 1980s. As done in the previous chapter, the new

labor control can be specified into the follCMng danain.

1) ~ scope Qt control -In general, labor oontrol has becane more

repressive and penetrating. Unionization became more difficlut.

Interference in labor by any ou\:side forces even including ug:ler-level

irXiustrial unions was prohibited. The open shop system was awlied,

and thus, union membrship was not canJ;U1sory any longer. Collective

bargaining became more difficult. Acts of d~lsp1te outside the

workplace were prohibited. These all-out pmitive legislative acts

were followed by the destruction of all l:he existing autonanous

grass-root unions and leaders. All the existing social forces who had

played important roles in organization of workers' power were

eliminated.

By contrast, workers' individual interests were attempted to be

accamnodated. Penalties against employers I unfair labor practices

were intensified. Neit.~er social insurance nor a minimum wage was
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provided. Instead, a non-discriminatory retirement allowance systan

was enforced 'Co be applied to every anployee having canpany services

more than one year within one enterprise. Thus, layoffs have beccme

prevalent because management has fired workers whose labor power

seemed unpranising before their period of service exceded one year.

2) ~ locus .Qf control -Within production, managerial despotism

developed a new mechanism by which management atused the new

regulationa enacted in the new labor control system. The open shop

system fostered prevalence of conflicts between non-union workers am
union merabers. Management nd:>ilized non-union workers to repress

union activities. Management exploited such new regulations as: 1)

those who have not served more than one year at the workplace in where

a trade union is being organized, are not qualified to be an executive

officer; 2) the tem of executive officers shall not exceed more than

three years; 3) no union officer shall be pennitteC1 to assume

concurrently more d1an one full-time union post. The state set up

these rules to neutralize union leaders I power and to break off the

ties between enterprise unions and Wustrial unions. Managenent

utilized these resources to uproot the blrgeoning seeds of new I core

grou!B I at the workplace.

All the existing 0RXlSition forces outsiCle of production were

subjected to crackdown. Two examples appear to be praninent in the

way the state eliminated social opposition forces. After the

destruction of all the existing oppoartaon forces in 1980, it utilized

a I Blacklist I method. About 1,000 labor activists have suffered frcm
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interrogation arXi iI'timidation on the basis of the list. The majority

of those blacklisted were workers who have been active in labor

protests, those "no have beccme involved in the 'Workers' Classroan'

and manbers of UIM or JOC. 'lhese repressions generated nationwide

protests by sacrified workers and church grouI;S in 1983. Fran August

1983 through April 1984, about 500 labor activists vho had beccme

involved in tne 'Workers' Classroan' were subjected to crackdown.

They included students-turned workers, clergymen and factory workers.

3) ~ agents Q{ control -Expansion of the control agents is one

of the most phenanenal distim.'"tioo inherent in labor control of the

1980s.

The control agents utilized by managerial despotism in the 1970s have

also been the main instrtmlent in labor repression in the 1980s.

Expansion of the state security apparatus has been phenanenal. This

expansion has not been confined only to the areas of labor control.

According to statistics fran the Ministry of Bane Mfairs which were

released in the National Assembly,12 during March B-June 20, 1984,

danonstrations by 169,000 college students were cracked down on by

244,444 riot policsnen. This figure iIx3icates degree of Intervenrdons

by the state's control agents. During May 17, 1980 -Decanber 31,

1983, all existing autOOQnOUS unions were destroyed, all the major

labor activists went underground, about 500 news reporters were

expelled fran the press, 80 professors were forced to leave the

12 'lbe Union of Mass Movanent for Danocracy and Unification, l-linju
Tongil. Vol. 4, February, 1986. pp. 87.
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classroan, 500 politiciar.3 were placed under arrest or prohibited fran

political activities, and 1,400 magazines, journals am periodicals

went out of pri.'lt.13 'lhese figures indirectly indicate the degree of

penetration by the state's control agents in every section of South

Korean society. Without societal resistance, there would have been no

need for repression as such. 1berefore, these figures also offer

counterevidence that societ::l resistance to the denination in the

1980s has been significantly stronger than that of the 1970s.

4) §.Y.ategic realms Qt control -Ideological control has been

peootrating. Establishment of the LMC has been required at ficns with

more than 100 Employees. Functions of the' Ut1C included prevention of

labor-managanent dis~tes. 1bus, the Il4C has becane an important

instrument in preventing occurrence of labor protests. Family

relations have been continuously exploited by management for effective

labor controls. 5e9nented labor markets by sex am education has been

also exploited by management for labor repression. Segregation of

workers into union- and non-union manbers as a result of application

of the open shop system anerged as a new additional mechanism by which

labor organization has been neutralized.

Here we have one question: what leads us to argue that reshaping

of state's labor controls in the 1980s is a response to the way and

the extent that class capacity of the working class had been

strengthened in the 1970s? The most important point as a key to

13 Minjung, (Cheongsa, Seoul: 1985), p. 30.
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answering this question is inherent in the canplex and contradictory

nature of the new labor corrcrof ,

Limited options available for acamnodation of interests of the

working class predisposed the state to fall back more upon coercive

measures for labor repressdon, As explained in the previous chapter,

the class capacity of the working class in the 1970s was strengthened

to the extent that I the four types of core groups I and the rank and

file workers, partia1larly unskilled, fanale and low educated workers

in the 5eoul-Gyeonggi areas were CXlmbined and involved in labor

protests. Geographic ooncentration of the allied groups in the seoul

metropolitan area is associated with the teOOency that enterprises

sUWly~ the lowest wages and worst working comitions are

concentrated in this area. According to the Ministry of Labor, anong

300 fims across the oountry with more than 100 anployees under low

wages (less than 100,000 Korean Won, equivalent to U5$115, per month) ,

extended work hours and bad working corXIitions, more than 200 filJDS

are located in the Seoul metropolitan area.14

One of the best options to accommodate the interests of the rank

and file would be wage increases and betterment of working corXIitions.

As explained earlier, however, maintenance of cheap labor has been a

primary requiranent for international canpetitiveness of exports and

danestic price stability. Legislation of a mi.ni.mlIn 1tiage would also

jeopardise anployers I motivation for business at small and medium

14 The Dong-A Daily, Feb. 17, 1987.
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sized enterprises which has been perceived by the state as important

to facilitate export pranotion.

Labor control and protection of the rank and file workers frcm

unfair labor practices by managanent might have been only the option

available for labor al:sorption. In the 1970s, penalties against

managanent for Wlfair labor practices were abated. labor resistance

in the 1970s generated the state's policy shift toward protection of

workers fran Wlfair practices. At the same time, increasing social

demarXis for democracy aIXl legitimacy of political power of the state

created even more propitious comitions for the state's

intensification of basing its political legitimacy on econanic growth.

'Ibis intensification in turn required a stronger state-capital

alliance. Consequently, labor resistance in the 1970s had been

disruptive only to the extent that the state an{ilasized piecemeal

welfare as a way of cooptation for workers' interests in the process

of reshaping its labor control in 1980. Emphasis of piecemeal welfare

as such, generated by the extent to which class capac:,;ity of the

workL""lg class in the 1970s had been strengthened, was not legally

bWing enough to prevent exploitation of the ~ regulations by

managanent. For example, as a way of cooptation of workers, a

non-discriminatory retiranent allCYtlance system was enforced to be

applied to every anployee having service more than one year within one

enterprise. ManagE!i1el1t exploited this regulation by firing workers

whose labor power seaned unpromsdnq before their period of service

exceeded one year.
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Nonavailability of options for acc:amnodation of interests of the

rank and file workers, in part comitioned by the extent of labor

militancy in the 1970s, directed the state toward hea-vy reliance upon

coercive measures. Thus, reshaping of labor control in 1980 was a

response to the wQ:j alliances among workers am segments of the middle

class were forged. '!he four tyJ?es of grouJ.E were destroyed. All the

existing influential forces upon whan workers also had relied for

organization of their power, were forced to go underground. To uproot

b.1rgeoning seeds for a new It;X)re group' at the workplace, the state

sophisticated and intensified its legal sanctions against those who

woold create ties CIIlOng social forces outside of production arxl

workers within production.

Then, 1xIw have the workers in the 1980s acted upon the new labor

control sh~ in 1980? A series of measures such as all-out

destruction of the existing oRX>Sition forces, restiructurdnq of unions

and subjugation of than to danination by the stat~pital alliance,

and erx::apsulation of enterprise unions fran the influences by

utPer-level industrial unions had made labor inert. WOrkers were not

the only victims. Intellectuals including newsreporters, students,

professors, clergymen aIXi politicians were also sacrificed. Ever

since, they have be9un to establish a very lcosely distributional

coalition. This newly anerging social am political ot:POSition force

(Jaeya Seryuck), by basing its political fourdation on the historical

event of the Kwangju riots in 1980, has becone a leadir.~ political

opponent of the state since the 1985 National Assembly election.
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Labor issue has becane one of their key political resources for

struggles. Thus, labor has becane more politicized.

However, the new labor control systan in 1900 was strong enough to

contain resistance I:¥ the workers during 1981-83. In this period,

there had been sp:>radic displtes I:¥ workers. The way in which labor

protests responded to the new labor conerof approximated the mode of

resistance I:¥ labor protests in the 1970s. With a strong labor

regime, the labor movanent went down. Labor protests I:¥ the Cheonggye

workers in this period were inert. To protest union closure I:¥

coercion in January, 1981, they staged a sit-in demonstration at a

branch office of the AFIrCIO to draw international attention. This

protest resulted in arrest of 11 strike leaders. No serious labor

protests I:¥ than took place ur.til september, 1984.

The closure of Control Data Korea (mK), a manufacturing facility

for COIllp1ter cxxnponents owned entirely by Control Data Corp. (ax:),

the Minesota-based c:anp.tter giant, was another representative case,

and it had raised concern anong foreign investors in South Korea.IS

CDR was established with an investment of US$3.2 million in 1967.

At the time of its establishment the plant had about 40 workers, and

by 1969 there were 490 workers. Fran February 1 through March 31,

1970, there were 270 workers, and by June 1970 a:>K anployed 300 new

workers .16 Having gone tnrough ti.lis recurrent process of dismissal

15 Far Eastern Econanic Reyiew, July 30, 1982.
16 Christian Institute for the. Study of Justice and De-velopnent
(CISJD), Dakuk;eok Kieopeui Yihaewa Daeeung [Multinational

(Footnote continued)
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and anl?loyment, the plant had made substantial profits lUltil the time

of its closure on July 23, 1982. At the time of its closure, it had

about 350 workers, and in the previous year it made a pre-tax profit

of U5$1.35 million.

Labor problans began in Decauber 1981, when the canpany's union,

organized on December 30 t 1973, demanded a 49.6% increase in wages.

Based on the government's wage guideline rec:amcenjing wage settlanents

in the 7-12% bracket, managanent suggested a 12% increase.

Negotiations dragged on for several months. On March 15, 1982, six

union leaders were fired on the charge of urging fellow workers to

slow down ani produce fault:.y products. For the folladng three days,

the union carried out work stoppages and sit-in danonstrations

protesting the dismissal.

Managanent argued that acts of slowdown and production of faulty

products violated both United States and South Korean la-tiS. u"Ii-i

supporters counter-argued that the dismissal was illegal under South

Korean laws as union leaders could not be fired in the middle of a

contract negotiation. On March 23, the two sides of managanent and

union eventually agreed to 19.9% increase in wages. Despite this

agreanent s controversies over the dismissals continued and eventually

brought Roger Wheeler ~ vice-president for himan relations and Ed

Vargon, vice-president for labor relations at CIX: to Seoul on June 3,

16 (continued)
Corporations' Interests and WorKers' Response], (Seoul, CISJD: 1982),
p. 69.
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1982.17 On the same day, the two vice-presidents, at a meeting with

the union, did not accept the union's danard for re-hi.rdnq of its

fired colleaques, and then about 65 workers streamed into the neeting

roan, and surrounded the two American executives. 'I'he f3lla1e workers

wanted them to stay on and solve the disp,lte before they left, and the

two were prevented fran leaving the roan fran 7: 00 p.m., the same day,

for eight hours until the riot police dispersed the workers.

The incident precipitated the state to reactivate its all-out

offensive against the UIM, by portraying UIM rnanhers as

para-camnWlists bent 00 destroying labor-management relations. The

state-cont.roj.Ied Korea Broadcasting System was the most virulent in

its attack.18 Ever since, UIM had been blaned by non-union members of

the canpmy, foremen, supervisors, clerical workers, and drivers, for

instigating the <DK disp.1te. On July 16, the incensed male workers

assaulted five female workers, three of them pregnant, blaning UIM's

influence for ax:,s decision to close down the seoul plant. later, it

was noted that managenent wanted to re-hire the six dismissed workers,

rot that they had been advised not to by goverl".lme&"'ltal officials.19

It was at the eIXi of 1983 when the state began to loosen its belt

for labor controls. '!be 1985 National Assanbly election might have

been one reason for such a policy shift. The way labor responded to

this appeasement policy was pranpt and detemined. labor responses in

17 Dong-A.!lQQ. July 20, 1982.
18 Far Eastern Econanic Reyiew, July 30, 1982.
19 ibid
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1984 can be characterized by several aspects. Alliance among the

newly anerged social anj political ogx>sition force am •the core

groups' both of whan had been suppressed, began to be forged. The

first organization was Korean Workers' welfare Council founded on

March 10, 1984. During 1984-85, more than two dozens of similar

organizations were founded. Having nation-wide organizational

networks, they exerted direct &'1d indirect influeo:es on serious

protests by the urban poor, famers and taxi drivers.

On August 27, 1984, about 2 ,000 urban poor people protested

ranoval of illegally bullt shacks at Mockdong, seoul, as a part of

infrastructural projects aimed at beutifying the city of 5eool to host

the 1986 Asian Gclnes anj the Olympics in 1988. On septanber 2, 1984

at Hanpyeong, Cholla Noo1do, in the southern part of South Korea, about

700 fatrners protested under the influences of the Association of Korea

Catholic Famers and the Association of Korean Christian FaIIners.

Owing to the state's import liberalization measures, which had been

bolstered from 1983, rising Webtness had becane Cl major issue anong

farmera, Beef, dairy and cattle prices fell through 1984. Production

surge of the country's cattle production in 1982-83 with imported

breeding stock which were sold to famers with loans fran state-run

cooperatives and the saanaul UnJong organization worsened the problan

of indebtness. Fran May 25 through June 4, 1984, more than 2,000 taxi

drivers in Daegu ard Pusan, staged street danonstrations dananding

better wages and working coniitions. In early 1984, more than 200

enterprise umons were newly organized"
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The pattern of alliance formatdon in the 1980s has shown that

under the influences of the ne-tolly anerqed nation-wide social and

political opposition force, the 'core groups' in the 1970s outside of

production, having founded organizations for region-based movanents by

famers, the urban poor and workers, formed region-based networks with

new 'core group:;' within productioo. They exchangeU information and

helped each other in the process of unionization in 1984.

Through experiences of labor protests in the 1970s and the early

1980s, workets realized who stood behiIXl managanent. The existence of

the stat~pital alliance in labor repression has been crystallized

by routinized appearance of state's control agents at the workplace ..

'!he major catalyst in this crytallization has been the newly energed

opposition force and its allied 'core groups' that had been suppressed

by the state. The FKTU and its 17 iIXlustrial unions in the mid 1980s

have becane bystanders in labor protests. In the 1970s lIllOrkers viewed

than first as supporters aM later as enemies. In the early and mid

1980s, decentralized union structure by the state has made upper-level

unions isolated fran labor activism. Exclusion of the iIXlustrial

unions which hare been politically conservative became a factor for

politicization of labor.

Thus, labor protests have becane more directed at the state and

coordinated with p:>litical struggles. '!he CGWU workers challenged the

legality of the new labor laws by claiming the new legislation was

unconstitutional. Direction of labor protests at the state was

manifested by the Guro workers' sit-in demonstrations at a local
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office of the Ministry of labor. Workers in the mid 1980s began to

realize that drastic change in the state' s labor policy is essential

for improvement of wage am working comitions.

Class capacity of the working class in the 1980s has been

strengthened by follCMing methods. Class solidarity emerged fran

frequent social interactions among selected grou};S of workers.

Developnent of social relations outside of production have been

continuously blocked by such constraints as lC7trl wages, labor

intensity, exterXied work hours and controlled dormitory lives.

Working class cammmi.ties have been underdeveloped. SOCial

interaction, therefore, has been urxlertaken by se<JI1ents of the working

class who have had wide cormections with se<JI1ents of the middle class

and t&~e 'core group:;.· Forms of social interactions included cultural

performance such as traditional mask dance and drana, small group

activites, collective training prograns, atteOOance of other unions;

conventional meeting and publication of newsletters.

Labor protesta affected subsequent labor protests by creating

contagion effects through diff~ion of beliefs and knowledge. Victory

by the Daewoo Autanooile Protest in wage hikes influenced on wage

increases at other enterprises. 'lhese associational linkages have

been confined to the workplace in Seoul-Gyeonggi areas. Spontaneous

creation of songs, games and group organization in strikes have oeccme

routinized.

Region-i.JaBed alliance in strikes among workers, students and

members of social and political opposition force outside of
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production, by directing Labor protests at the stah~, increased its

militancy through politicization of labor, and has overcane weakness

Innerent; in the 'n'O¥ class capacity of the working class had been

strength~ in the 1970s. Claos capacity of the working class in the

1970s was weak to the extent that formation of social borXis among

workers across factories and Wustries were neutralized by the power

of managerial despotism a'ld constrained by the industrial structure

characterized by vertical integration and external articulation. The

POwer of managerial despotism and structural constraints were critical

in atanizing class capacity of the working class because lal:x>r

protests had been more directed at imnediate employers and more

focused on econanic matters.

In the 1980s, power of managerial despotism and structural

constraints became less critical since lal:x>r protests forged emuring

orgaluzational capacities b'.f mobilizing: I} sets of people -the newly

emerged social and political qp:>sition force, the 'core group;' both

outside of production and within production and the rank ani file

workers have been combined in canpositia.'l of protesters: 2) resources

to be pooled -unfair Labor practices by management or wage hike

struggles at certain enterprises have been pooled as political

resources for lal:x>r protescsj 3) mode of camnitment --the protesters

defined above with political resources have integrated irxiividual

Labor protest into a more canented resistance to maximize political

impacts on the state.

Consequently, class capacity of the working class in the 1980s has
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been strengthened to the extent that the opJ;X)sition force and core

groups forged strong alliance, effectively utilized management IS

unfair labor practices as political resources and accumulated their

militancy b'j' centralizing labor protests in 1985 arxl 1986 when the

time was politically critical. At the same time, class capacity of

the working class in the 1980s has been fluid to the extent that

radicalness, militancy arrl politicization of labor has alarmed the

rank and file workers to whan subsistence problem have been more

inminent arrl thus alienated them.
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'!his study has addressed a fundamental questicn: how the South

Korean state's control of labor has shaped and has been shaped by

labor militancy in export-oriented industrialization. Relevant

questicns included: what are the conditions under which the state and

labor have interplayed~ what is the nature of relationship between

developnent strategy and lator control~ what are the I:atterns of the

state-labor interactions and how thE¥ changed over time~ to what

extent anc' in what way class capacity of the working class has been

strengthened in tbe 1970s and the 1980s.

'!be naj or pranise underlying this study was that the strong

bureaucratic-authoritarian and capitalist state of South Korea,

predisposed by historical conditions and justified by econanic growth

based on export-oriented industrialization, developed preanptive labor

control policies and strategies. '!be second pranise was that social

threats to legitimacy of the state's political power led to

consolidation of the basis of political legitimacy on econanic growth

and the consequent; existence of the state-capitcll alliance aggregated

existing political CP:POsition elen~ts into an anti-e;overnmet1t
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coalition to which labor issues have become central.

'!he theoretical and analytical framework of the study integrated

two different bodies of literature in its examination of the interplay

between the state and labor: 1) the "dependency" and nworld system"

literature; and 2) AnthoI¥ Giddens' concept of the "dtal.ectac of

control" and Erik Olin Wright's concept of "cl.asa capacttaes, II This

study first described the histoIY of the labor IIIOITement in Korea, and

then, investigated the relationship between develqment strategy and

labor control.

'!he first argument we can derive fran what was discussed in

Chapter II and III is that political determination of preemptive

nature of labor cxmtrol in the sixties and the seventies had to do

with the state's political ideology based on national security and

maintenar..ce of industrial peace. SOUth Korea I s territorial

canpactness, national hanogeneity, lack of a differentiated entity

between state and society due to its history as a strong central

bureaucracy, lack of deceneral.iaed feudalisn, and the absence of any

strong threat of rervolts fran be1~ provided propitious conditions

under which the Japanese colonial state tureaucracy effectively

penetrated into ervery section of society. '!he despotic,

hypertrophied, and centralized character of the colonial state

approximated what Chandra (1980: 437) describes:

The colonial State does not represent any of the
social classes of the COIO!lVi it subordinates all
of them to the netropolitan- capitalist class. If
it gives sane of then &&l;;port and protectaon, it
does so in the interests of its am ruling class,
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the netropolitan bourgeoisie. Its task is not
merely to enable the extraction of surplus fran
subordinate classes, rot also to make the entire
econaqy of the ex>lony subservient to the
metropolitan econany, to permit the exploitation of
the colony as a whole. l

'!hus, in terms of extracting resources fran Korea and approp.iating

surplus through low wages and unequal exchange, the Japanese ex>lonial

despotiSil contiIUlously underdeveloped the Korean econcny, Japan also

used methods that transformed village class or kinship ties and

political structures "in wCl:/s that would allow maximum IOObilization of

econanic resources and peasant manpower" (Skocpol, 1979: 125). The

Japanese levied taxes "in order to raise the revenue thE¥' would have

available to them for administrative and military expenses" (carn~,

1984: 183). This despotic colonialisn was supportied I::¥ the existing

landlord class that ex>llaborated with the colonial state in order to

retain its wealth and privileges. The colonial situation generated

rise of the national liberation 1IlO\7ement into which the labor

mOlTement, the student 1IlO\7ement and the fanners' IOO\7ement were

integrated.

'!he American military occupation, after Korea's Liberataon fran

Japanese ex>lonial rule, also had a major inpact at the establishment

of p:culiar patterns of interactions and linkages between the state

and lclbor. Due to the Americans' demobilization policy and their

desire to establish an anti-canmunist bulwark in the southern part of

1 Requoted frc:n carnoy, l'~tin. The state and Political '!'heort.
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press: 1984) i p. 183.
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the Korean peninsula, anerging industrialist and entrepreneurial

groups ranained a weak, politically dependent bourgeoisie. In

additi00, organized labor was subordinated to the interests of the

post-colonial state as seen through the destruction of Jeonpyeong

(National ColUlCil of Korean Labor Unions), the strong, autcnanous,

left-wing labor union systan.2

'!he 1950 Korean War and the destruction of danestic forces of

production not only disrupted the existing feeble class structure rot

consolidated coOOi.tions for the anergence of the military state, JOOst

notably t¥ creating national needs for strong armed forces against the

camnunist threat. conscant; threaes fran North Korea prov ided the

military state with the manentum to institutionalize security

idealogy. The IRed Canplex' (preoccupation with anti-eamramisn)

deeply rooted ill the minds of South Korean people, is an important

resource 1:l'1at the state IOObilizes for its ideological iOOoctrination

of the people. In other wo:~ds, the 1950 Korean War provided the state

with effective ideological resources that have been used in launching

and maintaining a strongly repressive labor control. It is in this

context that the Factory saanaul MoI1anent (FSM) and the

Labor-Managanent COlmcils (LMC) developed into institutions Pirallel

to labor unions. These bio institutions were set up to insure

infusion of the workplace with an industrial peace.

2 In 1945 when Japan bOO 509 unions and 385,677 union manbers, Korea
had 1,980 unions and 553,408 members. All unions and maubers in Korea
at that; time were under the control of JeonpYeong.
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In the 1970s, the labor union, the FSM, and the LK: canprised

'triple control mechanism' as an institutionalization of repressive

labor control. Turbl1ent st!:uggles over wages led l¥ enterprise

umons, factional strifes cnong national iOOustrial union leaders Oller

hegemony, and militant disputes Oller organizational hegemoIW at

workplace caused the state to change its strategy for labor control.

Thus, the state's strategy for the control of labor became directed

more taolard execution of ideological control. In the 1980s,

.·.3tablishment of the LMC at fions with IOOre than 100 anplC¥ees was

enforced through legislation. Intensification of ideological control

was clearly associated with neutralization cf the tmion ftmction.

'!be primaty purpose of the FSM, inaugurated in 1973, was to induce

workers' normative canpliance to high work performance and industrial

peace. By directly linking workers' ideological conformity and

canpliant mentality with patriotic national deve1opner.t efforts, the

state anbitiously attempted to infuse the workplace with an

industrious and hannonious at:ntosphere. '!be scate-curded ideological

campaign drtw the virtues of loyalty and filial piety fran the

traditimal Confucian code of ethics, and the importance of hard work

with laol material ralards fran the routinized perception of the

camnuni.st threat l¥ equating hard work with p;ltriotic efforts for

national defense.

Ur.der the direction of the Ministpr of Camnerce and Industry

(1«:I), Qe;ve1.q:ment of the FSi-i into a central Instf.tutaonal.Iaataon was

pursued. Four employers' associations, the ChaL"""1lber of Camnerce and
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Industry, the Federatioo of Korea Industries, the Korean Traders

Association, and the Korean Federation of Small and Medium Business

were fully mobilized for e£fe...4:ive ~ration of the FSM. The bJ1k of

the work was undertaken I:¥ the Chamber of camnerce and Iooustry, while

the other three associations assisted. '!bis top-down oriented

hierarchical channel has effectively penetrated the ideological

indoctrination into wery single put of the industrial sectors

throughout the whole country.

'!be FSM W.:lS carried out at the enterprise lwel by a Saemaul

leader and the saemaul work tean. '!be leader, cq::pointed I::¥ the

canpany owner, controls the #lork tean, canprised of eight to fifteen

workers. '!hese work teems were involved in such managerial IOOVements

as Quality Control and Zero Defects. saemaul edacataon, as an

instrument to indoctrinate the work ethic, functions also as the

channel through which the Federation of Korean Trade Unions (FK'lU) and

its 17 national industrial unions with their enterprise unions are

educated under the saenaul prcqrans, Oltside the factory, male

workers who canpleted 3-year military service, are obliged to join the

Haneland Reserve Corps through which they receive additional saemaul

education. To what extent the state-guided ideological indoctrination

was successful in blilding up a oompliant, hard-working labor force is

difficult to estimate. But one thing is certain; ideological control

has been instrumental in labelling Labor resistance as I del.Irquency I

rather than as justifiable expression of workers: am rights so that

severe punishment ~gainst labor protesters is legitimized to be
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necessary for national security.

If the FSM is a campaign or IIlOITanent fran ebove, the LMC is an

institutional arrangement to replace the functions of the labor union.

'!he ux:: began to be organized in the early 1960s. In the 1973 and

1974 labor law revisions, the establishment was anphasized, and in

1980, it was fiImly legislated. '!he LMC law stipulates that it

consist of the seme number of representatives fran both sides of labor

and management. '!be state's primary concern is to eliminate existing

conflictual elements caused l:!f labor demands and to t:ui.ld up

barmontous relationshipe between labor and management within the

enterprise.

'!he organizational machinery has attanpted to tr.anslate

conflicting interests inherent in market econany enterprises into

hannonious interests. However, it has dema.1ded lB'lilateral sacrifice

on the side of workers who lost already basic rights -rights for

association, collective bargaining, and collective action, and thus

has failed to aCCCiiiplish the original goal sc far 0 In the enterprise,

management, supervisors and foranen daninate the FSM into which line

\"lorkers are enforced to be allied as passrve foLi.avers. In the

canpan;y which has its cc.mpany-backed union, the functions of the LI«;

and the union are not in conflict, but the workers are canpletely

indifferent. Rivalry or canpetition that arose out of the existence

of two workers: bodies on the same level has been prevalent. SO far,

the I tripl~ control mec.."1arJ.sn I has net filled a repre8Q'1tatici.al

vacuua at the workshop Level , Qrl.ly the forced compliance wi.th
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national security idealogy, has given backbone to the superficial

efficacy of the triple control nechanisn.

'!he second argument we can derive fran Chapter II and III is that

the direct causal linkage between devel.opnent sequences and regime

dynamics was the basis for political detecnination of labor control,

and that intensification of labor control by the state was a response

to the coalition-based societal resistance to the power and danination

of the state-capital alliance in the purauit; of export-oriented

industrialization in the sixties and the seventies.

Just as the Rhee regime in the fifties relied upon the merchant;

capitalists for consolidation of its political power, the Park regime

in the sixties consolidated the basis of political legitimacy on

econanic grarth by forging the state-big business alliance. This

alliance p:1ttern led import-substitution industrialization in the

fifties to degenerate into a rent seeking exercise and export-oriented

industrialization in the sixties to be highly discretionary and

sectorally specific.

'!be Rhee regime in the fifties did not intensify its control of

labor. Instead, the regime destroyed an active left-wing uruon

Il1OI1anent closely tied to socialist and nationalist groups and

restructured labor unions to form quasi-corporatist links between

labor unions and its Liberal Party. '!be Park regime in the sixties

intensified its control of labor. To ir~tutionalize its p:>litical

power, the reqime destroyed old labor unions and established new

unions. This institutional arrangement attempted to incorporate
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workers' interests into the state's interest. In the sixties, major

social pressures came fran students, the church and opposition

parties. Main social issues were surrounded by democracy and

legitimacy of the political power. Labor oontrol by the state was

preanptive in that the state was interested in encapsulation of labor

fran the influences by IX>litical struggles as such. Labor resistance

in the sixties had been relatively weak.

Intensifi~tion of labor oontrol in the seventies was a response

to the coalition-based societal resistance to the power arid danination

of the state-capttal alliance in the parsurt of export-oriented

industrializtion in the sixties. Social threats to legitimacy of the

military regime in the sixties led the state to consolidate the basis

of IX>litical legitimacy on econanic growth. '!he existence of the

state-capital alliance aggregated existing political q:p:>sition

elements into an anta-qoverrment; coalition. This ooalition brought

labor issues into political arenas. It is in this context that the

interplay bebleen the state and labor bec"~e d'jnamic.

In Chapter IV and V, we examined the interplay between the state

and labor in the 1970s and the 1980s, '!he main purpose was to

illuminate the extent to which, and the way in which, class capacity

of the working class was strengthened in the 19705 and the 1980s.. as

W'li.ntended consequences of the interplay.

'!he fonns and oontent of lam!: concrot in the 1970s were

characterized according to the following dcmai.ns, I11 the danain of

the scope of control, workers' rights to association, collective
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bargaining and collective action were practically taken i!:MCJ::f.

Unionization required acqui.aition of •it certificate of report;' fran

Adni.ni.strative Authorities. For control of unionization, however, a

report rather than license systsn was adopted. 'Ihe union shop system

was ag;>lied. Every union member was qualified for union leadership.

Exertion of influence ~ upper level unions upon encerprf.se unions was

discouraged rot not yet neutralized. Through imposition of anergency

rules, state's intervention in labor affairs was intensified.

Penalties against management's unfair labor practices were relatively

fettler •

'!he danai.n of the locus of control in the 1970s canprised three

stages. At the initial stage, workers' attanpts at unionization faced

strong interference ~ management. To avoid management interference,

workers occasionary organized their unions in secret. In the process

of roW!"; ng the certificate of .w:eport, such attanpts at unionization

was often detected ~ management who were informed of the attanpt ~

the Adni.ni.strative Authorities. More often than not, the Authorities

disapproved unionization. Then the workers had to reapply. In the

meantime, management dismantled such attempt at unionization. At the

second stage, workers' resistance to interference t:¥ management faced

police crackdowns. At the third stage, when a union succeeded in

obtaining legal recognition, the uaion workers faced another

interference by management who intendP.d to transfom the autonanous

union into a ~-controlled one.

'!be agents of control in the 1970s existed at three levels. At
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the state level, they included the police, the KCIA and the AIrr!Y

Security Heacquarters. '!heir roles w~~~ investigation, sUwlying

physical violence, and mediation of industrial disputes. At the

administrative level, they Incl.uded the Ministry of Labor and its

local offices, the Labor camnittees and the Mninistrative

Authorities. '!hey dealt with arProoal of unionization, disputes

settlanent, dissolution of unions, approval of workers· dismissal by

management and even vocational t:'aining. At the shop-floor level,

they included managers, foranen, corrupt union leaders, dormitory

inspectors and goon fquads in ex>llaboration with management ..

'!he strategic realms of control in the 1970s were identified as

three types: ideological control, exploitation of family relations,

and a segmented internal labor market. OCcasionally the Factory

saanaul MOIJanent and the Labor-Management Council functioned as

instruments by which labor disputes were dissolved forcibly and

canpliance to the virtues of loyalty and filial piety was coerced,

Workers· fauily relations were frEquently exploited so that parentis

became influential in preventing their sons or daughters fran

participating in labor protests. Male and skilled workers were

mooilized to break up labor protests by fanale and unskilled workera,

Labor protests in the 1970s were characterized by an

outward-dependent; mode of resistance. Penetration of labor by outside

influences represented by UIM, JCC, and other intelligentsia was

prirr.arily Limi.ted to far.ale, less skilled, wid low-educated workers.

Bence, the labor movement; did not go beyond the level. of fenale
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daninat.ed, labor-intensive, SE:OU1-Gyeonggi area-based factories.

'!bere was no diffusion of Lebor protest fran one factory to another.

'!be roode of interaction between labor control and labor resistance

in the 1970s can be characterized t¥ strong solid'irity anong outside

influences represented by church group-related forces, and segments of

workers within productaon, Labor protests by these groups were

directed at management's patriarchal and paternalistic despotism.

OUtside influences and factory workers forged alliances on the basis

of single factory situations. 'lbis pattern of alliance resulted in

segmentation and fragmentation of the labor IIlO\Tanent. The Dong-il and

the Y. H. Protests were good examples of this segmentation. '!bus,

labor protests challenged the labor control in isolation rather than

in canbination. For example, the a;wu struggles in the early 1970s

influenced the 1974 revision of labor law, extending the Labor

Standard Law to include fion.e with as few as five anployees, though

there were exceptaons, Jeon Tae-il's suicide and the resulting a;wu

protests increased the state's concern with improving working

conditions. '!he Y.H. Protest also increased the state's concerns with

workers' welfare. But both the Dong-il and the Y.H. Protests also

intensified the state's attanpts to encapsulate factory workers fran

outside influences. '!be workers' benefits fran the protests were

meager in light of the sacrifices and militancy these workers had

ShCMIl. T'ne lack of associational linkages between these labor

protests meant; there were "only sporadic cutbu.rsts, not sustafned and

widespread pressure ::or chanqe" (Oliver, 1985: 7-8). In general,
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during this period, labor resistance was initiated either by

rnanaganent' s unfair labor practices including delayed payment, bad

working conditions, plant closures and job relocations, or by

interruption of lUlionization.

Pattern of collective action in the labor IOCNement in the 19703

was characterized by network configurations of four types of •core

groups': a charisnatic leader with a few "hangers-on" who had no

conr.ections with external forces (e.g., the J~ Tai-Il case); team

leaders of production lines associated with UIM or with JOC (e.g., the

Dong-il case) who generated solidarity anong the rank and file within

each factory; union leaders educated by 1:&'1e Christian Acadany or the

central unions (e.g., the Y.H. case); and finally, students who turned

thanselves into factory workecs who later led labor protests. These

groups played pivotal roles in creating social bonds at work.

Each •core group' concentrated on solidarity forging of workers

within unit factory. Hence, there existed no associations among

workers across factory and between industries. '!here were no

associations anong irxli.vidual labor protests. Very few labor protests

affected other protests. HCMever, there existed networks of contagion

effects among labor protests, in case of syncronized protests in the

Seoul metropolitan areas.

'1he main contents of the labor movanent in the 1970s were confined

to antagonisn against inmedi.ate anploy~s. The main issues were

caused l:!! management! s unfair labor practices. Workers in the 1970s

struggled for wages and organization of unions. Since labor protests
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were more directed at imnediate emplOjers rather than the state,

actual interactions between labor protests and student demonstrations

did not cane about. Nevertheless, the existence of the state-capital

alliance in the PJWer and danination aggregated political opposition

elements into a coalition because of their common position vis-a-vis

the state-capital alliance. With the spurt of exporb-ordented

industrialization, social issues such as inequality of wealth or

uneven distribltion of the benefits of econanic growth drove the

church and students to get involved in labor ~ By this ooalition,

lab')r issues were brought into the political arena. Church groups got

involved in labor activities within factories.

Class capacity of the working class in the 1970s was strengthened

to the extent that the four types of I core groups I and the rank and

file, particularly lDlskilled, female and low educated workers in the

Seoul-Gyeonggi areas, were canbined and involved in the labor

protests. Transformation of structural capacity into organizational

capacity of the working class was blocked by the PJlWer and danination

of the state-capital alliance specified earlier according to the

several danains. However, network of influences within the working

class was generated by the political q>position coalition who brought

labor issues into political arenas as well as contagion effects of

labor protests on others due to geographical compactness.

Strong ties by the core groups influenced by segments of the

rniCldle class and labor mi1 itancj ~ong unskilled workers within

factories in the 1970s contributed to accumulation of latent class
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capacity of the working class. 'Inis latent class capacity was

manrfesced when the political regime broke down. '!he shape of the I'etl

stronger Labor oontrol in 1980 was a response to the w~ in which

class capacity of the working class was strengthened in the 1970s.

'!he forms and content of labor control in the 1980s were

characterized according to the follCMing danains. In the dcmain of

the scope of control, workers' rights to association, collective

bargaining and collective action were taken i:MCJ¥ by the Yushin system

in 1972 and these rights have not been restored as of the mid 19805.

Unionization became more difficult. ur.:ionization at an enterprisp.

required a resolution 1:¥ more than 30 employers or one fifth of the

total anployees. '!be union shop system (canpulsory trade union

manbership) was replaced by the open shop system. '!he report system

for union recognition was replaced I::¥ the licen..e::e system.

Qualification for union leadership became restricted t:¥ inposing new

regulations. Involvement in labor affai rs 1:¥ a Third Party was

strictly prohibited. By definition, the groups who had plCJ¥ed pivotal

roles in labor protests in the 1970s and early 1980, such as church

groups, students and even upper level irXiustrial unions, were

categorized as Third Parties. The scope of union activities became

strictly regulated. About 50 percent of collected union dues were

prescribed to be used fot welfare of the union members. Penalties

against aces of labor disputes outside of the workplace were

intensified. '!he cooling-off period was extended. At the same time,

penalties against management's unfair labor practices were intensified.
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In the danain of the locus of control, the new regulations

specified above became the resources exploited 1::¥ management who

developed a new wf!¥ of managerial despotism. '!be <:pen shop systan

fostered conflicts ~tween non-union workers and union workers. The

former were roobilized to repress the latter. '!be state limited the

scope of qualification for union leadership by labor legislation and

management utilized these resources to uproot t:urgeoning seeds for

labor activists in the workplace. All the existing opposition groups

were crackdosned and a 'Blackliet' method was utilized to pra?ent

these excluOt:d groups fran J:eI1etrating into the workplace. Thus the

locus of control shifted fran repression of attanpts at unionization

in the 1970s to prevention of the excluded groups fran invalvanent in

laror affairs in the 1980s.

Accordingly the state's intervention has been intensified. The

agents of control became the JOOst pronounced danain evidencing such

intensification. Ole figure indicated that demonstrations by 169,000

students were cracked down on by 244,444 riot PJlicanen. High

fre:;IUency of police appearance in the workplace was another evidence.

Before and after labor protests, stationing of the pol.Ice in tne

workplace became routinized.

'!he three types of the strategic realms of control In the 1970s

were intensified to be used in the 19805. As the South Korean econany

sought to upgrade the tech.'lalogical structure of its industry, it

requi.red a more highly skilled and motivated workforce. In response
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to this changing need, vocational training programs were intensively

introduced. '!be Public Vocational Training Corpocataon was newly

established under the revision of Basic Law for Vocational Training in

1981. '!bere has been a drastic increase of investment in higher

education and technical training. 'lbese intensive training proqrems

aim not ally at training of workers' skills but also for cultivation

of work motivation. In the r;hase of export-oriented industrialization

deepening, intensive pursuit of programs as such is a new challenge

against labor resistance to the P'Wer and danination of the

state-capital alliance.

Labor protests in the 1980s were characterized i:¥ confrontation

with the state level and expansion of their coalition base. Labor

protests have becane more directed at the state and coordinated with

political struggles. '!be Cheonggye workers challenged the legality of

the new labor laws i:¥ claiming the new legislation unconstitutional.

Directing labor protests at the state was manifested i:¥ Guro workers'

sit-in demonstrations at a local office of the Ministry of Labor.

Workers in the mid 1980s began to realize that confrontation 'Ilith the

state rather thail with inmediate anplC¥ers is more Inscrimental in

improving their wages and working conditions. The pattern of alliance

in the 19805 has shown that under the influp.nces of the newly anerging

natiorrwide social and political cpposition forces, the 'core qroups'

in the 19705 outside of production, wjth organizations for

regionally-based movenencs by famers, the urban poor and workers,

formed region wide networks with new •core groups' within production
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sectors" '!bE¥ exchanged infonnation and helped each other in the

process of unionization i..11 1984.

Labor protests affected subsequent protests by creating contagion

effects through diffusion of beliefs and knCMledge. Victory by the

Daewoo Autanobile Protest in wage hikes influenced wage increases at

other enterprises. '!hese associational linkages have been still

confined to the workplace in Seoul-Gyeonggi areas. Workers in the

1980s transformed the nature of the labor InO\Tanent characterized b'j

fragmentation and segmentation in the 1970s into that of concentration

and centralization. '!be labor IDO\7anent in the 1970s was fragmented to

the extent that labor protests were scattered and disintegrated. It

was also segmented because there was a big cleavage In Pirticipation

in labor protests. '!be labor IOOI1anent in the 1980s has been

centralized by arousing regionally-based labor protests which were led

by the coalition canprising p~elriously expelled groups outside of

production and labor activists within production sectors in the Seoul

metropolitan areas. It has also been concentrated to the extent that

labor protests and student demonstrations were associated and

syncronized.

Labor protests in the 1980s have changed their mode of response.

At bargaining tables, workers· demands for J?:lY increases have been

better justified and grounded. During striltes, orgar.ization end

mobilization of workers has becane more systanatic with better

planning, orqaniaataon, and evaluation of results. Spontaneous

creation of songs, games and other worker activities during strikes
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have been developed. 1he extent to which internal labor market

se9Ilentation impedes organization of labor has decreased. To that

extent, organizational cap:icity has increased significantly.

1he IOOde of interaction 'Jetween the state and labor in the 1980s

has changed. student involvement in the labor IUO.Tement has becane

stronger and more penetrating, with students taking ores: the roles

which church groups had lDldertaken in labor protests in the 1970s.

'!be state intensified its oontrol of labor and neutralized the power

of the church in the workplace. Students took orex the roles

lDldertaken I:¥ the church. In this proces, solidarity has been forged

in forms that are inter-factoty, inter-sexual, and region-based. '!be

extent to which ate labor protest affected another has increased. For

example, the Dae100 victorious wage struggle influenced pay increases

at other ficns. ~e state, I:¥ intensifying its 1,X>1icy to isolate

factoty workers fran ootside influences, in effect generated

solidarity anong students and workers as well as among expelled

workers ootside of production, thus oontributing to 1,X>1iticization of

labor issues during the 1980s. Labor milittmcy has increased, while

at the same time, the state's interventions in labor have beccme

stronger and more penetrating. HOW'eI1er, the wCJ!::l in which the state

intervened in labor has changed, resulting m a oontradictoty stance:

on one hand, a strong stance a~inst workers I attempts to organize

collective action rot with anphasis 01'l tne pranotion of workers;

welfare, en the ether.

Region;:lj ly-based al.Liences in strike among workers, studerrts and
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manbers of social and political cpposition force outside of

productiat, I:¥ having labor protests directed at the state, increased

their militancy through politicization of labor, and have CNercane the

weakness inherent in the wi!!E:i class capacity of the working class had

been strengtheneJ. in the 1970s. Class capacity of the working class

in the 1970s was weak to the extent that formation of social bonds

among workers across factories and imustries were neutralized I::¥ the

power of managerial despotism and constrained by the iBiustrial

structure characterized I:¥ vertical integration and external

articulation. '!be power of managerial despotism and structural

constraints were critical in fragmenting class capacity of the working

class so that labor protests were fragmented and segmented.

In the 1980s, the power of managerial despotism and structural

constraints became less critical since labor protests forged enduring

organizational capacities I:¥ IOObilizing: 1) sets of peopl.e -the newly

anerging social and political ~sition forces, the 'core groups'

both outside ,of production and within production sectors and the rank

and file workers have been cnnbined in oanposition of protesters; 2)

resources to be pool.ed -unfair labor practices by managanent or wage

hike struggles at certain enterprise have been pooled as political

resources for more generalized ~litical protests; 3) roode of

camnitment -labor militancy- and protests have becane more

syncronized, concentrated and associated, and strengthened political

weights of labor issues.

Consequently, class capacity of the working class in the 1980s has
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been strengthened to the extent that the qJpOsition forces and •core

groups' forged strong alliances, effectively turned management' s

lDlfair labor practices into political resources, and accumulated their

militancy through syncronization and concentration of labor protests.

At the same time, class capacity of the working class in the 1980s has

been fluid to the extent that radicalness, militancy and

politicization of labor has alarmed thP. rank and file workers to whan

subsistence proolems have been more i.Imti.nent and, thus alienated then,

To summarize, the major argmnents of this study are:

1. In the early stages of export-oriented industrialization, there

was sane ~rtunity for labor to organize, rot this opportunity was

bounded sanewhat t¥ the nature of the labor market and the

characteristics of the ficns and imustries.

2. In the seventies, the state cracked down on labor. Intensified

labor repression was motivated I:¥ a IX>litical strategy of preventiinq

politicization of labor, which was reflected in the forms of labor

control.

3.. 'lhe main point regarding the seventies is that there were a

number of inhibiting factors that came fran the goveranent and the

nature of the labor market itself, but that these were OITercane as the

organization of workers became i.np:>rtant for a number of outside

groups, who sought alliance partrers of their om. As this occurred,

the organization of workers took on a more independent form. 'Ibis

progression culminated in the YE incident and later on in the spring

of 1980 when the political regime broke down and hence the p:>litical
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liberalizatioo led to an opening.

4. When Chun came to pc1tler, his regime faced a labor IOOVanent that

was already IOObilbed~ thus its cxmtrol would demand harsher and more

penetrating measures. There was also new government involvanent in

labor policy, through the initiation of a wage policy, for example.

~ese factors ally served to intensify labor militancy and to link

Vlbor demands more clearly to politics than had occurred during the

seventies.

S e '!be anergence of the organizational bridges providing resources

for the labor IOO\Tanent and their strength are attributable to such

intensification of labor militancy. 'Ibis intensified labor militancy

will precipitate the government to undertake dual and contradictory

measures as it seeks to wild electoral support, for the turn to

democracy~ establishment of ways of coopting workers' econanic

interests, such as a minimum wage systan and a national Pension

systan, on the ate hand, and intensification of its belt for labor

contLol against workers' politi.cal interests.

'Ibis study has shown the possibility of giving substance to the

idea of the class capicity of the working class I::¥ bringing the

elusive nature of Erik Olin Wright' s concept cbm to the practical

level and then awlying it to the SOUth Koreai1 case. Transformation

of structural capacities of the working class into organizational

capaci,ties has been blocked I::¥ labor ooncrol.e and at the same time

festered by the labor iTIOlJement. Thus class capacity of the working

class was qualitatively measured as an outcome of aimultaneous
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operation of this blocking and fostering.

'!he flDlction of blocking and fostering as such in South Korea has

been dynamic and rapidly changing. '!bis dynamic nature of action and

reaction between labor controls and the labor mavanent resulted in

high vulnerability of the class capacity to:

1) new welfare tactics of the state,

2) advance of technology (by reducing dependency of econanic

success on cheap labor),

3) democratization (increased legitimacy of politics and capital

aCCllllulation would decrease motives for labor I&lilitancy}.

As of 1987, it is quite certain that the goverrrnent will introduce

more welfar~oriented labor policies, combined with a drastic increase

of invesbnent in higher education and technical training, and that

technology will be rapidly upgraded in forthcaning years. HQiever, it

is very uncerrain whether politics will IOO\Te taiard democratization.

'!his lDlcertainty makes prediction of future direction for the class

capacity of the working class extremely difficult, because of the

politics-econanics links in the strength of the class capacity.

Finally, this study suggests sane inplications for the theory of

the working class formation in South Korea. '!his study chronicled and

accounted for the w~ and extent the strengthening of working class

capacity in South K017ea in the decades when positions in the social

structure and people became more and more proletarianized, in the

sense of strong relative deprivation caused i:¥ wealth inequality and

uneven ditribution rather than in the sense of lacking c;;;.mership or
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control over the means of production and over the labor power of other

workers.

Katznelson and Zolberg (1986) argue that we might say that class

formation has occurred only when class exists at all four levels of

structure, patterns of life, dispositions, and action simultaneously.

'!he major pranise underlying this argument is that class formation is

historically specific and contanqent; upon the linkages between

specific class structures and thought, culture, and action.

'!herefore, class formation is sanething more than the logical ootcane

of class structure. It concerns a direct engagement with the actual

lives of working people. SOCial classes are not such entities inthe

sense of objectively defined locations in the class structure.

Accordingly people are not just bearers of class relations,

positioning thernselves as the status of people who simply execute

strategies imposed on than by the system. 'lhey make sense of massive

changes in the econany and in society in order to be able to act on

than.

E. P. 'Ihanpson (1978) adds:

Class formations••••arise at the intersection
of detennination and self-activity: the
working class "made itself as much as it was
made. n We cannot put ·classn here and "cl.ass
ccnscdousness" there, as two separate
entities, the one sequential upon the other,
since both IIIJSt be taken together -the
experience of detecnination, and the
"handling" of this in ccnsctous \tt'ays. Nor can
we deduce class fran a static "seetaon" (since
it is a beaning over timej, nor as a function
of a mode of production, since class formation
and class consciousness (while subject to
determinate pressure) eventuate in an
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open-ended process of relationship -of
struggle with other classes -wer time.3

FollQo1ing this line of argument, we might conclude that for a

study of the working class formation to be thorou9-l1 and canplete it

needs to undertake a rigorous account of the structure of class

relations, patterns of life, dispositions, and action. In this sense,

this study is incanplete. 'Ibis study only attanpted to illuminate hQo1

working clas capacity has been strengthened as unintended consequences

of the interplay between the state and labor. '!be state created major

iJIl:lediments to collective action by "",rking people. In confronting

these ~ts, workers interacted with segments of the middle

class. '!bese sets of ~ople camni.tted pooled resources to camnon

ends. By focusing on the content and the form of this class-based

collective action, this study paid less attention to exploration of

me points of connection with the structure of class relations at the

macroeconanic level to the lived experience at class in the workplace

and in the residence, and to groups of people disposed to act in class

ways. This study conducted a class analysis only at the level of

class-based collective action. For a tllorough and canplete class

analysis on working class formation in South Korea, further class

analyses should carry out a integration of the four levels.

3 E.P. 'lbcrnpson, aThe Poverty of Theoty, A in Thanpson, ~ Poverty of
Theory and Ot..her Essays (L-orYfon: Merlin Press, 1978), pp. 229.
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